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From the

President’s Desk
I wish the members a very fruitful financial year ahead
and to get the desired results in this financial year.

allocation of Rs. 135 crore for the conversion of the
East Coast Road (ECR), a six-lane road. We request
As a global citizen, expect the Russia-Ukraine war the Honourable Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu,
should end and bringing peace to the world at the Thiru M.K Stalin, to accept and announce the change
earliest. The Russian President Mr.Vladimir Putin and of name at the earliest.
Ukraine President Mr.Volodymyr Zelenskyy should I appreciate the Honourable Chief Minister of
come to the negotiation table as give and take policy Tamil Nadu Thiru M.K.Stalin for his rapid approval
to end the war at the earliest which is creating human to conduct the 44th FIDE Chess Olympiad this
losses, affecting the trade, industry and economy of many summer in Chennai, Tamil Nadu and would be the
countries around the world.
first time that an Olympiad being held in India.
Since the GST collection escalating every month, the
Finance Minister should consider the reduction of tax
slab structure recommended by the GST Committee
which would bring more tax payers in the GST network.
The Central government may extend the GST
compensation to the States’ for few more years.

The number of active Covid-19 cases in the country
declined brings us more positivity hoping to recover
bouncing back our economy growth. But still, the
pandemic continues in Shanghai, China which has
become the epicenter of Covid 19 cases in the country
with the spread of Omicron variant.

The Chamber had an interactive meeting with
18 member delegates from the National Defence
College, New Delhi under the leadership of Rear
Admiral Dhiren Vig, VSM, SDS (Navy) and had
extensive discussions on the trade, industrial
developments happening in Tamil Nadu and their
purpose of visit to get a closer view of state-sponsored
programmes for economic development, advancements
I would rather request the Honourable Chief Minister of in IT, industries, sciences and other aspects established in
Tamil Nadu to visit other countries also for getting more Tamil Nadu.
investments in Tamil Nadu focusing on well planned
infrastructure facilities and a conducive environment I request the members who are in exports to get
available for the industries by attracting big companies registered with Director General of Foreign Trade
(DGFT) portal (www.dgft.gov.in) for getting Online
around the world to invest in Tamil Nadu.
Certificate of Origin (Non-Preferential) from the Tamil
The Tamil Chamber of Commerce requested already to Chamber of Commerce through portal.
change the name of the East Coast Road to "Emperor
Raja Raja Chola Road" parallely welcoming the
The recent Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Thiru
M.K.Stalin visit to Dubai along with Minister for
Industries Thiru Thangam Thennarasu signing MoUs
with an investment of Rs.6100 crore creating 14,700
jobs in the State in Textiles, Healthcare, Power, Food
Processing and steel sectors would certainly a good news
for the Industrial growth in Tamil Nadu.

öŒ#²® öuõÈ@» öu#Á® & |À»
vÓø©uõß |©x öŒÀÁ®
Feedback to naachiar@yahoo.com

BØÖÁõº BØÓÀ £]BØÓÀ A¨£]ø¯
©õØÖÁõº BØÓ¼ß ¤ß. SÓÒ : 225 AvPõµ® : DøP

Chozha Naachiar Rajasekar
President & Editor, TCC Digest
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TN CM Visit

Dubai Expo

Opportunities to invest in Tamil Nadu galore:
Chief Minister Mr.M.K.Stalin to industrialists in Dubai

At

an Investors’ meet in Dubai, Chief Minister
Mr. M.K.Stalin invited industry captains and business
leaders to invest in the state and said that United Arab
Emirates and Tamil Nadu share a “long history” of rich
cultural and trade relations.
A range of areas including food processing, textiles
and renewable energy came up for discussion at a

meeting in Dubai between Tamil Nadu Chief Minister
Mr.M.K.Stalin and the United Arab Emirates
Government, authorities said. Mr.Stalin met UAE
Minister for Economy Mr.Abdulla Bin Touq Al Marri
and Minister of State for Foreign Trade Dr Thani bin
Ahmed Al Zeyoudi at the Dubai International Financial
Centre, and discussed making investments in Tamil
Nadu in various sectors, an official release said.
Tamil
Nadu
Industries
Minister
Mr.Thangam
Thennarasu and senior officials participated in the
discussions. Mr.Stalin arrived in Dubai on a four-day
visit to the UAE, his first official visit abroad after he
assumed office as Chief Minister in May 2021. He also
inaugurated the Tamil Nadu Pavilion at the Dubai Expo
2022.
Tamil Nadu Chief Minister M K Stalin, on a visit to
Dubai to woo investors, has invited industry captains
and business leaders to invest in the State by saying
opportunities were available in abundance.

w¯øÁ öŒ#u»õQ¯ öŒ¸UøPz wÂøÚ Eøh¯ £õÂPÒ AgŒõº,
wÂøÚ CÀ»õu @©@»õº ©mk@© Ag”Áº.
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On his maiden trip overseas after assuming office in
May 2021, Stalin, addressing a conference organised by
Guidance Tamil Nadu, said, “I take this opportunity to
invite you to Tamil Nadu to engage in a partnership of
investment, innovation, growth and prosperity.” During
the conference named “Tamil Nadu – Investors First
Port of Call,” a pact to invest Rs 1,600 crore in the State
was signed in the presence of Stalin and government
officials of Dubai.
MD and CEO of Guidance Bureau Ms.Pooja Kulkarni
exchanged documents with officials of Noble Steels,
White House, and Transworld Group of Companies
for the Rs 1,600-crore investment which would create
employment for 5,200 people in Tamil Nadu.
Noble Steels would invest Rs 1,000 crore that would see
creation of 1,200 new jobs while White House earmarked
Rs 500 crore to set up integrated sewing plant that
would see generation of 3,000 jobs. Transworld Group
of Companies would invest Rs 100 crore to set up a
food park which would generate 1,000 new jobs, official
sources said.
Stating that the United Arab Emirates and Tamil Nadu
share a long history of rich cultural and trade relations,
he said, “We are committed to develop and strengthen
the ties.” “There is keen interest to further strengthen
the ties between Tamil Nadu and UAE and this is
evident after seeing the number of participants in this
conference,” he said.
Terming Dubai as a beautiful city, Stalin said it is not
only beautiful but has also become a place where huge
businesses take place. “Fifty years back, the population
was less than one lakh in Dubai. But, today, it has
increased and people are in awe, globally,” he said.

w¯øÁ w¯ £¯zu»õÀ w¯øÁ
w°Ý® AgŒ¨ £k®. SÓÒ : 202 AvPõµ® : wÂøÚ¯aŒ®
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Mr. M.K. Stalin, Chief Minister (CM) of Tamil Nadu,
inaugurated the state floor at India Pavilion, EXPO2020
Dubai in the presence of Mr.H.H. Sheikh Nahyan Bin
Mubarak Al Nahyan, UAE Cabinet Minister of Tolerance
& Commissioner General of Dubai Expo 2020. The state
will showcased its business potential and cultural heritage
during its four-day participation at the India Pavilion.

The Chief Minister listed out some of the popular
landmarks of Dubai, including the 2,217-foot tall Burj
Khalifa, shopping malls and Palm Jumeirah Islands
which saw strong growth as a business centre.
Appealing to the industry captains to invest in Tamil
Nadu, Stalin said he took up the overseas trip after
assuming office to strengthen economic relations between
Tamil Nadu and Dubai. “I invite you all to make big
investments in Tamil Nadu,” he said.
Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, Tamil Nadu has signed
124 memoranda of understanding (MoUs) attracting
investments of USD 8 billion thereby creating two lakh
jobs, he said.
“Tamil Nadu has registered a GDP of 5.8 per cent
in 2020-21 in contrast to negative growth in most
economies. This clearly shows the faith and confidence
global investors have in Tamil Nadu,” he said.
Noting that the State government has drawn up plans to
increase the GDP to USD 1 trillion by 2030, Stalin said
the government has taken up upgrading infrastructure
and developing the skills of the employees to make the
achievement.
“In this context, there are large number of opportunities
available for you to invest. Opportunities were in
abundance in real estate, tourism, and hospitality
sector,” he said, adding that the State was home to more
than 75 Fortune 500 companies. “Our doors are always
open to do business and to take up investments,” he said.
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Tamil Nadu CM Mr.Stalin visits
Mr.AR Rahman's studio in Dubai

Chief Minister Mr.MK Stalin watches the special video show
on Tamil culture on Burj Khalifa
With Tamil Nadu Week being observed at the Dubai Expo, a
beautiful video on the history and culture of TN was aired
from Burj Khalifa, the tallest building in the world

"The trip to Dubai was a success. Foreigners praised the
favorable environment for starting a business in Tamil
Nadu . Memorandums of Understanding were signed to
attract more investors to Tamil Nadu. MOUs worth Rs
6,100 crore have been signed with six major companies
and chances to create 14,700 jobs," said Chief Minister
Mr.MK Stalin.
Memorandums of Understanding: Dubai-based
Noble Steels is worth Rs 1,000 crore Investment And
to establish a production project in Tamil Nadu to
create employment for 1,200 persons Memorandum of
Understanding Carried out. The event was attended
by the company’s Chairman and Managing Director
Mr.Mohammad Ashraf Zakul Amit.
Dubai-based White House is worth Rs 500 crore
Investment And to set up two integrated sewing mills at
Tindivanam in Villupuram district with an investment of
Rs.150 crore in 3 years and at Walajabad in Kanchipuram
district with an investment of Rs.350 crore in 5 years
to create employment for 3,000 persons. Memorandum
of Understanding Carried out. The company’s partner
Mr.A. Mohammad Ilyas was present.
Dubai-based TransWald Group has raised Rs 100
crore Investment And 1,000 people Job opportunity
To set up a food park in Tamil Nadu Memorandum of
Understanding Carried out. Chairman of the company
Mr.Ramesh S. Ramakrishnan was present.
During the investors’ meeting, the Secretary-General of
the UAE International Investors Association – General,
HE Jamal Saif Al Jarwan said, “Tamil Nadu is an

Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Mr.M.K. Stalin, who is on a
visit to the United Arab Emirates, took time off his hectic
schedule to pay a visit to Oscar-winner Mr.A.R. Rahman's
studio in Dubai.
Giving details of his visit to Rahman's studio on Instagram,
Stalin wrote, "My friend A R Rahman invited me to his
studio and showed me his 'Moopilla Thamizh Thaye' album
when I had gone to pay a visit to the Dubai Expo 2020. There
is no limit to Tamil and music in this world!"
A R Rahman, for his part, said, "M K Stalin avargale,
thanks for accepting our invitation to Firdaus studio and
honouring us."
Music for 'Moopilla Thamizhe Thaaye' - a Tamil anthem
for Tamils and Tamil lovers worldwide has been scored by
A R Rahman, while its lyrics have been penned by Thamarai.
The song has been rendered by a host of singers including
A R Rahman and his daughter Khatija Rahman. The
video has been directed by Amith Krishnan and has been
shot by cinematographers Vijay Karthik Kannan and Bala
Subramanyam.

important state for business investment and investors
in the region are in Tamil Nadu. Investment There are
great opportunities to do that. “
The event was attended by Mr/Suresh Kumar, Chairman,
IBPC Dubai, Mr.MA Yusuf Ali, Chairman and Managing
Director, International Lulu Group and Dr. Aman Puri,
Deputy Ambassador to India.
Meeting with top CEOs of companies in the United
Arab Emirates: In another show Chief Minister
Mr.M.K.Stalin He met with CEOs of leading companies
in the United Arab Emirates. During the meeting, two
MoUs were signed in the presence of the Chief Minister
of Tamil Nadu.

w¯öŒ¯ÀPÒ wø©ø¯ ÂøÍÂUS® ußø© Eøh¯ÚÁõP C¸zu»õÀ,
Az w¯ öŒ¯ÀPÒ wø¯ÂhU öPõi¯ÚÁõPU P¸v AgŒ¨£k®.
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Aster DM Healthcare System Rs 500 crore Investment
And to establish a 500 bed hospital in Tamil Nadu with
employment of 3,500 persons (direct employment for
3000 persons and indirect employment for 500 persons).
Memorandum of Understanding Carried out. It was
attended by Dr. Azad Moopan, Chairman and Managing
Director, Aster DM Healthcare.
Shrapnel Group, Rs 500 crore in Tamil Nadu Investment
And 1,000 people Job opportunity In order to set up a
freight park with rail link facility, with the Government
of Tamil Nadu Memorandum of Understanding Carried
out. The group was attended by Vice President HE
Major General (Retd) Shroffuddin Shroff and Chairman
and CEO Mr.Shyam Kapoor.
During the
events, the total was Rs 2,600 crore
Investment And Memorandums of Understanding with
leading companies in the United Arab Emirates to
employ 9,700 people.
Meeting with CEOs of Dubai Companies: Chief
Stalin During a meeting with the CEO of Farabi
Petrochemicals, Mohammad Al Wadeh, he spoke about
the 4 major ports, roads and rail links in Tamil Nadu, the
skilled manpower, the improved business environment
and asked them to explore the possibility of setting up
a chemical complex in Tamil Nadu.
During a meeting with Mr.Hadi Badri, CEO of Emaar
Properties, one of the founders of the world-famous Burj
Khalifa and one of the largest real estate founders,
the Chief Minister called on the group to undertake
infrastructure projects in Tamil Nadu.
During the event, Minister of Industry Mr.Thangam
Thennarasu, Additional Chief Secretary of the Industry
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Mr.S. Krishnan, Secretary of the Department of Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises Ms.V.S. Pooja Kulkarni,
Managing Director, Mr.Arun Roy, Guidance Tamil Nadu
Top government officials were accompanied by senior
officials from the United Arab Emirates.
Earlier, Industry Minister Gold South visited the
Jebel Ali Free Trade Zone in Dubai. The Jebel Ali
Free Trade Zone is the largest port and trade zone
in the Middle East. The Free Trade Zone is an
integrated business and business hub of DP World,
the largest service and business solution provider in
the United Arab Emirates. This seamless trade
zone is one of the largest opportunities and business
opportunities for export companies in the United Arab
Emirates.
The Hon’ble Minister of Industry also visited the
Automatic Container Terminal in the Free Trade Zone
and its warehousing facilities, warehouses, distribution
and exchange activities for trade and commerce.
DP World is setting up a Free Trade Zone in Tiruvallur
district of Tamil Nadu. In addition, in September last
year, DP World entered into an agreement with the
Government of Tamil Nadu to set up a Free Trade
Zone in the Southern Districts. Memorandum of
Understanding Has undertaken.
During the event, Mr.S. Krishnan, Additional Chief
Secretary, Industry, Mr.V. Arun Roy, Secretary,
Department of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises,
Ms.Pooja Kulkarni, Managing Director, Guidance
Company, Tamil Nadu Top government officials were
accompanied by senior officials from DP Weld.

AÔÂÝÒ GÀ»õ¢ uø»ö¯ß£ w¯
öŒÖÁõºUS® öŒ#¯õ ÂhÀ. SÓÒ : 203 AvPõµ® : wÂøÚ¯aŒ®
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Interactive Meeting

National Defence College

Meeting with National Defence College (NDC), New Delhi

Rear Admiral Dhiren Vig, VSM, SDS (Navy) presenting memento to Mr.Chozha Naachiar Rajasekar, President, The Tamil Chamber of Commerce
(L-R) Shri Sameer Kumar Srivastava, IRS, Tour Coordinator, Mr.P.Chandrasekar, VP, TCC, Mr.B.Ravi Kumar David, Hon.Secy, TCC,
Mr.P.Gopalakrishnan, TCC Sub Committee Chairman-IT and Mr.D.Vetrivel, Hon.Treasurer are seen in the picture

The

National Defence College, New Delhi delegates
had an interactive meeting with Tamil Chamber of
Commerce.
An 18 member delegates from the National Defence
College, New Delhi met Tamil Chamber of Commerce
President Mr.Chozha Naachiar Rajasekar and Office

Bearers and had an interactive meeting with them in
Chennai.
The delegates consists of Army, Navy, Air force, Civil
Service from India and foreign Army personnel from
Iran, Uzbekistan, Bhutan, Nepal and Australia attended
the meeting under the leadership of Rear Admiral
Dhiren Vig, VSM, SDS (Navy).

Mr.Chozha Naachiar Rajasekar, President addressing at the meeting with National Defence College delegates from New Delhi

u®ø© Á¸zx@ÁõºUS® w¯ öŒ¯ÀPøÍa öŒ#¯õ©¼¸zuø»,
AÔÄ GÀ»õÁØÔ¾® uø»¯õÚ AÔÄ GßÖ TÖÁº.
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Delegation from National Defence College, New Delhi

The delegates had an extensive discussions on the
trade, industrial developments happening in Tamil
Nadu. The purpose of their visit to get a closer view of
state-sponsored programmes for economic development,
advancements in IT, industries, sciences and other
aspects established in Tamil Nadu.
The Defence Personnel from the college were Brig.
Bhupendra Rekhi, Col.Masoud Sharif Kazemi, Iran,
Brig. Salil Seth, Lt.Col.Khurshid Khudoynazaraov,
Uzbekistan, Surg.Cmde Rohit Sharma, Shri Sameer
Kumar Srivastava, IRS, Brig.Rohin Bawa, Col.Lhatu
Tshering, Bhutan, Brig.Sanjeev Kumar, Air Cmde
TSS Krishnan, Air Cmde P.Jain, Col.Shobendra Singh
Mahat, Nepal¸Brig Shaman Chodha, Col.Anthony Craig
Hoyer, Australia, Shri Dhiraj Mukhia and the two Tamil

Nadu State Governments Officers Major Boni Vincent,
Joint Director Ex-Servicemen’s Welfare, Lt.CDR Senthil
Kumar, Assistant Director, Ex-Servicemen’s Welfare
participated and interacted with the Office Bearers of
Tamil Chamber of Commerce.
Mr.P.Chandrasekar, Vice President, Mr.B.Ravi Kumar
David, Honorary Secretary, Mr.D.Vetrivel, Honorary
Treasurer and Mr.P.Gopalakrishnan, TCC SubCommittee Chairman, IT participated and delivered
their points in the meeting.
Earlier the President Mr.Chozha Naachiar Rajasekar
welcomed the delegates and briefed about the chamber
activities and its significance in Tamil Nadu for the
development of trade and industry. He also mentioned

©Ó¢x® ¤Óß@Pk ‹ÇØP ‹Èß
AÓg‹Ê® ‹Ì¢uÁß @Pk. SÓÒ : 204 AvPõµ® : wÂøÚ¯aŒ®
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Mr.Chozha Naachiar Rajasekar presenting shawl to Rear Admiral
Dhiren Vig, VSM, SDS (Navy) at the meeting.

about the Chola dynasty who were in Maritime trade
controlled 40% of the world trade 1000 years before. He
appreciated the National Defence College affiliated with
University of Madras for producing premiers in Defence
joined from other countries. He further said that the
Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu Thiru M.K.Stalin and the
government putting their policy and efforts to improve
exim trade and industries to reach the target of 1 trillion
dollar economy of the State.

Rear Admiral Dhiren Vig, VSM, SDS (Navy), Faculty
–in-Charge of National Defence College explained the
purpose of the tour and it is the part of the curriculum
having 11 months program to study different aspects
of India and also to know the Indian society growing
socially and economically comprising of 120 students
and he also added that the college have an extensive
discussions/ guest lecturers with the policy makers in
economy, trade visiting college.

Feedback – Special Edition Calendar 2022
Received

uniquely designed calendar of TCC for the
New year 2022 !!! In fact I kept the space vacant in
anticipation of the beautiful calendar. Whatever TCC it’s
Dynamic President ably assisted by its Secretary & his
staff is always outstanding year on year !!!
- N Shastry Tata, Managing Director,
RSM Astute Consulting Group

Happy

to acknowledge the receipt of TCC PLATINUM
JUBILLEE OF INDEPENDENCE SERIES SPECIAL
EDITION calendar. Created and Presented innovatively
by our President.
- P. Chandrasekar, VP, TCC

Received
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TCC Platinum Jubilee Calendar. As usual
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very best to our President. Many more laurels coming
to his favour.

Address
: Flat No.C-1, MRC Sea Waves
			 No.6(4), Kangeyapuram Street,
			 Santhome, Chennai 600 004.

- V.Manohar, EC Member

Sd/Chozha Naachiar Rajasekar
(Editor for TCC Digest)
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- M.Kamatchi, Member

¤ÓÝUSU @Pmøhz u¸® w¯ öŒ¯ÀPøÍ J¸Áß ©Ó¢x® GsnUThõx.
GsoÚõÀ, Gso¯ÁÝUSU @Pk ÂøÍ²©õÖ AÓ® Gsq®.
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Oldest Living Language

CÍø© uªÌ G¢uUPõ»zv¾®...
""I¯õ ÁnUP®.''

""ªUP |ßÔ.''

""ÁnUP®. ö\õÀ¾[P.''

""A¨£i¯õ G¨ö£õÊx AÝ¨¤ÜºPÒ?''

B]›ø¯ _£õæÛ (Subashini Jaganathan) ¦»ÚzvÀ
£Qº¢u ©÷»]¯õÂÀ |øhö£ØÓ uÛz uªÈ¯UP ©õ|õmiÀ
öÁÎ°h¨£mh ~m£Â¯À Pø»aö\õØPÒ GßÓ £mi¯ø»
£õºzuÄh÷Ú, AÁØøÓ øÁzx J¸ vøµUPøu Á\Ú®
E¸ÁõUQÂm÷hß.

""÷|ØÖuõß I¯õ ¦»Ú® (WhatsApp) ‰»® AÝ¨¤÷Úß.
CßÖ Põø» £ØÔ¯® (Messenger) ‰»•® £Qº¢÷uß.''

C¸¨¤Ý® R÷Ç EÒÍ Pø»a ö\õØPøÍ C¢u Eøµ¯õh¼À
£¯ß£kzu C¯»ÂÀø»; }[PÒ •¯Ø]UP»õ®)

""|õß ¦»Ú® £¯ß£kzxÁøu {Özv £»Põ»® BQÂmhx.
C¨÷£õx öuõø»Á› (Telegram) uõß £¯ß£kzxQ÷Óß.
C¸¨¤Ý® |õß ÷|›À Á¢x £[÷PØ£x ]µ©®. C¯[Pø»
(Online) ‰»® £[÷PØP»õ©õ?''

WeChat

&

AÍõÂ

Bluetooth

&

Fhø»

Thumbdrive

&

Âµ¼

CCTV

&

©øÓPõo

OCR

&

GÊzxn›

LED

&

JÎºÂ•øÚ

3D

&

•zvµm]

2D

&

C¸vµm]

Printer

&

Aa_¨ö£õÔ

Scanner

&

Á¸i

Simcard

&

ö\ÔÁmøh

Charger

&

ªßÞUQ

Digital

&

Gsªß

Cyber

&

ªßöÁÎ

Router

&

vø\Â

Selfie

&

u® £h® & _¯E¸ & _¯¨¦

Thumbnail

&

]Ö£h®

Meme

&

÷£õßª

Print Screen

&

vøµ¨ ¤i¨¦

Inkjet

&

ø©Ãa_

Laser

&

^öµõÎ

""Akzu Áõµ® J¸ {PÌa] JÊ[S ö\#xÒ÷Íõ®;
AøÇ¨¤uÌ AÝ¨¤°¸¢÷uß, Qøhzuuõ?''

""\› I¯õ. Põ¯ø» (skype) ‰»® ÷£_[PÒ. |õ[PÒ JÎÃa]
(Projector) ‰»® £[÷PØ£õÍºPÐUS Põs¤UQ÷Óõ®.''
""ªUP |ßÔ. Ãmkz uÛø©°À C¸UQ÷Óß. AuÚõÀuõß
C¢u HØ£õk. CÀø»ö¯ÛÀ uh[Põmi (GPS) EuÂ²hß
÷|›÷»÷¯ Á¢v¸¨÷£ß. ''
""£µÁõ°Àø» I¯õ. AøÇ¨¤uøÇ CßöÚõ¸ •øÓ
öuõø»Á›US AÝ¨¦Q÷Óß. uõ[PÒ Aøu E[PÒ £hÁ›
(Instagram) ‰»•®, Ra\P® (Twitter) ‰»•® £Qº¢uõÀ,
|ßÓõP C¸US® I¯õ. {PÌa]US® J¸ ÂÍ®£µ®
QøhUS®.''
""{a\¯® ö\#Q÷Óß. A[÷P Aµ[QÀ A¸Pø» (WiFi) Á\v
C¸UQÓuõ?''
""CÀø» I¯õ. GÚx CßöÚõ¸ vÓß÷£] (smart phone)
‰»® £Qµø» (Hotspot) E¸ÁõUQ, AvÀ Cøn¨¦
HØ£kzv E[PÒ ÷£aø\ ÷|µø»°À £Qº÷Áõ® I¯õ.
E[PÒ CÀ»zvÀ B»ø» (Broadband) Cøn¨¦
C¸UQÓxuõ÷Ú I¯õ?''
""C¸UQÓx. BP÷Á ]µ©® CÀø».''
""E[PÒ ÷£aø\ Aµ[QÀ C¸¨£ÁºPÒ ©mk©À»õ©À
©ØÓÁºPÐ® Põq® Âu©õP, Áø»ö¯õÎ (youtube)
‰»•®, •P¡À (facebook) ‰»•® ÷|µø» ö\#Q÷Óõ®
I¯õ. ©mk©À»õ©À, CuøÚ ÁßumiÀ (Hard disk)
÷\ªzx, ¤Ó¸US £Qº÷Áõ®. AÁºPÒ ¤ß¦ •hUPø»
(Offline) °¾® Psk PÎUP»õ®.''

C»ßGßÖ w¯øÁ öŒ#¯ØP öŒ#°ß
C»ÚõS® ©ØÖ® ö£¯ºzx. SÓÒ : 205 AvPõµ® : wÂøÚ¯aŒ®
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India - UAE Agreement

India, UAE sign Comprehensive Economic
Partnership Agreement

Union Minister Mr.Piyush Goyal and UAE Minister Mr.Abdulla bin Touq Al Marri after signing the
Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement.

India

has signed the Comprehensive Economic
Partnership Agreement (CEPA) with the United Arab
Emirates (UAE). This is the first significant trade pact
signed by the Narendra Modi government.
Prime Minister Mr.Narendra Modi and Crown Prince
of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of
the UAE Armed Forces held a virtual meeting during
which they witnessed the signing of the agreements.
Negotiations for this pact were completed in just five
months. Commerce and Industry Minister Mr.Piyush
Goyal and UAE’s Minister of Economy Mr.Abdulla
bin Touq Al-Marri signed the pact in Delhi during a
bilateral meeting.
UAE is India’s third-largest trade partner globally after
the US and China. Bilateral trade between both nations
stood at $43.3 billion as of 2020-21. In 2019-20 (before
the pandemic it stood at $59 billion. The CEPA is likely
to raise the total trade up to $100 billion by 2027.
"The CEPA will help both countries in post-pandemic
recovery," said Commerce Minister Mr.Piyush Goyal.

Nearly 80 per cent of India’s exports to the UAE will
be duty-free. The sectors that would benefit include
gems and jewellery, pharmaceuticals and medical
devices, education, technology start-ups, infrastructure
development, financial markets and services, oil and gas,
renewables, advanced technology, aviation, defence, and
food production.
"The CEPA is a milestone in our two countries' bilateral
relations and will open new opportunities in trade and
will lead to enhanced investments," said External Affairs
Minister Dr S Jaishankar.
UAE’s investments in India are around $17 billion out
of which USD 11.67 billion is in the form of Foreign
Direct Investment.
The remaining funds are as portfolio investments. UAE
is the ninth biggest source of FDI in India. The UAE
is likely to invest in ports, railways, and industrial
corridors in India.

"¯õß ÁÔ¯Áß GßÖ {øÚzxz w¯ öŒ¯ÀPøÍa öŒ#¯U Thõx;
öŒ#uõÀ «sk® ÁÔ¯Áß BQ Á¸¢xÁõß.

- Courtesy: The New Indian Express
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Launching of Book

Releasing of book ‘Dr V L Dutt :
Glimpses of a Pioneer’s Life Journey’

(L-R) Smt.V.Kavita Dutt, Jt.MD, KCP Ltd, Governor of Tamil Nadu, Shri R.N. Ravi, Vice President of India Shri.M.Venkaiah Naidu,
Tamil Nadu Minister for Environment, Climate and Youth Welfare and Sports Development, Shri Siva V. Meyyanathan and Chairperson
and Managing Director of KCP Limited, Dr. V.L. Indira Dutt

The

Vice President, Mr.M.Venkaiah Naidu launched
the book “Dr V.L. Dutt: Glimpses of a Pioneer’s Life
Journey’ written by Smt. V L Indira Dutt in Chennai.
Referring to Shri Dutt’s enthusiasm towards sports, he
wanted the young entrepreneurs to take inspiration from
him and always find some time for sports and outdoor
activities. He said Shri Dutt was a respected industrialist,
philanthropist and visionary par excellence, who inspired
a whole generation of young entrepreneurs. As head of
FICCI, Shri Dutt played an instrumental role in bridging
the gap between the government and industry during
the crucial years of 1991-92, he added. Observing that
“giving unconditionally without any expectation” was
one of the most outstanding qualities of Shri Dutt, the

Vice President said that he served the society through
various charitable organizations and generously donated
for construction of colleges, skill development centers
and health facilities. On this occasion, the Vice President
congratulated Smt. VL Indira Dutt for coming out with
an interesting book and also praised Shri U Atreya
Sarma and Ms Ambika Ananth for transcribing her
thoughts beautifully. Governor of Tamil Nadu, Shri R.N.
Ravi, Tamil Nadu Minister for Environment, Climate
and Youth Welfare and Sports Development, Shri Siva
V. Meyyanathan, Chairperson and Managing Director
of KCP Limited, Dr. V.L. Indira Dutt, Joint Managing
Director, Smt. V. Kavitha Dutt and other dignitaries
participated in the event.

Feedback – 75th India’s Independence Special Edition Calendar 2022
I am delighted to receive your letter dated 11th January 2022 along with the enclosed Special Edition
Calendar 2022. My compliments to you and The Tamil Chamber of Commerce for the unrelenting efforts in
bringing out such an extremely momentous calendar commemorating India’s Independence Platinum Jubilee.
I convey my good wishes for continued success in all future endeavour.
- Dr.Hari Babu Kambhampati, Governor of Mizoram

w¨£õ» uõß¤ÓºPs öŒ#¯ØP @|õ#¨£õ»
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Budget Analysis Meeting

TCC Webinar on “Post Budget Analysis Meeting 2022”
more than the last year as per the survey. He urged
the government to take up the issue internationally to
improve the export and import transactions by saving
the trade and industry. He quoted the Chola dynasty,
the maritime trade 1000 years before where they were
the pioneers in sea trade and their economic policies
were so conducive to build their trade successfully.
Mr.M.Arul Kumar, Executive
proposed vote of thanks.

TCC Webinar on “Post Budget Analysis Meeting 2022”
held on 2nd February 2022.
Mr.Chozha Naachiar Rajasekar, President welcomed
Mr.M.R.Sivaraman, IAS (Retd.), Former Revenue
Secretary, Government of India, Mr.K.Vaitheeswaran,
Advocate
and
Tax
Consultant,
Mr.Raghavan
Ramabadran, Executive Partner, Lakshmikumaran &
Sridharan Attorneys, Mr.M.Sathyakumar, Advocate,
Madras High Court, Executive Committee Members,
Members, Special Invitees from India and abroad,
College Professors, Students from Anna Adarsh College
for Women, Shasun College for Women for the meeting.
In his welcome address he stressed upon the need of a
separate budget for the Agriculture as the people saw
the issues during pandemic period and the suffering of
farmers on climate change and other issues.
He welcomed the scheme and the extension of tax
benefits for startups by the Finance Minster. He also
commented on the allocation of funds Rs.48,000 crore
under PM Awas Yojana identifying beneficiaries in rural
and urban areas and he insisted to allocate more funds
in the rural areas. He also highlighted that there was
a disappointment for salaried individuals, the Union
Budget made no tax concessions. While talking on the
container shortage has led India spending $14.8 billion
on importing transportation services which was 50%

Committee

Member

Mr.M.R.Sivaraman, in the
budget analysis meeting said
that the budget is both forward
looking and rooted in the present.
He also said that the budget is
going to transform India in a big
way and the other thing is the
mystery with which the budget
was showed is now getting resolved slowly, because the
taxation system of India is getting stablised and there
was no secret meetings regarding excise duty that are
being decided by the ministries of state governments.
He further said that the importance of the budget or
the economic policies of the government are going to
attract attention because India is now in a middle
income category and it has to grow upwards so that
in a few decades time, it becomes a developed country.
While talking on the automobile sector which is going
to come fast when the infrastructure of electric vehicle
start coming up in the States there will be a destructive
transformation which some of the service spares and
ancillary sectors supplying to automobile sector running
on petrol and gasoline would lose jobs and there were
no major effort was taken by the government as far as
transformation of automobile industry.
He said that the tourism has affected badly where the
allocation of fees to the guide and the tour drivers
has not been given priority while compare to foreign
countries. As far as the tax issued is concerned he felt
disappointed that the marginal rate of tax of 42% has to
be increased to 45% atleast for 2 to 3 years because world

xß£® öŒ#²® wÂøÚPÒ ußøÚ Á¸zxuø» Â¸®£õuÁß,
w¯ öŒ¯ÀPøÍz uõß ¤Ó›h® öŒ#¯õ©¼¸UP@Ásk®.
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over it has been surveyed that the people in top income
rankers were never lost their money and their income
has been doubled or tripled that the government has to
look into it. He said that the government had introduced
an atom bomb in the name of cryptocurrency where no
country in the world has introduced cryptocurrency
in an absurd manner and the impacts of the people
holding currency in general which should not endup
like demonetization. He also said that he is against
increasing custom duty rates where the industry would
affect badly giving no protection to their business which
would not be competitive and the protection would really
make indigenous products in the country.

BUDGET ALLOCATION BREAKDOWN










Mr.K.Vaitheeswaran said in his
address on crypto currency looking
the same concept from a different
perspective and has to see the actual
details from the government and there
could not be two currencies floating
around. On the collection of CGST,
he said that the budget estimates
was 5,30,000 crores, the revised estimate was 5,70,000
crores and they ended up collecting Rs.6,60,000 crores
which was huge and completely opposite and the same
in compensation cess collection which was higher than
the estimated one and the import duty shows growth
path as far as indirect tax collection.
While talking on duty being increased to 20% on
Umbrellas and the actual truth when the custom duty on
the parts of the final product increased the general belief
is that the local production would gain and some degree
of protectionism and probably the government have a
database that what kind of umbrellas coming in to the
country and to protect the MSMEs which predominantly
playing in the Umbrella production sector.
When it comes to diamond, the key items which are
going in the diamond and they are talking about the
specific items on diamonds which would come into the
country and finished into some other product and goback
as outside for exports and they are cutting down the raw
material cost and requested the chamber members to
look into the customs notifications and the amendments
which are going to be effected from 2nd February 2022.
Mr.Raghavan Ramabadran in his address touched
upon the Income Tax amendments and the reasons

Interest Payments
Defence
Transport
Transfer to States
Pension
Food Subsidy
Rural Development
Tax Administration
Agriculture and Allied
Services

Home Affairs
 Others
 Fertilizer Subsidy
Education
Health
IT and Telecom
Urban Development
U.T		
Commerce & Industry
Energy
Scientific Developments
Finance
External Affairs
Petroleum Subsidy














-

Rs.9,40,651
Rs.3,85,370
Rs.3,51,851
Rs.3,34,339
Rs.2,07,132
Rs.2,06,831
Rs.2,06,293
Rs.1,71,677

crore
crore
crore
crore
crore
crore
crore
crore

- Rs.1,51,521 crore

-

Rs.1,27,020 crore
Rs.1,13,301 crore
Rs.1,05,222 crore
Rs.1,04,278 crore
Rs.86,606 crore
Rs.79,887 crore
Rs.76,549 crore
Rs.58,757 crore
Rs.53,116 crore
Rs.49,220 crore
Rs.30,571 crore
Rs.21,354 crore
Rs.17,250 crore
Rs.5,813 crore

given by the governments on the amendments made.
While highlighting on the top amendments which are
going to touch the life of the business men on a day
to day basis. He said that most of
the amendments are brought in for
explanation which found to be not
a new one and the explanation are
given to give more clarity which
implies retrospectively. He also said
that the amendments are not going
to save taxes for you; rather it is
going to exert more amount of money from you and most
of these amendments which is not expressively explain
prospective or retrospective and the act of retrospective
are being couched in the final prints of the provision.
He explained the five important amendments made in
the section.

GøÚ¨£øP ²ØÓõ¸® E#Áº ÂøÚ¨£øP
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One Rupee Budget

Mr.M.Sathyakumar in his
address said that the budget is
clearly a monumental destruction
to the economy and the papers and
industry people praising the budget
but we need to be critical as what
should be done and the urgent need
of the economy. He highlighted the
GDP numbers being 9.2% mentioned
by the Honourable Finance Minister in the budget
speech and the Honourable Prime Minister commented
on the budget as a progressive one. He said that the
greatest problem of today is the employment creation,
employment opportunity and the crisis happening in the
financial sector.

the macro level providing attractive numbers and urged
every citizen to check their budget at home and neighbor
budget to check the purchasing capacity, saving and the
investment to be surveyed with minimum people around
you would see the lifestyle had not been increased for
the past 3 years and the factor would be price rise. He
also said that the individuals, honest tax payers should
not be disrespected and every budget the government
has to find something and nothing has been announced
in the budget and the slab rate for corporate rate tax
to be assigned and to reengineer the entire tax base of
the country providing benefit to the poor through social
sector programs and the salaried people are respected
and to increase the basic exemption limit and also to
capture the new face of digital transformation.

He further said that the per capita income will go down
in the days to come and the economy may be explained at

Mr.B.Ravi Kumar David, Hon. Secretary proposed vote
of thanks.

GÆÁÍÄ öPõi¯ £øP Eøh¯Á¸® u¨¤ ÁõÇ •i²®; BÚõÀ
w¯øÁ öŒ#uõÀ Á¸® wÂøÚ¯õQ¯ £øP }[Põ©À ¤ßöŒßÖ Á¸zx®.
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Comments on Union Budget 2022 by the Leaders and Industrialists

w¯øÁ öŒ#uõº öPkuÀ {ÇÀußøÚ
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Russia - Ukraine War

RUSSIA – UKRAINE WAR

Russia has attacked Ukraine in what could be the start of war in Europe
over Russia's demands for an end to NATO's eastward expansion.
Origins of the Conflict
1. While there had been tensions between Russia and
Ukraine, a former Soviet republic, for a long time,
the situation began getting out of control in early
2021. In January last year, Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy urged US President Joe Biden
to let Ukraine join NATO.
2. This angered Russia, which started sending troops
near its Ukraine border for "training exercises" in
spring last year and increased it during autumn. By
December, the US began hyping up the deployment
of the Russian troops and President Biden warned
of severe sanctions if Russia invaded Ukraine.
3. Russia has demanded that the West gives a legally
binding guarantee that NATO will not hold any
military activity in eastern Europe and Ukraine.
Vladimir Putin claims Ukraine is a puppet of the
West and was never a proper state anyway.
4. This is not the first time tensions between Russia
and Ukraine has reached a boiling point. Russia
had invaded Ukraine in 2014 when rebels backed by
President Putin had seized large swathes of easterrn
Ukraine and have fought Ukraine's army since then.
At that time, Russia had annexed Crimea.
5. As a former Soviet republic Ukraine has deep social
and cultural ties with Russia, and Russian is widely
spoken there, but ever since Russia invaded in 2014
those relations have frayed.

6. Russia attacked Ukraine when its pro-Russian
president was deposed in early 2014. The war in
the east has since claimed more than 14,000 lives.
7. Russia and Ukraine had signed the Minsk peace
accord to halt the armed conflict in east Ukraine,
including the Donbas region. But as the conflict has
continued, Russia says it is sending "peacekeepers"
to the region where the conflict is brewing. The
West calls it a smokescreen by Moscow to occupy
sovereign territory.
8. The new tension between Russia and Ukraine, which
also borders the European Union, has repurcussions
for the EU. And that's why the EU, most of who are
NATO signatories have joined the US in announcing
sanctions, against Russian entities.
9. Just weeks ago, French President Emmanuel Macron
flew to Moscow to talk to President Putin to reduce
tensions.
10. India has called for a diplomatic way out of the
current crisis between Russia and Ukraine.
Russia-Ukraine Conflict: Timeline of the events
Russia amassed over 100,000 troops along its
border with Ukraine.
Satellite images in November 2021 showed more than
100,000 Russian troops on the border with Ukraine,
along with tanks and other military hardware.

ußøÚzuõß Põu» Úõ°ß GøÚzöuõßÖ®
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EUøµÛß C¯ØøP ÁÍ®
m

£µ¨£ÍÂÀ I÷µõ¨£õÂß CµshõÁx ö£›¯ |õk, HÓzuõÇ |õßS ÷Põi ©UPÒöuõøP öPõshx.

m

³÷µÛ¯® uõx ÷\ª¨¤À I÷µõ¨£õÂÀ •uÀ Ch®.

m

øhmhõÛ¯® ÷\ª¨¤À E»Qß £zuõÁx Ch® ©ØÖ® I÷µõ¨£õÂÀ CµshõÁx Ch®.

m

©[PÜì uõx ÷\ª¨¤À E»QÀ CµshõÁx Ch®. (2 .3 ¤À¼¯ß hß (E»P ÷\ª¨¤À 12 \uÂQu®)

m

C¸®¦ uõx ÷\ª¨¤À E»QÀ CµshõÁx Ch®. (30 ¤À¼¯ß hß)

m

ö©ºS› uõx ÷\ª¨¤À I÷µõ¨£õÂÀ CµshõÁx Ch®.

m

C¯ØøP Áõ² ÷\ª¨¤À I÷µõ¨£õÂÀ ‰ßÓõÁx Ch®. (E»QÀ 13 øÁzx Ch®. (22 m›À¼¯ß Q³¤U «mhº)

m

E»Pzvß C¯ØøP ÁÍ[PÎß ©v¨¤À |õßPõ® Ch®.

m

{»UP› ÷\ª¨¤À E»PzvÀ GÇõ® Ch® (33 .9 ¤À¼¯ß hß)

m

EUøµß ªP •UQ¯©õÚ ÂÁ\õ¯® \õº¢u |õk.

m

ÂÁ\õ¯zvØS £¯ß£hUTi¯ {»zvÀ I÷µõ¨£õÂÀ •uÀ Ch®.

m

I÷µõ¨£õÂÀ P›\À ©s £Sv°À ‰ßÓõ® Ch®. (E»Qß P›\À ©s £Sv°À 25 \uÂQu®.

m

`›¯Põ¢v Âøu ©ØÖ® Gsøn HØÖ©v°À E»Qß •u¼À Ch®.

m

£õº¼ EØ£zv°À E»Qß Cµshõ® Ch® ©ØÖ® HØÖ©v°À |õßPõ® Ch®.

m

©UPõa÷\õÍ® EØ£zv°À ‰ßÓõ® Ch® ©ØÖ® HØÖ©v°À |õßPõ® Ch®.

m

E»Qß E¸øÍUQÇ[S EØ£zv°À |õßPõ® Ch®.

m

P®¦ EØ£zv°À E»Qß I¢uõ® Ch®.

m

÷uÜ EØ£zv°À E»Qß I¢uõ® Ch®. (75000 hß)

m

÷Põxø© HØÖ©v°À E»Qß GmhõÁx Ch®.

m

÷PõÈ •møh EØ£zv°À E»Qß Jß£uõ® Ch®.

m

£õ»õøhUPmi HØÖ©v°À E»Qß 16® Ch®.

m

EUøµß AÖ£x÷Põi ©UPÎß EnÄ ÷uøÁø¯ \¢vUP •i²®.

m

EUøµß J¸ ]Ó¢u öuõÈØ\õø»PÒ {øÓ¢u |õk.

m

A®÷©õÛ¯õ EØ£zv°À I÷µõ¨£õÂÀ •uÀ |õk.

m

C¯ØøP Áõ² SÇõ# Aø©¨¤À I÷µõ¨£õÂÀ Cµshõ® Ch® ©ØÖ® E»QÀ 4Áx Ch®.

m

Aq Eø»PÒ Aø©¨¤À I÷µõ¨£õÂÀ ‰ßÓõ® Ch® ©ØÖ® E»QÀ 8Áx Ch®.

m

µ°À £¯n Cøn¨¤À I÷µõ¨£õÂÀ ‰ßÓõ® Ch® ©ØÖ® E»QÀ 11Áx Ch®. (21700 Q÷»õ «mhº).

m

Psk¤i¨¦ P¸ÂPÒ EØ£zv°À Aö©›UPõ ©ØÖ® ¤µõß]ØS Akzu ‰ßÓõ® Ch®.

m

C¸®¦ HØÖ©v°À E»Qß ‰ßÓõ® Ch®.

m

AqEø» EØ£zvUPõÚ hºø£ß HØÖ©v°À E»Qß |õßPõ® Ch®.

m

µõUöPm HÄuÍ[PÒ Aø©¨¤À E»Qß |õßPõ® Ch®.

m

E»Qß PÎ©s HØÖ©v°À |õßPõ® Ch®.

m

øhmhõÛ¯® HØÖ©v°À E»Qß |õßPõ® Ch®.

m

uõxUPÒ HØÖ©v°À E»Qß Gmhõ® Ch®.

m

µõqÁ uÍÁõh[PÎÀ E»Qß HØÖ©v°À 9® Ch®.

m

E»Qß C¸®¦ EØ£zv°À £zuõÁx Ch®. (32 .4 ªÀ¼¯ß hß)
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On 26 January 2022, the United States presented Russia
with a response to its demand wherein it repeated a
commitment to NATO’s “open-door” policy while offering
a “principled and pragmatic evaluation” of Moscow’s
concerns.
Russia's security demands are unfulfilled.
Two days later, Russian President Vladimir Putin said
that their security demands have remained unaddressed
but they are ready for diplomatic talks.
Ukrainians crowd under a destroyed bridge as they try to flee
across the Irpin River in the outskirts of Kyiv.

US Prez warned Russia.
In December 2021, US President Joe Biden warned
Russia of sweeping western economic sanctions if it
invades Ukraine.
Russia presented its security demands to the West.
Russia published draft security pacts and presented
them to the West. The nation not only demanded NATO
to deny membership to Ukraine and other ex-Soviet
countries but de-escalation of troops and weapons in
central and eastern Europe.
On 3 January 2022, US President Joe Biden reassured
Ukraine's President Volodymyr Zelenskyy of a decisive
response if Russia invades. The leaders further discussed
the upcoming diplomatic meetings over the call to
address the crisis.
US and Russian officials met in Geneva.
The US and Russian officials met in Geneva on 10
January 2022 to solve the issue but it remain unresolved
as the former denied accepting the security pacts put
forth by Russia.
US Prez warned of a likely Russian invasion.
On 19 January 2022, US President Joe Biden warned of
a likely Russian invasion and further cautioned Russian
President Vladimir Putin of the grave consequences.
NATO puts its forces on standby.
Days after diplomatic talks in Geneva, NATO placed
its troops on standby and reinforced military presence
in eastern Europe with more ships and fights jets on
24 January 2022. At the same time, the US positioned
around 8,500 troops on alert.
The US presented a written response to Russia's
demands.

Furthermore, Ukraine’s President Zelenkskyy warned
the West to avoid creating a panic that will negatively
affect his country’s economy.
A special session of the UN Security Council.
On the last day of January, the US and Russia held
diplomatic talks over the Ukraine conflict at a special
closed session of the UN Security Council.
While the US Ambassador to the UN put forth that
the Russian invasion of Ukraine would pose a threat
to global security, the Russian Ambassador to the
UN denied a planned invasion. Putin also backed the
Russian Ambassador's statement to the UN and accused
the US of ignoring Russia's security demands.
UK Foreign Secretary
Minister held talks.

and

Russian

Foreign

UK Foreign Secretary Liz Truss and Russian FM Sergey
Lavrov held talks. The facts presented by the Russian
team bounced off their British counterparts. Moreover,
the United Kingdom challenged Russia's assertion that
their troops and weaponry will not threaten anyone.
US and Russian presidents held talks via video
conference.
US President Joe Biden held talks via video conference
with Russian President Vladimir Putin on 12 February
2022. Biden said that the Russian invasion of Ukraine
would cause widespread human suffering and that the
West was committed to diplomacy to end the crisis but
equally prepared for other scenarios.
G7 nations issued a joint statement.
The G7 nations issued a joint statement that Russia
will face massive economic and financial consequences
if it attacks Ukraine.
De-escalation of troops from the border.
On 15 February 2022, Russia said that it is pulling some

J¸Áß uÁÓõÚ ö|Ô°À öŒßÖ w¯ öŒ¯À öŒ#¯õv¸¨£õÚõÚõÀ
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A damaged residential building in the Ukrainian capital, Kyiv

Residents flee heavy fighting via a destroyed bridge as Russian forces
entered Irpin, Ukraine,

troops back from the Ukraine border, Ukraine's Foreign
Minister, however, said that they don't believe what they
hear. If a real withdrawal follows these statements, they
will believe at the beginning of a real de-escalation.

to protect Ukraine’s sovereignty in exchange for its
commitment to give up its nuclear arsenal.

Russia recognized two separatist regions
eastern Ukraine as independent entities.

in

On February 21, Putin inked an agreement with
separatist leaders, thereby declaring two separatist
regions in eastern Ukraine as independent entities. This
has paved the way for Russia to openly send troops and
weapons to the region.
What does Ukraine want?
Ukraine is not a member state of NATO but it aspires
to be one. It openly said that it will apply for EU
membership in 2024. Before being considered for NATO
membership, it needs to phase out corruption and internal
divisions prevalent in the region. The present Ukrainian
President was elected on the promises of peace in the
Donbas region, anti-corruption and economic renewal.
In December last year, NATO Secretary-General Jens
Stoltenberg rejected Russian demands to revoke a 2008
commitment to Ukraine that the country would one
day become a member. He added that when the time
would come, Russia would not be able to veto Ukraine's
accession.
Why is the US concerned?
Russia violated the Budapest Memorandum Security
Assurances for Ukraine as it annexed Crimea and
backed the Donbas conflict. The multilateral agreement
was inked in 1994 between the US, the UK and Russia

INDIAN STUDENTS IN UKRAINE
More than 13,300 Indians stranded in Ukraine have been
brought in 63 flights, the Ministry of External Affairs
said, "A large number of Indians have left Ukraine.
There aren’t too many Indian citizens left, apart from
Sumy and some areas."
"The embassy will try to contact anyone who happens
to still be there. Almost all Indians have left Kharkiv
city," he said.
The embassy is going to take a fresh look at who is
left behind and in which city. As per our assessment,
the number is not very high. He assured that everyone
from Pisochyn and Kharkiv would be cleared out in the
next few hours.
An Indian student has died in
shelling taking place in Ukraine
conflict. Naveen Shekharappa
Gyanagoudar, the deceased student,
was out to buy grocery when he met
the tragic end. This is first reported
death of an Indian student amid
ongoing conflict in Ukraine.
Naveen was a final year medical student at the
Kharkiv National Medical University. He was from
Karnataka's Haveri and lived near a prominent
government building that was blown up by Russian
soldiers.

øP®©õÖ @Áshõ Ph¨£õk ©õ›©õmk
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RUSSIAN INVASION ON UKRAINE
S Gurumurthy, Writer and Journalist summarised the factual status of Russian
invasion on Ukraine in following words. (Excerpts)
Having pushed Ukraine into war, the US does not know how to
save it. Having started it, Russia does not know where to end
it. Having been pushed into the war, Ukraine does not know
how to come out of it. It accuses its adversary Russia saying
it is an invader and charges that its friends are betrayers.
The UN Security Council keeps on meeting without any result.
The global TV network for which the war is a reality show, a
boon, keeps demonising Russia and valourising Ukraine. What
the desperate Ukraine needs is a ceasefire. It is running from
pillar to post — from India to Turkey to France, to Israel, to
Japan — pleading with them to talk to Putin for a ceasefire.
Everyone is talking to everyone else.
But Biden is not talking to Putin and Putin is not talking to
Zelenskyy. This is the sad state of the efforts to stop the war.
Poor Zelenskyy. What he is now saying to end the war — that
we will not apply to join NATO, we will remain neutral — had
he said that before, the war would not have started. Russia
has staked everything – its goodwill, its economy and its last
atom bomb. But the war is bound to end. When is the only
question. When it does end, Russia would have got all that it
wanted and Ukraine would have given all that it had denied.
And the West would have realised and the world would have
known how needless the war was. But, what kind of world
will the pointless war leave behind?
A world of distrust
The worst outcome of the Ukraine war is that it has shown
that anything and everything can be politicised and weaponised
— from financial transaction systems like SWIFT, to banks,
private companies like Google to civilian airspace. SWIFT is
a high security neutral financial network created by an NGO
and used by 11,000 financial institutions in 200 countries. By
jamming this critical network, the Ukraine war has destroyed
the most basic of mutual trust among nations. Take India.
The share of Google in Indian email accounts is 62 per cent.
Were India to fall foul of the West, the entire country can be
brought to a halt by Google. Each nation or group of nations
will now look for alternatives.
An alternative to SWIFT is already underway with some 63
central banks collaborating on a new payments system.
US leadership dented
The Ukraine war seems to have dented the US global
leadership in more than one sense. First, it has delivered the
most telling message that the US can’t protect its own protégé.
Anyway the two-hour talk Biden had with XJP did not go

well for him. XJP reportedly snubbed
Biden saying “those who tied the bell
to the tiger must untie it,” clearly
blaming NATO for the war. XJP used
the talk to advance China’s claim
to be equal to the US, saying they
should jointly shoulder “international
responsibilities” for world peace and
tranquility.
The US media had reported that Biden threatened XJP.
On the contrary, he seems to have got snubbed. Biden’s effort
to wean China away from Russia has failed at the minimum.
If this is what the US got from China, The Wall Street Journal
reported that Saudi Arabia and the UAE declined calls from
Biden to ease oil prices unless the US supported them in
Yemen and elsewhere.
The Chinese foreign minister was invited for the first time
to the meeting of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation.
These are not ordinary developments. The Ukraine war has
undoubtedly eroded US influence over even its allies.
China’s Taiwan angle
China seems to have gained far more than it has invested in
Ukraine. By subtly encouraging the US vs Russia scenario in
Ukraine, China had ensured that the focus of the Biden regime
was more on Russia and Ukraine and less on containing China.
The Ukraine war has exposed the limitations of the US and
the West to step in to save its non-formal ally. The Taiwan
Relations Act only ensures defence supplies by the US to
Taiwan and nothing further. In comparison to Ukraine, which
the US recognises as an independent nation.
India’s growing stature
A displeased America had to concede India was an exception
among its allies. Surprisingly, amid the raging Ukraine war
New Delhi became the centre of hyper diplomatic activity.
Scott Morrison, the Prime Minister of Australia, a Quad
constituent, had a virtual meeting with the Indian Prime
Minister, promised investments and said that the Quad
nations understood India on Ukraine.
A significant development. India’s independent position on
Ukraine is itself a message to China that India would withstand
US pressure. If it can lead to some trust and understanding
between China and India on the borders, that can pave the
way for an informal Russia-China-India axis for future.

C¢u E»Pzuõº u©US EuÄ® ©øÇUS GßÚ øP®©õÖ öŒ#QßÓÚº?
©øÇ @£õßÓÁº öŒ#²® EuÂPÐ® øP®©õÖ @ÁshõuøÁ.
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Shift away from the dollar?
The war’s collateral impact may be on the US dollar and the
global financial order itself. With the dollar-based globalisation
already under stress, the role of the greenback in the global
financial system may decline. The dollar power enabled
dominance of the financial economy over the real economy,
particularly the commodity economy. The US sanctions which
are bound to affect the Russian oil sale, may also affect the
US dollar.
With the rise of Asia and China, the US dollar cannot be said
to continue to have the same insurance value. The share of
USD in the global forex reserves has touched a 25-year low
of about 59 per cent.

If important nations shift to their own fiat currency based
trade like the Rupee-Ruble arrangement between India and
Russia and if an alternative to SWIFT can be found, the move
away from dollar can accelerate. For instance, if India and
China begin paying for their trade in their fiat currencies rated
to the US dollar and at the year-end pay the net in terms of the
dollar, the overall demand for the dollar will contract rapidly.
To end, in just weeks the needless Ukraine eruption has
disrupted the world as if forever. Thanks to it, the postcold war world already stands on its head — disrupting old
relations, making new ones, undermining existing power
centres, creating new, multiple influence centres. Its impact
will keep unfolding for a long time.

Feedback – 75th India’s Independence Special Edition Calendar 2022
Well

designed. Congratulations. I wish all the best on this Noble day to continue the service towards the
Nation.
- La Ganesan, Governor of Manipur

Thank you for sharing a copy of the India Independence Platinum Jubilee Series – Special Edition Calendar
2022 published by The Tamil Chamber of Commerce on the occasion of the Chamber’s Platinum Jubilee in
Chennai.
- Jyotiraditya M.Scindia, Minister of Civil Aviation, Government of India

Thank you very much for your New Year greetings. Thank you for sending the special edition Calendar.
May the New Year bring everlasting joy and happiness to you and your family.
- Gen (Dr.) Vijay Kumar Singh, Minister of State for Road Transport,
Highways and Civil Aviation, Government of India

We have received your India Independence Platinum Jubilee (75th year) – Special Edition Calendar 2022.
We are delighted by the design and the presentation of the content. Let’s make this year a milestone in
development of our nation.
- Subash Chandra Das, Additional Private Secretary to Minister of State for Ports,
Shipping and Waterways, Government of India.

uõ[PÒ Aß¦hß AÝ¨¤¯ C¢v¯ _u¢vµ vÚ® 75&B® Bsøh SÔUS® Âu©õP ''u uªÌ ÷\®£º B¨ Põ©ºì ''
\õº£õP öÁÎ°mh 2022 & BsiØPõÚ ]Ó¨¦ ©õu |õmPõmi QøhUP ö£Ø÷Óß. ªUP ©QÌa].
& â.÷P. Áõ\ß, M.P.
uø»Áº, uªÌ ©õ{» Põ[Qµì

The Special edition calendar 2022 is an exclusive effort to depict the great Indian history with various
pictures and impressive classy layout design of each page. I congratulate you and your entire team for nicely
preparing and publishing this calendar. This effort inspires the people to remember the great history of our
beloved country.
- Dr.Pradip Dav, Mayor, Rajkot Municipal Corporation

uõÍõØÔz u¢u ö£õ¸öÍÀ»õ® uUPõºUS
@ÁÍõsø© öŒ#uØ ö£õ¸mk. SÓÒ : 212 AvPõµ® : J¨¦µÁÔuÀ
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Opportunities	Green Sector
Investment Opportunities & Challenges in the Green Sectors
(Gopio International)

International

Tamil Diaspora Networking Council in
association with GOPIO Malaysia, GOPIO Sri Lanka,
Mauritius Tamil Chamber of Commerce supported by
Tamil Language and Cultural Society, Singapore &
The Tamil Chamber of Commerce, Chennai organized
a Virtual Meeting on “Investment Opportunities &
Challenges in the Green Sectors” recently.
The program was organized by Mr.V.Ravi, ECargolog,
Organising
Chairman,
GOPIO.
Mr.Gunasekaran
Sreerangan, President, GOPIO – Malaysia & Council
Chairman gave the Inaugural Address. A Special
address was given by Ms.C.Shushma, First Secreary,
Indian High Commission, Kuala Lumpur. Mr.B.C.Datta,
Vice President, Corporate Affairs & Public Policy, Ola
Electric Mobility Pvt.Ltd was the Chief Guest of the
meeting.
Mr.Chozha Naachiar Rajasekar, President, The Tamil
Chamber of Commerce in his opening remarks said
that Green Investments or Eco investments are the
investment activities which focus on projects committed
towards the conservation of natural resources. They
derive most of their revenue from green activities. It
is the very existential threat to the planet which made
the business community aware of their responsibility
for implementing policies which are eco-friendly. This in
turn enables them to attract capital from investors who
wish to make a tangible impact with their investment.
The transition towards a green economy necessitates
huge investment in the green sectors. As estimated by
UNEP, the annual investment necessary for a green
economy will be 2% of the global GDP for the period
between 2010 and 2050. The start-up green companies
strive for three things – (a) generate revenue and profit
for the shareholders, (b) work to increase social benefit
and (c) reduce environmental issues. Such start-ups

J¨¦µÁõÍß ußÚõÀ C¯ßÓ •¯Ø] öŒ#x @Œºzu
ö£õ¸Ò GÀ»õ® uUPÁºUS EuÂ öŒ#ÁuØ@P BS®.

attract venture capital as do they also gain support
from socially responsible investors, green investors and
popular crowd funding platforms. Numerous investment
avenues are available in the so called green or clean
sector which provides excellent investment opportunities
for green investors.
Green Power Investment – According to the report of
the Indian Renewable Energy Industry (October 2019)
the Indian Renewable Energy Sector is the fourth most
attractive renewable energy market in the world.
Organics : Apart from sustainable farming practices,
organics include animal farming practices without the
use of antibiotics or growth harmones. Ample investment
opportunities exist in big organic food companies. The
biggest organic food companies include Whole Foods
Market, United Nations Food and NBTY.
Aquaculture Industry: Another food related investment
opportunity is sustainable fish farming.
Geothermal Energy: Geothermal energy can be used
for heating, cooling and generation of electricity. In
some countries it has been used for cooking as well.
Geothermal power plants can diversify the weather
risks of other renewable energy as they use earth’s
natural heatto generate electricity.
Today, projects such as China’s massive Three Gorges
Dam can supply electricity to between 70 million and
80 million households. According to the International
Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), hydropower is the
most cost-efficient means of generating electricity.
Wind Power – Wind is one of the fastest-growing
sources of renewable energy, have increased 75 fold
over the past two decades. China leads the world with
217 gigawatts of installed capacity in 2018, followed
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by the U.S with 96 gigawatts and Germany with 59
gigawatts.
Green Transportation: When it comes to transportation,
Tesla(TSLA) is the first name on many people’s lists.
While an attention-grabbing leader and exciting
technology have kept this company in the news, it’s not
the only game in town. On a smaller scale, researchers
are working with fuel-cell technology to develop an
alternative method of powering automobiles. If this
technology works, there are millions of cars-and millions
of consumers-waiting for it.
He also listed out the Top Green Investing opportunities
– Green Power investments, Water Stocks, Wind Power,
Solar Energy, Pollution Controls, Green Transportation,
Waste Reduction, Organics, Aquaculture, Geothermal,
Top Environmental Policies, Green Up Your Portfolio.
He highlighted that Tamil Nadu are showing interest
for the investments in renewable sector and also
looking to expand its footprint in green energy with
5-10 billion renewable sector investment with Danish
participation including an energy island in the Gulf
of Mannar where the island may produce 4-10 GW and

the project will be the first offshore floating wind park
in India. A delegation of experts from Denmark, led by
Energy Minister Mr.Dan Jorgensen, met Chief Minister
Mr.M K Stalin for the project.
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB)
is lending a hand in line with its mission to finance
green and resilient infrastructure for tomorrow and
has approved the USD 150 million “Chennai City
Partnership:Sustainable Urban Services Program” that
aims to strengthen institutions and improve the quality
and financial sustainability of selected urban services
in Chennai.
The program will complement AIIB-supported urban
transport projects—such as the Chennai Metro Rail
(Phase 2, Corridors 4 and 5) and Peripheral Ring Road—
by improving integration of public transport modes
(in terms of routes, institutions and technology) and
strengthening relevant institutions.
Mr.Harikrishnan
Muthusamy,
President,
GopioSingapore gave the closing remarks of the Inaugural
session.

v¸©¢vµ®

v¸‰»º

v¸‰»º v¸©¢vµ®
(ö£õx¨£õ°µ®)
7. w°Ý® öÁ#¯ß ¦Ú¼Ý¢ uso¯ß
B°Ý® D\ß A¸ÍÔ Áõº CÀø»
÷\°Ý® |À»ß Ao¯ß|À Aß£ºUSz
uõ°Ý® |À»ß uõÌ\øh ÷¯õ÷Ú.
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C¢{ø» AÔÁõ#z uÛ¯õ# {ØS® PÈ{ø» ¦Úø»ÂhU
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Corona Virus

Covid-19

Corona Virus

The Pandemic Continues – Part IX
Globally, during the week of 14 to 20 February 2022, the
number of new COVID-19 cases and deaths decreased
by 21% and 8% respectively, compared to the previous
week. Across the six WHO regions, over 12 million new
cases and over 67 000 new deaths were reported. As
of 20 February 2022, over 422 million confirmed cases
and over 5.8 million deaths have been reported globally.
At the regional level, the Western Pacific Region reported
a 29% increase in the number of new weekly cases while
all other regions reported decreases. The number of new
weekly deaths increased in the Western Pacific (+21%)
and the African (+20%) regions, and decreased in the
South-East Asia (-37%), the Regions of the Americas
(-9%), the European (-5%) and Eastern Mediterranean
regions (-4%).
In this edition we provide an update on:
•

The geographic distribution of circulating SARSCoV-2 variants of concern (VOCs), including the
prevalence and summary of current evidence of
the Omicron variant.

The COVID-19 pandemic could be defeated this
year but only if vaccines, tests and treatments
are made available to all people, UN SecretaryGeneral
António
Guterres
said
“Vaccine
inequity is the biggest moral failure of our
times – and people are paying the price,” said
Mr. Guterres, underlining the urgency to act now.
“Until and unless we can ensure access to these
tools, the pandemic will not go away, and the
sense of insecurity of people will only deepen.”

March 11, 2022, marks the second anniversary of
the COVID-19 global pandemic declaration by the
World Health Organization. In the two years since
that declaration, virtually all aspects of life have been
altered.
To better understand the impact of the past two years
on individual stress, the American Psychological
Association partnered with The Harris Poll to conduct
a survey between February 7 and 14, 2022. In light of
recent events leading up to its release, the survey was
supplemented by a late-breaking poll, fielded March
1-3. These more recent findings were alarming, with
more adults rating inflation and issues related to the
invasion of Ukraine as stressors than any other issue
asked about since the Stress in AmericaTM survey
began in 2007. Top sources of stress were the rise
in prices of everyday items due to inflation (e.g., gas
prices, energy bills, grocery costs, etc.) (87%), followed
by supply chain issues (81%) and global uncertainty
(81%).

The ACT-Accelerator was established in April 2020, just
weeks after the pandemic was declared, to speed up
development and access to COVID-19 tests, treatments
and vaccines. The global vaccine solidarity initiative
COVAX is one of its four pillars.
The partnership brings together governments, scientists,
philanthropists, businesses, civil society and global
health organizations such as GAVI, the vaccine alliance;

¤ÓºUS EuÂ öŒ#x ÁõÊ® J¨¦µøÁ¨@£õ» |À»ÁÚõQ¯ @ÁÖ
AÓ¨£SvPøÍz @uÁ¸»Pzv¾® CÆÄ»Pzv¾® ö£ÖuÀ C¯»õx.
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the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations
(CEPI), and the UN’s health agency, WHO.

Chinese city locks down,
Shanghai shuts schools as Covid spikes

Science no match for inequity
Although more than 4.7 billion COVID-19 tests have been
administered globally so far, WHO report only around
22 million, a paltry 0.4 per cent, were administered in
low-income countries.
Furthermore, only 10 per cent of people in these nations
have received at least one vaccine dose.
“Science has consistently delivered throughout the course
of the COVID-19 pandemic, but tragically the world’s
scientific achievements have not yet been matched by
equity,” said Dr. Richard Hatchett, the CEPI Chief
Executive Officer.
“A fully funded ACT-Accelerator will enable COVAX
and the other ACT-A pillars to redouble their efforts
to get vaccines, diagnostics, therapeutics and other
countermeasures to those who need them, while also
continuing vital R&D (research and development) which
will address current gaps in scientific knowledge and
strengthen the world’s defences against the virus and
its variants.” Since its inception, the ACT-Accelerator
has funded vital research and development of new
therapeutics, vaccines, and diagnostics, and delivered
over a billion vaccine doses through COVAX, among
other achievements.
The mechanism has an overall budget of $23.4 billion
and donors are urged to contribute $16.8 billion. They
have already pledged $814 million, leaving the $16 billion
funding gap. It is expected that the remaining $6.5
billion will be self-financed by middle-income countries.
Separate to the budget, another $ 6.8 billion is required
for in-country delivery of vaccines and diagnostics.
Over the past two weeks, cases of the virus have more
than doubled in six countries across Eastern Europe and
Central Asia: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belaurus, Georgia,
Russia and Ukraine, said WHO Regional Director,
Dr. Hans Kluge. “As anticipated, the Omicron wave
is moving east – 10 eastern Member States have now
detected this variant”, he added.

A Chinese city of nine million was ordered into
lockdown and Shanghai shut its schools as
authorities scrambled to halt a Covid-19 outbreak
that has pushed nationwide cases to their highest
levels in two years.
“Health systems are being put under increasing strain,
not least because cases among healthcare workers are
escalating – rising from 30,000 at the end of last year,
to 50,000 a month later”, he said.
As health needs increase, the number of staff available
to deliver care has fallen, and the risk of transmission
in healthcare settings has risen, making the problem
worse, he said.
For the eastern nations experiencing the wave,
vaccination remains the best defence, he said, but less
than 40 per cent of those over 60 in Ukraine, Bosnia
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan,
have had a full course of shots.
Health teams worldwide need much safer working
conditions to combat the “dangerous neglect” they
have faced during the COVID-19 pandemic, the UN
health and labour agencies said.

‘This remains a deadly disease’
Across WHO's Europe region overall, COVID-19 “remains
a deadly disease” said Dr. Klug, noting that 165 million
cases had been recorded so far, with 1.8 million deaths
– 25,000 just this past week.

Jzu uÔÁõß E°ºÁõÌÁõß ©ØøÓ¯õß
öŒzuõ¸Ò øÁUP¨ £k®. SÓÒ : 214 AvPõµ® : J¨¦µÁÔuÀ
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William Shakespeare came to get vaccinated

Nurse: Which arm?
Shakespeare: As you like it

Nurse: Was that painful?
Shakespeare: Much ado about nothing.
Nurse: You will have to have a second jab.
Shakespeare: Measure for measure?
Nurse: So, how was the experience?
Shakespeare: A midsummer night's dream.
Nurse: So what do you think of the govt handling of
Covid?
Shakespeare: It's a Comedy of Errors.

Shakespeare now asks the nurse:
Shakespeare:
When
will
my
quarantine end?
Nurse: On the Twelfth Night.
Shakespeare: Who will foot my
quarantine bill?
Nurse: The Merchant of Venice.
Shakespeare: Where will I be put up for my quarantine?
Nurse: In a Hamlet.
Shakespeare: Thank you for helping me.
Nurse: All's Well That Ends Well.

Approximately 115,500 health workers died from
COVID-19 in the first 18 months of the pandemic, linked
to a “systemic lack of safeguards”, they noted.
In a joint call for action from the World Health
Organization (WHO) and the International Labour
Organization (ILO), the UN bodies insisted that the
coronavirus crisis had contributed to “an additional
heavy toll” on health workers.
“Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, the health
sector was among the most hazardous sectors to work
in,” said WHO’s Maria Neira, Director, Department of
Environment, Climate Change and Health.
NATIONAL
Active COVID-19 cases settle below two lakh after
49 days
India added 13,405 new coronavirus infections in a
single day, taking the virus tally to 4,28,51,929, while
the active cases dipped below two lakh after 49 days,
according to the Union Health Ministry data updated
on February 22.
The death toll climbed to 5,12,344 with 235 fresh
fatalities, the data updated at 8 a.m. stated. The daily
COVID-19 cases have remained below one lakh for 16
consecutive days. The active cases declined to 1,81,075
comprising 0.42% of the total infections, while the
national COVID-19 recovery rate has further improved
to 98.38%, the ministry said.
A reduction of 21,056 cases has been recorded in the
active COVID-19 caseload in a span of 24 hours.

Tamil Nadu Announces Further Relaxation of Covid-19
Curbs; Allows Political, Cultural Gatherings.
The Tamil Nadu government allowed more relaxations
to Covid-19 curbs by lifting the ban on political and
cultural gatherings while letting more people take part
in weddings and funerals across the State. The decision
on the easing of curbs was taken after considering the
declining infection rates, an official press release said.
The relaxations come into effect from Thursday, the
release said. Between March 3 and 31, weddings and
other related functions can be held with the participation
of 500 people while the number of deaths and funerals
should not exceed 250, it said.

J¨¦µøÁ AÔ¢x @£õØÔ¨ ¤ÓºUS EuÂ¯õP ÁõÌQßÓÁß
E°ºÁõÌQßÓÁß BÁõß; ©ØÓÁß öŒzuÁ¸Ò @ŒºzxU P¸u¨£kÁõß.
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Shipping

MSC - World Largest Container Line

MSC

recognized as World’s Largest Container Line
surpassing Maersk January 07, 2022 Mediterranean
Shipping Company (MSC) started the new year
recognized as the world’s largest containership company
by capacity. Data analysts and consultancy Alphaliner
updated its ranking of the Top 100 and for the first time
reflects MSC in the lead position ahead of Maersk by
just 1,888 TEU, a small fraction of its nearly 4.3 million
TEU total capacity. A relative upstart in the industry
when compared to the venerated Maersk that dominated

Top Moves

the rankings for decades, MSC is expected to continue
to accelerate its growth.
Privately held, MSC does not announce each transaction
leaving industry analysts to link the company to
construction orders, charters, and secondhand tonnage.
Alphaliner projects that MSC will increase its current
capacity by nearly a quarter adding nearly one million
TEU to its capacity. Founded in 1970, and controlled for
more than 40 years by the Aponte family.

Chief Commissioner of CE/GST
The Tamil Chamber of Commerce whole-heartedly congratulates Mr.Mandalika Srinivas

on being appointed as Principal Chief Commissioner of Central Excise and GST,
Chennai Zone.

Mr.Mandalika Srinivas assumed charge as Principal Chief Commissioner of Central Excise
and GST, Chennai Zone, covering the jurisdiction of Chennai and Puducherry. Prior to
this, he was Chief Commissioner of Customs, Bengaluru.
He had served in various capacities in different formations of Customs, Central Excise
and GST at Kochi, Kozhikode, Bellary, Coimbatore, Mumbai, Hyderabad and Chennai.

F¸o }º{øÓ¢ uØ@Ó E»PÁõ®
@£µÔ ÁõÍß v¸. SÓÒ : 215 AvPõµ® : J¨¦µÁÔuÀ
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Environment	Ramco Group - Eco Park

Chief Minister inaugurates
70-acre eco-park in Virudhunagar

Chief Minister Mr.M.K.Stalin inaugurated the Eco-Park in Virudhunagar in the presence of Ramco Cements Chariman Mr.P.R.Venkatramarajah,
Ministers Mr.Thangam Thennarasu, (Industries), Mr.K.K.S.S.R.Ramachandran (Revenue and Disaster Management), Mr.S.Krishnan, I.A.S,
Addl Chief Secretary, Industries Department

Chief Minister Mr.M.K. Stalin inaugurated an eco-park
set up by Ramco Cements on 72 acres of unused quarry
site at Pandalgudi in Virudhunagar district recently.

Ramco Group Chairman, Mr.P.R.Venketarama Raja, the
Chief Minister went around the park, which aims at
restoring ecology.

The park with around 2.5 lakh saplings and shrubs,
waterbodies and channel, has come up at a cost of � 5.20
crore. Accompanied by State Ministers, Mr.K.K.S.S.R.
Ramachandran, and Mr.Thangam Thennarasu, and the

This park is part of an ambitious plan to plant 1 million
trees on 800 acres of land by 2027. At present, it has
200 varieties of plants and trees, including droughtresistant plants, creepers, meadow and rockery garden.

J¨¦µÂÚõÀ E»P® ÁõÊ©õÖ Â¸®¦® @£µÔÁõÎ°ß öŒÀÁ®,
Fµõº }¸sq® SÍ®, }µõÀ {øÓ¢uõØ @£õßÓx.
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The rockery garden has been created with the waste
stones and boulders of the quarry. A Miyawaki garden
has been set up on 40 acres. The officials have chosen
trees that could thrive on the arid land of Virudhunagar
district, which has been located in a rain-shadow region.
An interpretation centre has been constructed for the
benefits of school and college students. The work for
the park that began in 2019 has now attracted several
birds and animals like rabbits, mongoose, and reptiles.
A butterfly garden has also been proposed.
Tenkasi MP Mr.Dhanush M. Kumar; MLAs, Mr.A.R.R.
Seenivasan, Mr.S. Thangapandian, Mr.A.R.R.
Raghuraman and Mr.G. Ashokan; Additional Chief
Secretary, Industries Mr.S. Krishnan; Virudhunagar
Collector Mr.J. Meghanath Reddy and Mr.P.V. Nirmala
Venketarama Raja, Mr.P.V. Abinav Ramasubramaniya
Raja, Chief Executive Officer, Mr.A.V. Dharmakrishnan,
among others, were present.

Niskrtih – Ramco’s Mine Restoration Project in
Pandalgudi
Ramco undertaking proactive greening measures at their
manufacturing facilities, mining sites and townships as
well as nearby areas. They have partnered Auroville
Botanical Gardens to restore the Pandalgudi mines
and transfer the area into a recreational eco-park. The
object of the project is to create an area that serves both
the needs of the local community and at the same time
provides a habitat for the flora and fauna of the region.
There are cycle tracks and walking trails extending to
over 7 km.
The park will also have facilities for Adventure Sports,
Rock Gardens, Miyawaki Forest, Ponds for Wild Life,
etc. 2,20,000 number of saplings had been planted during
Financial year 2019-20 and Financial year 2020-21 by
Ramco.
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Women's Day

WoW Award - Celebrating Womenhood
"ÁõÆ' Â¸x öŒßøÚ G®â.Bº. áõÚQ PÀ¿›°À ©PÎº
vÚ©õÚ ©õºa 8B® @uv¯ßÖ |øhö£ØÓx. {PÌa]°À
]Ó¨¦ Â¸¢vÚºPÍõP DHA @Á¾, M.L.A., ø©»õ¨§º,
v¸. I. £µ¢uõ©ß, M.L.A., GÊ®§º, v¸. Gì.Gì.£õ»õâ,
M.L.A., v¸¨@£õ¹º, hõUhº @á.µõuõQ¸ènß, I.A.S.,
•ußø© öŒ¯»õÍº, EhÀ|»®, v¸©v |ÎÛ AµÂ¢uß,
uø»Áº, Sirina Healthcare Services, v¸. @P.i.^ÛÁõŒ
µõáõ, uø»Áº, Aøh¯õº BÚ¢u £Áß ìÃmì, v¸©v
@»õP|õ¯Q, Q›@¯iÆ ö£õÖ¨¦, |õ¯Q öuõø»UPõm],
hõUhº Bºzv P@nè, @ÁÀì £ÀPø»UPÇP®,
v¸. @ŒõÇ|õa]¯õº µõá@ŒPº, uø»Áº, uªÌ @Œ®£º BL¨
Põö©ºì, hõUhº D.@P.i. ]ÁS©õº, Gimhº, ÁÍ¸®
AÔÂ¯À, v¸. Bº.@P.öŒÀÁ©o, uø»Áº, uªÌ|õk
vøµ¨£h C¯USÚº Œ[P® BQ@¯õº P»¢x öPõshÚº.
C¢{PÌa]US v¸.i.@P.Gì. CÍ[@PõÁß, £õµõÐ©ßÓ
EÖ¨¤Úº uø»ø© uõ[Q {PÌa]ø¯ |hzvÚõº.
v¸. @ŒõÇ|õa]¯õº µõá@ŒPº, {PÌa]°À Â¸xPøÍ ö£ØÓ
ö£s©oPøÍ £õµõmi, AÁºPÒ @©ß@©¾® AQ»
C¢v¯ AÍÂ¾®, ŒºÁ@uŒ AÍÂ¾® £õµõmkPøÍ²®,
Â¸xPøÍ²® ö£Ó ÁõÌzvÚõº. @©¾® C¢u G®.â.Bº.
áõÚQ PÀ¿›°À C¢u Â¸x {PÌa] |øhö£ÖÁx ªP
ö£õ¸zu©õÚ Ch® GßÖ SÔ¨¤mhõº. uªÇPzvÀ C¸
•u»ø©aŒºPøÍ E¸ÁõUP Põµn©õP C¸¢u G®.â.B›ß
ö£¯›À Aø©¢u C¢u PÀ¿› ÁÍõP® ö£õ¸zu©õÚ Ch®
GßÖ SÔ¨¤mhõº.
C¢u ŒºÁ@uŒ ©PÎº vÚ öPõshõmhzvØS Âzvmh
Aö©›UP |õkPÒ, I@µõ¨¤¯ |õkPÒ @£õßÓÁØÔÀ
CÀ»õu AÍÂØS C¢v¯ ö£s ¤µu©º v¸©v
C¢vµõPõ¢v AÁºPøÍ @uº¢öukzux C¢v¯õuõß.

uªÇP® ö£s©oPÐUS öPõkUS® •UQ¯zxÁzøu²®,
P»õaŒõµ, Œ‰P Ÿv°¾®, Aµ]¯À Ÿv°¾®, ö£õ¸Íõuõµ
Ÿv°¾®
@©®£kzuÄ®,
ö£s
ŒõuøÚ¯õÍºPøÍ
A[RP›UP¨£kzuÄ®, ©›¯õøu£kzxÄuØSzuõß C¢u
ŒõuøÚ Â¸xPÒ ÁÇ[P¨£kQßÓÚ. ö£›¯õº AßÖ
Âzvmh Põµn©õPzuõß CßøÓUS PÀÂ ©mk® £»
xøÓPÎÀ ö£sPÒ •ß@ÚÔ Á¸QÓõºPÒ. AuØS
}[PÒ ö£›¯¸US®, vµõÂh C¯UPzvØS® |ßÔ öŒ¾zvh
@Ásk® GßÖ SÔ¨¤mhõº. £À@ÁÖ xøÓPÎÀ }[PÒ
ªP¨ö£›¯ BÐø©PÍõP vPÌ¢x £À@ÁÖ Â¸xPøÍ¨
ö£ØÖ C¢u ©Ûu S»zvØS @ŒøÁ¯ØÓ @Ásk®.
ö£sPøÍ SÔzx C¢u {PÌa]PÎÀ £õk®@£õx
J¸ uõ¯õP, Œ@Põu›¯õP, ©øÚÂ¯õP, ©PÍõP CßÝ®
£À@ÁÖ
£›©õn[PÎÀ
Sk®£zvÀ
ußÝøh¯
BÐø©ø¯ {ø»|õmi ©õÛh S»zvØS AÔ¯
@ŒøÁ¯õØÔ Á¸® ©PÎøµ öPÍµÂzx C¢u Â¸vøÚ
ÁÇ[SÁvÀ ö£¸ø©¯øhQ@Óß GßÖ {PÌa]°À
TÔÚõº.

J¨¦µÁõQ¯ |Ø£s¦ Eøh¯ÁÛh® öŒÀÁ® @Œº¢uõÀ,
ALx F›ß |k@Á EÒÍ £¯ß ªS¢u ©µ® £Ç[PÒ £ÊzuõØ @£õßÓx.
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Raja Raja Chozhan

Cµõ\µõ\ ÷\õÇß Áµ»õØÖ B#Ä
6. E÷»õPUPø» & ö\¨÷£kPÒ, |õn¯[PÒ ©ØÖ® E÷»õPa
]ø»PÒ u¯õ›UP¨£mhx. E»÷PõÂ¯À xøÓ E¯ºÁõÚ
ÁÍºa] ö£ØÓx.
7. ÷\õÇ¨ £øhö¯k¨¦ & Cµõ\µõ\Ûß ÷£õºzvÓøÚ
E»SUS Enºzv¯ ""Põ¢uÑº'' \õø» £øhö¯k¨¦
©ØÖ® C»[øP, \õÐUQ¯ £øhö¯k¨¦.
8. Bm] {ºÁõP® & ÷\õÇ ÷£µµ_ Jß£x ©sh»[PÍõP
£SUP¨£mhÚ, ©sh»[PÒ ÁÍ|õhP (÷Põmh[PÒ)
¤›UP¨£mhÚ, ÁÍ|õkPÒ |õkPÍõP ÁSUP¨£mhÚ,
|õkPÒ Qµõ©[PÍõP ÁøP¨£kzu¨£mhÚ.
9. PmihUPø» & vµõÂh PmihUPø»°ß ""ö£õØPõ»®''
÷\õÇ ©ßÚºPÎß Põ»® ©mk÷©!
1. }º ÷©»õsø© & Cµõ\µõ\ ÷\õÇº Põ»zvÀ yºÁõµ¨£mh
BÖPÐ®, öÁmh¨£mh H›PÐ®, Pmh¨£mh AønPÐ®
]Ó¨£õÚ }º ÷©»õsø©US \õßÖPÍõP Aø©¢uÚ.
2. KÂ¯UPø» & B°µ® BskPøÍ Ph¢x CßÖ®
{ø»zx {ØS® ÷\õÇº Põ» KÂ¯[PÒ.
3. Á¼ø©¯õÚ PhØ£øh Aø©¨¦ & PhØ£øhUS uø»ø©
uõ[Q C»[øP, C»m\zwÄ, ©õ»z wÄ ©ØÖ® RÌzvø\
|õkPøÍ öÁßÓõº.
4. C¯À, Cø\, |õhPUPø» & Cµõ\µõ\ ÷\õÇº Põ»zvÀ C¯À,
Cø\, |õhPzxøÓPÒ E¯º{ø» ÁÍºa]°øÚ¨ ö£ØÖ
ÂÍ[QÚ.
5. ÁoP® ©ØÖ® _[P® & C¢v¯õÂÀ öuõh[Q C»[øP
©ØÖ® C¢÷uõ÷Úæ¯õ |õkPÒ Áøµ Cµõ\µõ\ ÷\õÇ›ß
BÐø©US Em£mk C¸¢uÚ.

10. ÷ÁÍõsø© & {»[PøÍ Cµõ\µõ\ß AÍÄ÷PõÀ
•ßÚ›ß PmøhÂµ¼ß }Í® GßÓ AÍÄ÷Põ¼ß ‰»®
(|õÈ, SÈ, ©õ, Põo) GÚ AÍ¢x {»zvß ußø©US HØ£
ÁøP¨£kzu¨£mk, {» Á› ÂvUP¨£mhx.
11. BßªP® / uªÌ ö©õÈ ÁÍºa] & uªÌ v¸•øÓPÍõÚ
÷uÁõµ, v¸Áõ\P¨ £vP[PÒ «mP¨£mk AøÁPÒ ‰»®
v¸U÷Põ°ÀPÎÀ uªÌ ÁÈ£õk {ø»{Özu¨£mhx.
12. }v / Qµõ© {ºÁõP® & Cµõ\µõ\ ÷\õÇ÷µ }v {ºÁõPzvß
uø»Áº. ©ßÚ¸US EÖxøn¯õP Qµõ© \ø£PÐ®
}v ÁÇ[SÁvÀ ö£¸®£[PõØÔÚ. B°µ® BskPÐUS
•ßÚ÷µ EÒÍõm] Aø©¨¦PÐUS AvPõµ® ÁÇ[Q Qµõ©
{ºÁõPzøu vÓ®£h {ºÁQzuõº.
& |ßÔ : Cµõ\µõ\ ÷\õÇß Áµ»õØÖ B#Ä ©ØÖ® £s£õmk ø©¯®,
£®ø£¨£øh³º

Top Moves
The

Tamil Chamber of Commerce whole-heartedly
congratulates Mr.Sivarajah Ramanathan as Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of Tamil Nadu Start-up and
Innovation Mission (TANSIM).
Mr.Ramanathan is the founder and CEO of Nativelead
Foundation, which has mentored hundreds of start-ups

TANSIM
from tier-2 and tier-3 towns. It has also
provided funding to innovative start-ups
through its Native Angels Network and
in September, The Chennai Angels struck
a deal with Native Angels Network to coinvest in start-ups.

©¸¢uõQz u¨£õ ©µzuØÓõÀ öŒÀÁ®
ö£¸¢uøP ¯õßPs £iß. SÓÒ : 217 AvPõµ® : J¨¦µÁÔuÀ
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Tribute	Lata Mangeshkar

		

QUEEN OF MELODY - Lata Mangeshkar
Lata Mangeshkar was one of
the best-known playback singers
in the Hindi film industry.
Mangeshkar's career started
in 1942 and had spanned over
six and a half decades. She
has sang in over a thousand
Bollywood movies and has sung
songs in over twenty regional
Indian languages, but primarily
in Hindi.

She was the elder sister of the
equally accomplished singer Asha Bhosle and lesserknown singers, brother Hridayanath Mangeshkar and
sisters Usha Mangeshkar and Meena Mangeshkar. Lata
is the second vocalist ever to have received the Bharat
Ratna, India's highest civilian honour.
Mangeshkar was featured in the Guinness Book of
World Records from 1974 to 1991 for having made the
most recordings in the world. The claim was that she
had recorded no less than 25,000 solo, duet and chorusbacked songs in 20 Indian languages between 1948 and
1974 (30,000 songs between 1948 and 1987, according
to the 1987 edition).
Early Life
Lata Mangeshkar was born in a Maharashtrian family
in Sikh Mohalla, Indore, in the State of Madhya

ChÛÀ £¸Ázx® J¨¦µÂØS JÀPõº
PhÚÔ Põm] ¯Áº. SÓÒ : 218 AvPõµ® : J¨¦µÁÔuÀ

Pradesh. Her father, Pandit Deenanath Mangeshkar
who belonged to a Konkani-speaking Kalavant family
from Goa, was a classical singer and theatre actor.
Her mother Shudhhamati, who was from Thalner, was
Deenanath's second wife.
Her first Hindi song was Mata Ek Sapoot Ki Duniya
Badal De Tu for the Marathi film, Gajaabhaau (1943).
Lata moved to Mumbai in 1945 when Master Vinayak's
company moved its headquarters there. She started
taking lessons in Hindustani classical music from Ustad
Amanat Ali Khan Bhendibazaarwale.
“Aayega Aanewaala,” a song in the popular movie Mahal
(1949) proved a turning point for her. The song was
composed by music director Khemchand Prakash and
lip-synced on screen by actress Madhubala.

TCC DIGEST

Lata Mangeshkar in Tamil Movies
Her foray into the Tamil film industry
happened because of her close relationship
with the late Thespian Sivaji Ganesan and his
family.
Lata Mangeshkar rendered innumerable film songs
in almost all Indian languages and a couple of them
she sang in Tamil became all-time greats. Her foray
into the Tamil film industry happened because of
her close relationship with the late Thespian Sivaji
Ganesan and his family.
It was in the 1950s that she
made her foray into Tamil
films, with Aan Murattu
Adiyaal, the Tamil remake
of the Hindi film Aan. The
50s also saw her sing in the
remake of Dilip Kumar’s
Uran Khatola in the Tamil
as Vanaratham. It was,
however, in the 1980s that
her combination along with
Actor Sivaji Ganesan
with Lata Mangeshkar Illayaraja that put her songs
on the lips of Tamil film fans.
Her songs in the modern period of film-making
became runaway hits. Her first song — Aararo
Aararo — was for the film Anand released, in 1987,
with Sivaji Ganesan’s son Prabhu in the lead role.
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In the 1950s, Lata sang songs composed by various
acclaimed music directors of the period, including Anil
Biswas, Shankar-Jaikishan, Naushad, S.D. Burman,
C. Ramchandra, Hemant Kumar, Salil Chowdhury,
Khayyam, Ravi, Sajjad Hussain, Roshan, KalyanjiAnandji, Vasant Desai, Sudhir Phadke, Hansraj Behl,
Madan Mohan and Usha Khanna. Acclaimed music
director O.P. Nayyar was an exception who favoured
Lata's sister Asha Bhosle as the singer of many of his
compositions. Burman used Geeta Dutt and Lata's sister
Asha Bhosle as his primary female playback singers.
On June 21, 2007, she released an album Saadgi,
featuring eight ghazal-like songs written by Javed
Akhtar and composed by Mayuresh Pai.
Music Journey
In 1942, her father's untimely death put the onus
of providing for the family on her shoulders. Pandit
Deenanath's friend Master Vinayak took care of the
Mangeshkar family and offered her a role in the film
Badi Maa. In 1949, she moved to Bombay (now Mumbai),
where she began learning Hindustani music from Ustad
Aman Ali Khan.
Lata had worked with several legendary music directors
including Madan Mohan, R D Burman, the duo
Laxmikant-Pyarelal and A R Rahman. She teamed up
with Madan Mohan for the 1960s like Aap Ki Nazron
Ne Samjha from Anpadh, Lag Jaa Gale and Naina Barse
Rim Jhim from Woh Kaun Thi?. Lata had sung over
700 songs for Laxmikant-Pyarelal, which include Mere
Naseeb Mein from Naseeb and Sheesha Ho Ya Dil Ho
from Asha.

|¯Ýøh¯õß |ÀTº¢uõ ÚõuÀ öŒ²®}µ
öŒ#¯õx Aø©P»õ ÁõÖ. SÓÒ : 219 AvPõµ® : J¨¦µÁÔuÀ
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Manase. "Airanichya Deva Tula" was voted best song
from the same film. A book on Lata Ji, titled "Lata
Mangeshkar - A Musical journey" was also published
by Yatindra Mishra. It tells the story of the Queen of
Hindi Music from the 1940s to the present day.
Death
Lata Mangeshkar died at the age of 92 after her health
deteriorates.
Lesser Known Facts

Lata sang R D Burman’s first and last songs – in Chote
Nawaab (1961) and Kuch Na Kaho in 1942: A Love Story
in 1994. Her collaborations with A R Rahman resulted
in popular songs like Luka Chupi in Rang de Basanti
(2006) and O Paalanhaare in the movie, Lagaan (2001).
From Pyar Kiya To Darna Kya from Mughal-e-Azam
(1960) to Ajeeb Dastaan Hai Yeh, from Dil Apna Aur
Preet Parai (1960) to Rangeela Re from Prem Pujari
(1970) or even Jiya Jale in Dil Se, the singer had lent
her voice to a number of timeless classics over the years.

• Lata
Mangeshkar's
birth name was Hema
Mangeshkar and was
later
changed
to
Lata, inspired by a
character's name in
her father's play.
• With her sisters Asha, Usha and Meena also being
celebrated vocalists, Lata Didi came from a family
of performers.
• Believe it or not, Mangeshkar once said in an
interview to Bollywood Hungama that she didn't
listen to her own songs as she would find several
faults in her singing.

In 2012, Lata Mangeshkar launched her own music label
called LM Music. Her most recent release (March 2019)
was the song Saugandh Mujhe Is Mitti Ki, composed by
Mayuresh Pai, which is a tribute to the Indian army
and India.

• Mangeshkar was the second Indian vocalist after
Carnatic singer MS Subbalakshmi to be conferred
with Bharat Ratna.

Her Achievements:

• She once said that her favourite music director
was Madan Mohan. "This was a relationship of a
brother and a sister," she had said.

In 2001, Lata Mangeshkar was honored with the
Bharat Ratna, the biggest award in Indian culture.
Her other awards include Padma Bhushan in 1969,
Padma Vibhushan in 1999, Zee Cine Award for Lifetime
Achievement in 1999, Dadasaheb Phalke Award in 1989,
Maharashtra Bhushan Award in 1997, NTR National
Award in 1999, Bharat Ratna in 2001, Legion of Honor
in 2007 (France's highest honor), ANR National Award
in 2009, 3 National Film Awards, Filmfare awards, and
Filmfare Lifetime Achievement Award.
The Greatest Indian poll of Outlook India ranked
Lata Mangeshkar 10th in 2012. Apart from this, she
was also awarded the Best Music Director Award by
the Maharashtra State Government for the film Sadhi

• Didi's most number of duets are with legendary
vocalist Mohammed Rafi.

• Apart from being a singer, she also worked as a
music director for Marathi films such as 'Sadhi
Manase', 'Ram Ram Pavhana', 'Tituka Melvava',
etc.
• Mangeshkar was an ardent cricket fan who
witnessed 1983 World Cup victory and even threw
a free concert for the team to raise money for them.
• The Guinness Book of Records in 1974 had listed
Lata Mangeshkar as the most recorded artist.
• Mangeshkar's last recorded song was released in
March 2019. It was called 'Saugandh Mujhe Is
Mitti Ki'.

J¨¦µÁõQ¯ |Ø£s¦ Eøh¯Áß ÁÖø© Eøh¯ÁÚõuÀ,
öŒ#¯zuUP EuÂPøÍa öŒ#¯õ©À Á¸¢xQßÓ ußø©¯õS®.
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Work Load

÷Áø»¨£Ð AvPö©ß÷Óõ..
Esø©°À ÷Áø»¨ £ÐöÁß£x }[PÒ ö£ØÓ ]_ Aøu
}[PÒ AÒÎö¯kzxU öPõg_® ÷£õx E[PÒ ö|g]À
Ax uß ¤g_U PõÀPÍõÀ Gmi Eøu¨£uØQøn¯õÚ
BÚ¢u Á¼.. Cß£a _ø©..!!
J¸ ö|õi Ps ‰i ÷¯õ]zx¨ £õ¸[PÒ. C¢u
÷Áø»°À»õ©À }[PÒ J¸ ö\À»õUPõ_ Gß£x ¦»¨£k®!

÷Áø» £õºUS® ChzvÀ ©Ú EøÍa\À Gß÷Óõ u¯Ä ö\#x
G[÷P²® GÁ›h•® ¦»®£õwºPÒ!
}[PÒ C¨£ia \¼zxU öPõsk ö\#²® C¢u ÷Áø» uõß
E[PÐU÷P...
*

E[PÐUöPÚ J¸ \‰P A¢uìøu²®...

*

EØÓõº EÓÂÚº ©zv°À ©›¯õøuø¯²®...

*

E[PÐUöPõ¸ uÛzu Aøh¯õÍzøu²®...

*

Cøuö¯À»õÁØøÓ ÂhÄ® }[PÒ uø» {ªº¢x
ÁõÇz ÷uøÁ¯õÚ \®£Í®...

*

£n®,Põ_ GÝ® ÁõÌÁõuõµzøu²® E[PÐUS
ÁÇ[Q¯x Gß£øu ©Ó¢x Âh ÷Áshõ®..!!

÷Áø» QøhUPõu ÷Áø»°À»õ £mhuõ›PÒ {øÓ¢u
÷u\ªx!
÷Áø» Qøhzx ÷Áø» £õºzxU öPõsi¸US® E[PÍx
÷Áø» \õº¢u ©Ú EøÍa\ø» ÂhÄ®.. ÷Áø» QøhUPõu
÷Áø»°À»õuÁÛß ©Ú¨ ÷£õµõmh®...
Á¼.. ÷ÁuøÚ.. µn®.. AÁ©õÚ®.. x¯µ®.. xUP®.. ªP
ªP¨ ö£›¯x!
Ph»ÍÄ Pspøµa _©¢u£i uÚUöPßÖ J¸ {µ¢uµ
Á¸©õÚ® u¸® ÷Áø» ÷ui Aø»¢x öPõsi¸¨£ÁÛß
©Ú{ø»ø¯...
Auß
Ã›¯zøu
öÁÖ®
öÁØÖ
ÁõºzøuPÍõÀ ö\õÀ¼ Âh •i¯õx!
C[S
GÀ÷»õ¸US®
¤izu
÷Áø»
Qøhzx
ÂkÁvÀø»! ö£¸®£õ¾® Qøhzu ÷Áø»ø¯z uõß
ö\#x öPõsi¸¨£uõÀ C¯À£õP E¸ÁõS® \¼¨¦®
÷\õºÄ® uõß }[PÒ SÔ¨¤k® A¢u öÁõºU ¤µåº...
¨öµõL£öåÚÀ ìmöµì..!!

÷Áø»USa ö\À»z uS¢u AzuøÚ uSvPÐ®
{µ®¤°¸¢x® H÷u÷uõ Põµn[PÍõÀ ÷Áø»USa ö\À¾®
Áõ#¨÷£¯ø©¯õ©À •Ê ÷|µ•® Sk®£zøu PÁÛUS®
ö£sPÐUS Pøh] Áøµ°¾® E[PøÍ¨ ÷£õÀ BL¤ì
ö\ßÖ Á¸Áx J¸ PÚÁõP÷Á Pøµ¢x ©øÓ¢x AÁºPÒ
{µõø\¯õP÷Á ÷£õ#ÂkÁx® }[PÒ ÁõÊ® C÷u |õmiß
{ø» uõß Gß£øu²n¸® ÷£õx.. ÷Áø»USa ö\ßÖ
Á¸® }[PÒ GzuøÚ ö£›¯ Áµ® ö£ØÓÁºPÒ Gß£x
E[PÐU÷P ¦›²®!
÷Áø»USa ö\À¾® E[PÐUS {PµõP.. CÀø»°Àø»
E[PøÍ ÂhÄ® ªP AvP ìmöµì ©Ú EøÍa\À
Ãm÷hõk C¸¢x Ãmøh²® uß Ãmk ÷Áø»PøÍ²®
÷©»õsø© ö\#²® Sk®£z uø»ÂPÐUS® Esk!
Ax|õÒÁøµ uõß ö\#x öPõsi¸¢u ÷Áø» £Ô
÷£õÚÁºPÐUS®... Sk®£zøu PÁÛ¨£uØPõP ÷Áø»ø¯
Âmk Â»Q¯ÁºPÐUS® ÷Áø»°ß A¸ø© GßÚöÁßÖ
EnºÄ¨§ºÁ©õPz öu›¢v¸US®!
£i¨¦ •i¢x Eh÷Ú AÀ»x £izxU öPõsi¸US®
÷£õ÷u ªP CÍ® Á¯vÀ v¸©n® •i¢x... SÇ¢øuPÒ
ö£ØÖ ÁÍºzx Auß ¤ÓS® wµõu ÷ÁmøP÷¯õk
÷Áø»ö¯õßøÓ Gmi¨ ¤iUP¨ ÷£õµõk® |®¤UøP
{øÓ¢u ©ÛuºPÎß ÷£õµõmhzvØS •ß¦ E[PÒ
÷Áø»¨£ÐöÁÀ»õ® y_USa \©®!
Aøu ÷Áø»¨ £Ð.. _ø©.. ìmöµì GÚU SÔ¨¤hõwºPÒ!
öPõg\® TkuÀ ÷Áø» Gß£x µ]zx Cß•Pz÷uõk
}[PÒ HØP ÷Ási¯ E[PÐUPõÚ öÁS©v¯õS®!
÷Áø»ö¯ß£x ÷Áø» ©mk÷©¯À» Ax |® ÁõÌUøP°ß
Buõµ® AìvÁõµ®!
GuØPõPÄ® E[PÒ Ez÷¯õPzøua \¤UPõwºPÒ!
÷Áø»ö¯ß£x \õ£©À».. }[PÒ EøÇ¨£uØSU Qøhzu
Áõ#¨¦... Á\v... Áµ®...!

J¨¦µÂ ÚõÀÁ¸® @PöhÛß ALöuõ¸Áß
ÂØÖU@PõÒ uUP xøhzx. SÓÒ : 220 AvPõµ® : J¨¦µÁÔuÀ
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UPSC

IAS Aspirant
- Devyani Yadav
‘I Followed These 10 Tips to Go From Rank 222 to 11’: IAS Officer on Cracking UPSC
her fourth attempt, she secured an AIR of 222 and was
allotted to the Central Audit Department.
She was undergoing probation when she appeared for
the exam again in 2019.
Devyani shares her learnings with future aspirants:
1. Focus on your weakness:

Attempting the Union Public Service Commission’s
(UPSC) Civil Service Examination (CSE) requires
aspirants to devote close to one year to prepare. Devyani
Yadav, who secured an All India Rank (AIR) of 11 in
2020, attempted the exam four times before she was
successful.
After giving this exam five years of her life, Devyani
shares her learnings with other aspirants. In 2014,
Devyani graduated in Electronics and Instrumentation
Engineering from the Goa Campus of BITS Pilani.
Thereafter she took up a job with the private sector.
“During my stint, I realised my aptitude was most suited
for government service and I started preparing for the
UPSC CSE,” Devyani tells The Better India.
Devyani’s father, Vinay Singh, has also been part
of the administrative services as Hisar’s Divisional
Commissioner. “A lot of my understanding of the services
stems from having seen him work. Being able to make a
difference at ground level was one of the major reasons
I chose to appear for the exam,” she adds.
Devyani attempted the UPSC CSE for the first time in
2015 and again in 2016, however in both these attempts
she was unable to clear the prelims.
In 2017, she made progress and reached the interview
stage but did not find her name in the final list. In 2018,

J¨¦µÁõÀ @Pk Á¸® GßÓõÀ, AU @Pk J¸Áß ußøÚ
ÂØÓõÁx Áõ[QU öPõÒÐ® uSv Eøh¯uõS®.

While aspirants work hard on topics they are well-versed
with, Devyani says equal, if not more, attention must
be given to your weaker subjects. “Prioritise the topics
that you feel are your weaker links. Make sure you
stick to standard books and do not spend time on new
content. Even while attempting mocks and analysing the
answers, make sure you spend time on understanding
the mistakes you have made,” she says.
Adding to this, she says, “Focus on limited resources
while ensuring that you spend maximum time in
revision.”
2. Quality trumps quantity:
An aspirant can spend all their time in preparation and
still not get the desired results. Therefore, it is important
to spend productive and quality time in preparation.
“When I attempted the exam for the fifth time I was
on probation. My work took up a lot of time throughout
the week. However, I ensured that I put in double the
effort during the weekends. Planning the schedule also
helped in covering the syllabus efficiently.”
Approaching the exam with a concerted plan, she says, is
what helped her secure a good rank in her fifth attempt.
3. Mock tests as self-evaluation tools:
Mock tests are a great way of self-evaluation. Devyani
recommends solving a minimum of 40 tests before
attempting the exam. “With each passing year, the
UPSC CSE paper is getting more unpredictable. The
more mocks you attempt the better your understanding
will be. While attempting the mocks it is important not
to get bogged down or overly confident with the mock
scores. Use it only as a tool for analysis,” she says.
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about it. That frame of mind also helps approach the
exam better.
Stay as positive as you can to be able to tackle the
vagaries of the UPSC CSE.
7. Devise your note-making strategy:

Devyani Yadav

Spending an equal amount of time in the mock paper
analysis will be beneficial to aspirants.
4. Sharpen your reading skills:
In an attempt to complete the paper quickly, aspirants
might sometimes misread the question.
Devyani says, “Being able to read and understand exactly
what is being asked of you is crucial to doing well in the
exam. For example, a simple true or false question might
be misread leading to loss of marks. While the question
might ask aspirants to mark the ‘not true’ statements,
not reading it correctly, might lead to the wrong answer
in itself. So, learn to read with a critical eye.”
Given the negative marking that the paper carries, stay
away from making these small errors.
5. Strike a good balance:
Since the paper carries negative marks for wrong
answers, aspirants must be confident of marking their
answers. “Striking a good balance between answering
questions you are unsure about and completely unaware
of is an important aspect. It is preferable to answer a
few extra questions so that even if you get a few wrong,
the average is high. I would attempt between 85 to 90
questions.”
6. Bring honesty to your preparation:
“Being 100 per cent honest with yourself while preparing
is very important. No matter how many attempts you
have given, approach each exam with a clear mindset.
Overconfidence and underconfidence should both be
kept away from you,” says Devyani. At every stage of
preparation, aspirants must continue to be optimistic

ÁÔ¯õºUöPõßÖ DÁ@u DøP©Ø öÓÀ»õ®
SÔö¯vºø£ }µ xøhzx. SÓÒ : 221 AvPõµ® : DøP

Structure your notes by the time you have to prepare.
“Notes should not be a reproduction of what you have
read in the book. It must be put down in your own
words. The notes should only have details that need
to be revised at a later stage. Optional paper requires
extensive reading and making notes for that is prudent.
However, content for general studies is readily available
in note format, so you can skip it,” says Devyani.
Use technology to your advantage while making notes
– there are plenty of applications that make it easy to
store details.
8. Find online content that works:
Various online portals are useful for aspirants. Devyani
shares the name of a few – Study IQ, which is a portal
that does topic wise analysis of different issues. This
helps in forming opinions on a wide range of topics.
Mrunal and Insights on India are two other portals that
Devyani found useful during her preparatory journey. “A
lot of my answer writing skills were bettered by reading
some of the answers that would be put out on these
portals. It gave me a good understanding of how answers
can be best structured,” she says.
Watching videos of toppers talking about their journey is
also inspirational and has many takeaways for aspirants.
9. Go through previous prelim papers:
Pick the last 10 years’ prelims paper and ensure that
you go through them with a fine-tooth comb. “Not just
the questions but also spend time on looking at the
options provided in the paper. There are times when
an option can be asked as a full-fledged question the
next year. Therefore, going through the prelims papers
with this in mind will help you prepare better.”
Once you solve the prelims papers, set time aside to
analyse and work on your mistakes as well.
10. Focus on presentation:
As much as content is important, remember that
presentation is also a key aspect. With the examiner
having to mark several answer sheets a day, making
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your answers stand out will hold you in good stead.
“A few small tweaks while answering the paper
can help. Underline the part that you want to draw
attention to. If you are mentioning some statistic or a
quote, draw attention to it by either writing it in bold
or by highlighting it. You can also use visual content,
like diagrams, maps or flowcharts to accentuate your
answers.”

Devyani
with her
father

Do what you can within the time frame you are given.
Do not spend extra time on making visual content or
highlighting important points.
In conclusion, she says, “There is no alternative to hard
work. This exam demands your respect and if successful,
the gains are very high. So just stay focussed.”
- Courtesy : The Better India
(Edited by Yoshita Rao)

Gadgets

Marsback Zephyr Pro Gaming Mouse
The Marsback Zephyr Pro Gaming Mouse is a confident

device, you can tell immediately from its packaging to
its unique honeycomb shell. The Marsback Zephyr Pro
features a slick matte honeycomb design, which is both
greaseproof and fingerprint proof. It pops quite nicely
against the RGB fan from just about every angle you
view it from. It comes with a lengthy 1.8m (about 5.9foot) paracord cord that's extremely smooth and flexible,
and the mouse itself is incredibly light and the feet are
made of PTFE material that ensures smooth movement.
It just feels good to use, both on and off the mousepad.
Underneath the surface, you'll find a PMW3389 optical
sensor, with 7 DPI settings and a maximum of 16000
DPI, as well as a scan rate of 12000 FPS. The Zephyr
Pro can track accelerations of up to 50g, and the
movement speed can reach 400 in/s. And all of this can
be customized with Marsback's free software download
and applied to up to five different profiles. You can also
set up macros as well.
Keeping cool
So, the Marsback Zephyr Pro is a solid mouse in build
and customization, but what about the spinning blades

inside the body? The fan is the main draw of Marsback
Zephyr Pro and it works as advertised. While I wouldn't
necessarily say that I have sweaty hands, I could
definitely feel the cool air against my right hand, and
I spent more than a few hours on Final Fantasy XIV
and DOOM Eternal. There's virtually no noise either,
and I only ever felt a very faint vibration against my
hands from the fans.
Under the mouse, you'll find two buttons. One that
controls the RGB light patterns, and another that can
turn the fan off if it's not needed. Back on top, you'll
find a DPI button at the top, just before the scroll wheel,
and on the left you'll find two additional buttons that
can be mapped to whatever function you'd like.

ÁÔ¯ÁºUS J¸ ö£õ¸øÍU öPõk¨£@u DøP GÚ¨£kÁx, ©ØÓÁºUSU
öPõk¨£öuÀ»õ® £¯øÚ Gvº £õºzxU öPõkUS® ußø© Eøh¯x.
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US Visit	Jawaharlal Nehru

The Nehru's USA visit

Gathered around Prime Minister Nehru at International Airport in Washington, as he responds to President Kennedy’s welcome,
are, left to right, U.S. Ambassador to India J.K. Galbraith, Secretary of State Dean Rusk, Indian Ambassador to the United States B.K. Nehru,
Vice President Lyndon Johnson and President Kennedy.

Originally published in January 1962

Few foreign visitors to the United States have attracted

greater public attention than Prime Minister Nehru
who paid his fourth visit to that country in November,
accompanied by his daughter, Mrs. Indira Gandhi.
Apart from the thousands of Americans who greeted the
distinguished statesman at the various public functions
organized in his honor, millions saw his thoughtful face
reflected from their television sets and heard his sincere
and pleasant voice on both television and radio. During
the 10 days he was in the country, Prime Minister
Nehru’s photograph was the one the reader was most
likely to come across in the 1,800 daily newspapers and
the thousands of magazines and periodicals published in
the United States.
The exchange of views on world topics between the Prime
Minister and President Kennedy was, in the words of
the joint communique, “highly useful in the pursuit of
their common objectives of an enduring world peace and
enhanced understanding between the Governments of
India and the United States.” The meetings afforded a
unique opportunity for the two world leaders to examine
thoroughly their respective positions on vital problems
of peace, nuclear tests and disarmament, and resulted

|À»õÖ GÛÝ® öPÍõÀwx @©¾»P®
CÀö»ÛÝ® Du@» |ßÖ. SÓÒ : 222 AvPõµ® : DøP

in greater mutual confidence and respect. The President
was voicing the general regard in which Americans hold
Mr. Nehru when he said, “Your reputation has spread
beyond your borders and has been an inspiration for
people throughout the world.”
As guest of the National Press Club in Washington,
Mr. Nehru met some 500 working journalists and
answered their questions with much frankness and good
humor. In New York he addressed the United Nations
General Assembly and suggested the observance of a
“world cooperation year.” He pointed out that while
“little is said about the vast amount of international
cooperation that exists, much is said about conflict.”
Mr. Nehru’s 72nd birth anniversary coincided with his
visit to the United States, and it was fitting that, as
part of the birthday celebrations, “Uncle Nehru” should
have been greeted by an international group of children
at Disneyland, the fabulous amusement park near
Los Angeles designed by Walt Disney. One of his last
engagements was at Los Angeles where he had planned
to meet some 500 Indian university students at a
birthday gathering. Instead, 3,500 enthusiastic American
students also turned up to wish the Prime Minister a
happy birthday and give him a warm send-off.
- Courtesy: Span Magazine
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Signing of MoU	

SRM Institute

The Tamil Chamber of Commerce Signing of MoU
with SRM Institute of Science & Technology

Signing of Mou with SRM Institute of Science & Technology

The

Tamil Chamber of Commerce signed a MoU with
SRM Institute of Science & Technology, Ramapuram
recently on Curriculum design like teaching, training
methodology to fit into the industrial situation, Industrial
training and visits, research and development activities
in the fields of commerce, entrepreneurship, market
research and related areas, skill develop programs,
guest lectures, faculty development programs, placement
of trained students – internships, projects, jobs etc.
Mr.Chozha Naachiar Rajasekar, President signed
on behalf of The Tamil Chamber of Commerce and
Dr.N.Sethuraman, Chief Director signed on behalf of
SRM Institute of Science & Technology. Dr.C.Sundar,
Dean of the institute gave a brief introduction of the
meet.
The MoU was signed in the presence of Dr.V.Subbaiah
Bharathi, Director, Dr.C.Sundar, Dean, Dr.R.Arulmoli,

HOD/MBA, Dr.J.Dilipan, Vice Principal (Admin),
Dr.N.Asokan, Vice Principal (Academic), Mr.K.Prakash,
Assistant Professor, Dr.S.Ramanathan, Assistant
Professor and Mr.T.Madhavan, Placement Officer from
SRM Institute of Science and Technology and Mr.B.Ravi
Kumar David, Honorary Secretary, Mr.M.Karunagaran,

¤Ó›hª¸¢x ö£õ¸Ò ö£ØÖUöPõÒÐuÀ |À» ö|Ô GßÓõ¾® öPõÒÍÀ
wø©¯õÚx; @©¾»P® CÀø» GßÓõ¾® ¤ÓºUSU öPõk¨£@u |À»x.
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(From Left to Right) Mr.K.Prakash, Asst.Professor, Dr.S.Ramanathan, Asst. Professor, Dr.C.Sundar, Dean, Dr.V.Subbaiah Bharathi, Director,
Mr.M.Karunagaran, Executive Secretary-TTCC, Mr.B.Ravi Kumar David, Honorary Secretary-TTCC, Mr.Chozha Naachiar Rajasekar, PresidentTTCC, Dr.N.Sethuraman, Chief Director, Dr.R.Arulmoli, HOD/MBA, Dr.J.Dilipan, Vice Principal (Admin), Dr.N.Asokan,
Vice Principal (Adademic) and Mr.T.Madhavan, Placement Officer

Executive Secretary from The Tamil Chamber of
Commerce.
Earlier, Mr.Chozha Naachiar Rajasekar, President
addressed
the MoU meeting. At the meeting, he
congratulated the institute for entering into 25th
MoU signing. He said that the education, health and
infrastructure could not be fulfilled entirely by the
government, only the public private sectors have to be
involved to fill the gap of the demand. He congratulated
the Chairman of the institution Mr.T.R.Pachamuthu for
his contribution to the free education and subsidized fee
for the weaker sections fulfilling his promises said in the
political campaign. He assured that the chamber would
closely work with the institute to fill the gap between
the industry and the educational institution. He also
said that the government has to get the consultation of
the chamber on preparing the syllabus for the students.
He further said that the industry has to give full-

C»öÚßÝ® GÆÁ® Eøµ¯õø© DuÀ
S»Ýøh¯õß Ps@n EÍ. SÓÒ : 223 AvPõµ® : DøP

fledged training and the students who are in training
/ internship has to make use of the opportunity by
learning and knowing about the industry in all aspects
which has to be a part in their curriculum and the
short time experience would really gain for their future
assignments.
Dr.N.Sethuraman, Chief Director, SRM Institute of
Science and Technology appreciated and welcomed the
dignataries who were signing the MoU with the institute.
He said that technology plays a key role in all sectors
and the SRM Institute, Ramapuram campus has an
excellent infrastructure for computer application group
students. He further said that Commerce has to go with
technology and the signing of MoU with the trade and
commerce association and computer companies would
really benefit the students and the syllabus curriculum
changes accordingly.
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Finance Management

E[PÒ GvºPõ»zxUS J¸ ÷Põi ¹£õ# ÷£õx©õ?
Esø©°À GÆÁÍÄ ¹£õ# ÷uøÁ¨£k®?

{v vmhªhÀ

E[PÒ

GvºPõ»zxUS GÆÁÍÄ £n® ÷uøÁ GÚ
E[PÐUSz öu›²©õ? Aøu G¨£i PnUQkÁx? Aøu
G¨£i \®£õv¨£x? Cx÷£õßÓ ÷PÒÂPÐUSzuõß C[÷P
Âøh Põn¨ ÷£õQ÷Óõ®.
©ÛuºPÎß ÁõÌøP uµzøu {ºn°¨£x G¨÷£õx÷©
]UP»õÚ Âå¯©õP C¸UQÓx. 40 BskPÐUS •ß J¸
ÃmiÀ öuõø»÷£] C¸¨£x Bh®£µ®, 30 BskPÐUS
•ß iÂ ö£›¯ Âå¯®. 25 BskPÒ •ß¦ Áøµ Põº
GÀ»õ® Aµ_ AvPõ›PÒ ©ØÖ® £nUPõµºPÐUPõÚx.
BÚõÀ, CßÖ ö\ßøÚ°À RÌ |kzuµ ©UPÒ GßÖ
ö\õÀ»¨£k®, ©õu® 50,000 ¹£õ#USÒ \®£õvUS®
Sk®£[PÎh® Th GÀ.].i.iÂ, h¦Ò ÷hõº L¨›mä,
Bm÷hõ÷©miU Áõæ[ ö©æß, ÷»¨hõ¨, C¸\UPµ
ÁõPÚ[PÒ, Áõµ Âk•øÓPÎÀ |À» ÷íõmhÀPÎÀ
\õ¨£õk, ö\õ¢u Ãk, Põº ÷£õßÓ öPõg\® ö£›¯ PÚÄPÒ
GÚ ÁõÌøPz uµ® ©õÔÂmhx.
50,000 & 1,00,000 ¹£õ#USÒ \®£õv¨£ÁºPÒ Põº, ö£›¯
AkUS©õi Si°¸¨¦ Ãk, Uöµim Põºm C.G®.I, ÃmkU
Phß C.G®.I, £¨, öµìm÷µõ £õº GÚ ö\»ÄPÒ }ÒQßÓÚ.
1,00,000 ¹£õ#US ÷©À \®£õv¨£ÁºPÐUS AÁºPÎß
\®£ÍzxUS uS¢uõØ÷£õ» ö\»ÄPÒ C¸UQßÓÚ.

50,000 ¹£õ#USÒ \®£õv¨£ÁºPÒ
C¢v¯õÂÀ 50,000 ¹£õ#USÒ \®£õv¨£ÁºPÒ uõß AvP®
C¢v¯õÂÀ Aø©¨¦\õµõ öuõÈ»õÍºPÒ, Â¯õ£õ›PÒ,
_¯©õP öuõÈÀ ö\#£ÁºPÒ uõß AvP®. AÁºPÒ ©õu
Á¸©õÚ® 50,000 ¹£õ#USÒ C¸UP»õ®.

C¢v¯õÂÀ Ph¢u 2018 & 19 ©v¨¥mk BsiÀ 5.87
÷Põi ÷£º ©mk÷© Á¸©õÚ Á› uõUPÀ ö\#v¸UQÓõºPÒ
GßQÓx C¢v¯ ÷|µi Á›PÒ Áõ›¯zvß uµÄPÒ.
BP C¢v¯õÂÀ Á¸©õÚ Á› Áµ®¦USÒ Áµõu £»uµ¨£mh
©UPÒ ©õu® 50,000 ¹£õ# \®£õvUS® Áµ®¦USÒ
C¸UQÓõºPÒ Gß£øu ¦›¢x öPõÒÍ •iQÓx. GÚ÷Á
50,000 ¹£õ# \®£õvUS® J¸Á¸US J¸ ÷Põi ¹£õ#
C¸¢uõÀ ÁõÇ •i²©õ? GvºPõ»zvÀ GÆÁÍÄ £n®
÷uøÁ¨£k®, GvÀ •u½k ö\#¯»õ®? ÷£õßÓøÁPøÍ
C[S £õº¨÷£õ®.
""CßÖ J¸Á¸US 50,000 ¹£õ# ÷uøÁ¨£kQÓx GßÓõÀ,
A÷u |£¸US 10 BskPÐUS ¤ÓS Bº¤I°ß £n
ÃUPzøuU PnUQmhõÀ GÆÁÍÄ ¹£õ# ÷uøÁ¨£k®?
A÷u |£¸US 20, 30, 40, 50 BskPÒ PÈzx GÆÁÍÄ
÷uøÁ¨£k®? R÷Ç AmhÁøn°À £õºUPÄ®.

£nÃUP PnURk
GßÚx... CßÖ 50,000 ¹£õ# \®£õv¨£Á¸US, C÷u
÷£õ» ÁõÌøPø¯ |hzu 2040&À 1.51 »m\® ¹£õ#
÷uøÁ¯õ? 2065&À ©õuzxUS 6,49,274 ¹£õ# ÷uøÁ¯õ?
GÚ Avºa] Aøh¯ ÷Áshõ®. Cx uõß £nÃUP® |®
ÁõÌøP°À HØ£kzx® ÷©õ\©õÚ ÂøÍÄ'' GßQÓõº
ö\ßøÚø¯a ÷\º¢u \õßÓÎUP¨£mh {v vmhªk£Áº
(Certified Financial Planner) u.•zxQ¸ènß.
E»P Á[Q PnUS¨£i 2020B® BsiÀ C¢v¯õÂß
~Pº÷Áõº £nÃUP® 6.6%. |õ® ÷©÷» AmhÁøn°À 6%
uõß PnUQmk C¸UQ÷Óõ®. E»P Á[Q°ß uµÄPÎß

"¯õß ÁÔ¯Áß' GßÝ® xß£aöŒõÀø» J¸Áß Eøµ¨£uØS•ß
AÁÝUSU öPõkUS® ußø©, |À» Si¨¤Ó¨¦ Eøh¯ÁÛh® Esk.
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J¸÷ÁøÍ 60 Á¯x Áøµ £nÃUPzxUS uS¢uõØ÷£õ»
Á¸Áõ²® AvP›UQÓx GÚ øÁzxU öPõÒ÷Áõ®. 2021&À
50,000 ¹£õ#US ÁõÌ¢u ÁõÌøPø¯ ÁõÇ, A÷u |£¸US
2051B® BsiÀ, uß 61BÁx Á¯vÀ, ©õu® 2.87
»m\® ¹£õ# ÷uøÁ¨£k®. BskUS _©õº 34.46 »m\®
¹£õ# ÷uøÁ¨£k®'' GßQÓõº AÁº. A¨£i GßÓõÀ AÁº
øP°À GÆÁÍÄ ¹£õ# £n® C¸¢uõÀ AÁµõÀ Akzu
15 BskPøÍ ¯õº u¯ÄªßÔ PÈUP •i²®? Aøu GvÀ
÷\ªUP ÷Ásk®? GÚU ÷Pm÷hõ®.

GvºPõ» PnUS?
Ámi Á¸©õÚ® øÁzx 15 Bsk ÁõÊ® vmh®

£i C¢v¯õÂß £nÃUP® 2008 & 2013B® BskPÎÀ
8.3 \uÃuzxUS ÷©÷»÷¯ C¸¢ux C[S SÔ¨¤hzuUPx.
BP 6 \uÃu £nÃUP® J¸ \µõ\› GßÖ P¸u»õ®.
C¢u £nÃUP® GÀ»õ® Esø©°÷»÷¯ CzuøÚ ÷©õ\©õP
|® Á¸Áõø¯ £õvUS©õ? GßÖ ÷PmhõÀ ""E[PÒ ö£Ø÷Óõº
©ØÖ® uõzuõ £õmi°h® AÁºPÒ Põ»zvÀ ©ÎøP
ö£õ¸mPÒ, Bøh B£µn[PÒ, u[P®, Ãmk ÁõhøP
÷£õßÓøÁPÒ GÆÁÍÄ C¸¢uÚ GßÖ ÷Pmk¨ £õ¸[PÒ.
Âø»Áõ] |® \®£õzv¯zøu G¨£i Põ¼ ö\#²® Gß£øu
EnºÃºPÒ'' GÚ Ga\›UQÓõº •zxQ¸ènß.
v

v

_Pß¯õ \®›v ÷¯õáÚõ: ö£s SÇ¢øuPÒ
GvºPõ»zvØPõÚ ÷\ª¨¦ & }[PÒ öu›¢xöPõÒÍ
÷Ási¯ uPÁÀPÒ
öuõÈ»õÍº Á¸[Põ» øÁ¨¦ {v «x Á›: }[PÒ
G¢u AÍÄ PÁø»¨£h ÷Ásk®?

GÆÁÍÄ Põ»® EøÇUP •i²®? öuõhº¢x \®£õvUP
•i²©õ?
öuõhº¢x ÷£]¯Áº ""©¸zxÁ ÁÍºa]¯õÀ 75 Á¯x Áøµ
ÁõÌÁx \ºÁ \õuõµn©õQÂmhx. Cøu C¢v¯ Aµ]ß
£» uµÄPÐ® EÖv¨£kzxQßÓÚ. J¸Áº |À» EhÀ
|»z÷uõk C¸¢x 60 Á¯x Áøµ EøÇUQÓõº GÚ øÁzxU
öPõÒ÷Áõ®, Bm÷hõ÷©åß, ö\¯ØøP ~snÔÄ,
ö©æß »ºÛ[ ÷£õßÓ öuõÈÀ~m£ •ß÷ÚØÓ[PÍõÀ
AÁ¸US öuõhº¢x ÷Áø» QøhUS©õ? A¨£i÷¯
Qøhzuõ¾® \®£Í® |õ® ÷©÷» PnUQmk C¸¨£x
÷£õ» £nÃUPzxUS uS¢uõØ ÷£õ» AvP›US©õ? GÚ
Akzukzu ÷PÒÂPÒ GÊQßÓÚ.
CßÚõx CµUP¨ £kuÀ Cµ¢uÁº
Cß•P[ Põq® AÍÄ. SÓÒ : 224 AvPõµ® : DøP

""AÁ¸øh¯ 60BÁx Á¯vß öuõhUPzxUSÒ, AÁº
øP°À 3,90,50,000 ¹£õ# £n® C¸UP ÷Ásk®. Aøu
BskUS 8 \uÃu® Á¸©õÚ® QøhUS® vmh[PÎÀ
•u½k ö\#x øÁzuõÀ, Akzu 15 BskPÐUS PÁø»
CÀ»õ©À ÁõÇ»õ®. AmhÁønø¯ ÷©÷» £õºUPÄ®.
K#Ä ö£ÖÁuØS Kµõsk Põ»® •ß÷£, £n® u¯õµõP
C¸US® Gß£uõÀ, CzvmhzvÀ C¸¢x JÆ÷Áõº Bsk®
÷uøÁ¯õÚ £nzøu GkzxU öPõÒÍ»õ®. SÔ¨£õP Cx
£nÃUPzøu²® PnUQmhx Gß£x SÔ¨¤hzuUPx.
AuõÁx 2051&À, AÁµx 61BÁx Á¯vÀ ©õu® 2.87
»m\® ¹£õ#, 2061&À AÁ¸øh¯ 70BÁx Á¯vÀ ©õu®
5.14 »m\® ¹£õ# £nzøu¨ ö£Ó •i²®. C¨÷£õx
ö\õÀ¾[PÒ E[PÐUS J¸ ÷Põi ¹£õ# £n® C¸¢uõÀ
÷£õx©õ? J¸ ÷Põi ¹£õø¯ øÁzxU öPõsk E[PÍõÀ
{®©v¯õP ÁõÌ¢x Âh •i²©õ?'' GÚ |®ªh÷© ÷PÒÂ
÷PmQÓõº •zxQ¸ènß. \› CuØS wºÄ uõß GßÚ?
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£nÃUPzøu²® uõsi •u½k ö\#²® öuõøPUS AvP
Á¸©õÚ® ÷Ásk® GßÓõÀ, £[Sa \¢øu uõß J÷µ ÁÈ.
Á[Q L¤U\m öh£õ]mkPÎÀ uØ÷£õx 6.5 \uÃu® Th
Ámi Qøh¨£vÀø». C¢v¯õÂ÷»÷¯G _Pß¯õ \®›v
vmhzxUS ©mk÷© Aµ_ 7.6% Ámi öPõkUQÓx.

GvÀ •u½k ö\#Áx?
£[Sa \¢øu
""v¸©n©õQ SÇ¢øu ö£ØÓÁºPÒ, EhÚi¯õP J¸ |À»
©¸zxÁU Põ¨¥mkz vmhzøu Áõ[QU öPõÒÐ[PÒ.
ö£›¯ ©¸zxÁ¨ ¤µa\øÚPÒ Á¢uõÀ E[PÒ ÷\ª¨¦PÒ
]uÓõ©À u¨¤UP EuÄ®. Auß ¤ÓS E[PÒ øP°À
SøÓ¢u£m\® 200 & 300 Qµõ® u[P©õÁx øÁzxU
öPõÒÐ[PÒ. ªP AÁ\µ ÷uøÁUS SøÓ¢u Ámi°À Aµ_
©ØÖ® uÛ¯õº Á[QPÎÀ Phß Áõ[P Á\v¯õP C¸US®.
SøÓ¢u£m\® 2 & 3 ©õu \®£Ízøu AÁ\µ ÷uøÁUPõP
GÚ HuõÁx {ø»¯õÚ Á¸©õÚ® uµU Ti¯ vmh[PÎÀ
•u½k ö\#x øÁ²[PÒ. |kÂÀ öPõ÷µõÚõ ÷£õßÓ
`Ç¼À ÷Áø» £Ô÷£õÚõ÷»õ AÀ»x ÷ÁÖ ÷Áø» ÷uk®
÷£õ÷uõ Sk®£zøuU SÔzx AvP® PÁø»¨£hz ÷uøÁ
C¸UPõx. EhÚi¯õP `Çø» \©õÎUP EuÄ®.

Hungary Monuments

Phß \õº ª³a_ÁÀ L£skPÎÀ Th 10 \uÃuzøuz
uõsi Á¸©õÚ® Qøh¨£x ]µ©÷©. ÷|µi¯õP £[Sa
\¢øuPÎÀ •u½k ö\#uõÀ AvP Á¸©õÚ® Dmh»õ®,
BÚõÀ ›ìU ªP AvP®. J÷µJ¸ uÁÓõÚ •iÁõÀ ö©õzu
£n•® Põnõ©À ÷£õP Áõ#¨¦ C¸UQÓx.
GÚ÷Á Akzu 30 BskPÐUS, \µõ\›¯õP 12 \uÃu®
Á¸©õÚ® uµU Ti¯ {L¨i CsöhUì L£skPÒ AÀ»x
DUÂmi ª³a_ÁÀ L£skPÎÀ •u½k ö\#¯»õ®.
ì©õÀ ÷P¨ L£skPÒ, ªm ÷P¨ L£skPÒ, »õºä ªm
÷P¨ L£skPÒ, C.GÀ. Gì.Gì L£skPÒ, »õºä ÷P¨
L£skPÒ GÚ £» µP L£skPÒ Ph¢u 10 BskPÎÀ
13.8 \uÃuzxUS ÷©À Á¸©õÚ® öPõkzv¸UQßÓÚ.
GÚ÷Á Gì I ¤ ÁÈ•øÓ°À ©õu® 11,250 ¹£õ# GÚ
BskUS 12 \uÃu® Á¸©õÚ® öPõkUS® vmhzvÀ 30
BskPÒ •u½k ö\#uõÀ 3.97 ÷Põi ¹£õ# QøhUS®''
GßQÓõº u.•zxQ¸ènß.
- Courtesy: BBC & Tamil

Cartoon - Putin

Hungary. Memorial to the soldiers who died in the first world
war. Placed in 2014 Sculptor böjte horváth istván
One of the best monuments.

ö£õ¸Ò @Ásk® GßÖ Cµ¢uÁ›ß ©QÌ¢u •PzøuU Põq®
ÁøµUS® (Cµzuø»¨ @£õ»@Á) Cµ¢x @PmP¨£ku¾® xß£©õÚx.
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Animal Cognition	Bird Memory - Pigeons
Pigeons remember specific routes home after years away
Homing pigeons combine
precise internal compasses
and memorized landmarks
to re¬trace a path back to
their lofts—even four years
after the previous time they
made the trip, a new study
shows. Testing nonhuman
memory
retention
is
challenging; in research
studies, “it’s rare that there is a gap of several years
between when an animal stores the information and
when it is next required to retrieve it,” says University
of Oxford zoologist Dora Biro. For a recent study in
the Proceedings of the Royal Society B, Biro and her
colleagues compared domestic homing pigeons’ paths
three or four years after the birds established routes
back to their loft from a farm 8.6 kilometers away.
The study built on data from a 2016 experiment in which
pigeons learned routes in different social contexts during
several flights—on their own or with peers that did or

did not know the way. Using data from GPS devices
temporarily attached to the birds’ backs, the researchers
compared the flight paths a cohort of pigeons took in
2016 with many of the same birds’ routes in 2019 or
2020, without the birds visiting the release site in
between. Some birds missed a handful of landmarks
along the way, but many others took “strikingly similar”
routes to those they used in 2016, says Oxford zoologist
and study co-author Julien Collet: “It was ... as if the last
time they flew there was just the day before, not four
years ago.” The team found that the pigeons remembered
a route just as well if they first flew it alone or with
others and fared much better than those that had not
made the journey in 2016. The result is not surprising,
says Verner Bingman, who studies animal navigation at
Bowling Green State University and was not involved
with the study. But it provides new confirmation of
homing pigeons’ remarkable memory, he says: “It closes
the distance a little bit between our egocentric sense
of human cognitive abilities and what animals can do.”
- Courtesy: Robin Donovan, Scientific American Magazine

Largest Vessel

Largest Container Vessel at Adani Port

History

has been made at Mundra Port as they
welcomed the largest container vessel that has
ever berthed on an Indian port. This is an exciting

AØÓõº AÈ£] wºzuÀ ALöuõ¸Áß
ö£ØÓõß ö£õ¸ÒøÁ¨ ¦È. SÓÒ : 226 AvPõµ® : DøP

milestone in the Indian Maritime industry and they
are determined to make way for bigger ships.
17,000+ TEUs capacity ship - Massive
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TN Budget 2022-23

Highlights of Tamil Nadu Budget 2022-23
m

m

m

m
m

m

m
m
m

A collection of Periyar’s written works will be
published in print and digital editions in 21 Indian
and World languages at a cost of five crore rupees.
New museums will be built in Villupuram and
Ramanathapuram districts at an estimated cost of
Rs.10 crore.
Rs.50 crore allocated for to retrieve and protect
Government lands, including water bodies from
encroachments.
Rs.4,131 crore has been allotted for loan waiver in
this year’s Budget.
The Government has sanctioned a special desilting
scheme for 4,964 km of canals at a cost of Rs.80
crore in 10 districts in the delta region.
The Government will set up a botanical garden at
a cost of Rs.300 crore near Chennai in partnership
with Kew Gardens of London.
Mobile information centres to be launched for
migrant workers.
Tamil Nadu government will provide 2,000 electric
buses this year.
Total capital expenditure is expected to be at
Rs 43,832.54 crore, which is 23.8% than the revised
estimate.

m

Revenue deficit estimate at Rs 58,692.68 crore.

m

Rs 50 crore allocated for ‘Naan Mudhalvan’ scheme.

m
m

Rs 20 crore allocated for remodelling the Guindy
National Park.
Rs 300 crore allocated for a new park/botanical
gardens to come up in Chennai.

Mr.Chozha Naachiar presenting representation to the
Finance Minister of TN at the Pre-Budget meeting

£õzys ©ŸC ¯ÁøÚ¨ £]GßÝ®
w¨¤o wshÀ A›x. SÓÒ : 227 AvPõµ® : DøP

m

m

Steps would be taken to protect Nilgiri Tahr, the
state animal of Tamil Nadu, at a financial outlay of
Rs 10 crore.
Rs. 125 crore for Model schools will be established
in 15 more districts.
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Rs 7,500 crore sanctioned towards subsidy for public
distribution system.

m

Rs 17,901 crore allotted for health and family welfare
department.

Rs.36 crore allotted for to establish District Central
Libraries with modern infrastructure.

m

Rs 4,130 crore allocated for disbursing loans to the
self help groups.

m

500 new parks will be created in urban local bodies.

m

Rs 3,000 crore allocated for Jal Jeevan Scheme.

m

For the MGNREGA scheme, Rs 2,800 crore allocated

Rs 10 crore allocated for multi-purpose sports facility
at RK Nagar in north Chennai.
The government sets aside Rs 36,895 crore for school
education department.
Book fair will be organised across Tamil Nadu.

m

Singara Chennai 2.0 initiative will be allocated
Rs 500 crore.

1,000 more houses will be built for people
hailing from the Irular community at a cost of
Rs 500 crore.

Logistics

Song on Logistics
For the first time, seen a song which is related to logistics and staged customer’s
real feel Monica and the FB2 (Fortune Blues Band) presents “Proud Maersk”

Looking for space on a ship
Waiting for an empty forty feet
Dealing with a web page hard to look
Then I never lost a minute to book
Big ships keep on sailing
My containers keep on failing
Rolling, rolling may be on the next call.
Millions of containers for Maersk
And now even more for M.S.C
I’m the only one who can’t get a slot
Even I pay at a higher cost

I can’t understand how it can be
That there is no space only for me
Big ships keep on sailing
My containers keep on missing

Rolling….Rolling…..

Rolling…. Rolling….

If you come down to the port
All the ships are there ready to export

Courtesy: Project Cargo Network with the support of PCN
Fortune – Project Cargo Handling and Fortune International Transport
Monica – Vocalist, Stefano – Harmonica, Fausto – Chorus, Gino – Backstage,
Jader – Drums, Jimmy – Bass, Livio (Guitar), Paolo – Keyboard, Pino - Guitar

DzxÁUS® Cß£® AÔ¯õºöPõÀ uõ•øhø©
øÁzvÇUS® ÁßP nÁº. SÓÒ : 228 AvPõµ® : DøP
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Personality	Galileo Galilei

P½¼@¯õ P½¼ (1564 & 1642)
¤ÓÂ @©uõÂ:
AUPõ»zvÀ Av@©uõÂPøÍ B[Q»zvÀ ¨µõiâ
Gß£õºPÒ. A@u Œ©¯zvÀ Av@©uõÂ¯õÚ SÇ¢øuPøÍ
øŒÀk ¨µõiâ GÚ AøÇ¨£º. AzuøP¯ Av@©uõÂU
SÇ¢øu¯õP ¤Ó¢uÁºuõß P½¼@¯õ. ÁõÚU@PõÒPøÍ
E»Pzv@»@¯ •uß•u¼À B#Ä öŒ#u ö£¸ø©US›¯Áº
P½¼@¯õ BÁõº.

Âs«ßPøÍ²®, {»ÂøÚ²®
©oUPnUQÀ Ps Cø©UPõ©À ußøÚ
©Ó¢x C¸¨£õº. P½¼@¯õÂß uõ¯õº
AÁµx PnÁøµ¨ £õºzx Á¸[Põ»zvÀ
|® ¤ÒøÍ ªPa]Ó¢u AÔbÚõÁõß
GßÖ GÚUSz @uõßÖQÓx GßÖ TÔ¨
ö£¸ªu® Aøh¢x Á¢uõÒ.

P½¼@¯õ 1564B® Bsk ¤¨µÁ› ©õu® 15B® |õÎÀ
Czuõ¼ |õmi¾ÒÍ "ø£Œõ' |PµzvÀ ¤Ó¢uõº. u¢øu¯õº
ö£¯º ÂßöŒßê@¯õ P½¼@¯õ BÁõº.

AøÚÁ¸® Â¯¢uÚº:
P½¼@¯õÄUS £ÒÎUS öŒÀQßÓ Á¯x
Á¢ux® A¸Q¼¸¢u £ÒÎ°À
@ŒºUP¨£mhõº. A[S »zwß, Czuõ¼
ö©õÈPøÍU PØÓõº. £izxU öPõs@h
PØ£øÚ E»QÀ ŒgŒ›zx Á¢uõº.
AiUPi Az@uõk B]›¯ºPÒ
@PmS® @PÒÂPÐUS¨ £vÀ
öŒõÀÁ@uõk, TkuÀ ÂÍUP•®
AÎzx Á¢ux Psk B]›¯ºPøÍ@¯
Â¯UP øÁzux.

ö£¯ºU Põµn®:
P½¼@¯õ P½¼ Gß£@u AÁµx •Ê¨ö£¯µõP ö£Ø@Óõº
øÁzuõºPÒ. BÚõÀ P½¼ Gß£@u AÁ¸øh¯ ö£¯º.
P½¼@¯õ Gß£x AÁº ¤Ó¢u Si°ß ö£¯º. C¸¨¤Ý®
|õÍøhÂÀ P½¼@¯õ GßÓ AÁ¸øh¯ Si°ß ö£¯@µ
{ø»zxÂmhx.
]ÖÁ¯v@»@¯ ]¢uøÚ:
P½¼@¯õ ]ÖÁÚõP C¸¢u@£õx ]Ó¢u ]¢uøÚ¯õÍµõPÄ®
vPÌ¢uõº. uß Á¯xøh¯ ]ÖÁºP@Íõk @Œº¢x
ÂøÍ¯õmkUPÎÀ
Dk£hõ©À
P½¼@¯õ
©mk®
uÛø©°À EmPõº¢x Á¯x •vº¢uÁøµ¨ @£õßÖ
]¢vzx Áµ»õÚõº. CµÄ @|µ® Á¢uõ@» P½¼@¯õ ©ÚvÀ
Kº CÚ® ¦›¯õu ©QÌÄ @uõßÖ®. ÃmiØS öÁÎ@¯
JxUS¨¦Ó©õÚ ChzvÀ A©º¢x }»ÁõÚzøu²®,

Pø»©õ©o
v¸.µõ@áè

Galileo Galilei
uÛz vÓø©PÒ:
u¢øu
ÂßöŒßê@¯õ
@£õ»@Á
PÂøuPÒ C¯ØÖÁv¾®, CøŒ²hß Ti¯ £õhÀPÒ
GÊxÁx®, BºPß GÚ ÁÇ[P¨£k® ö£›¯ Fx® CøŒU
P¸Âø¯ Áõ]¨£v¾®, ¯õÌ «mkÁv¾® uÛzvÓø©
ö£ØÔ¸¢uõº. @©¾® KÂ¯® ÁøµÁv¾®, øPÂøÚ¨
ö£õ¸ÒPÒ öŒ#Áv¾® ]Ó¢x ÂÍ[QÚõº G¢u J¸
ö£õ¸øÍ¨ £õºzuuõ¾® Aøu KÂ¯©õPz wmkÁv¾®,
ö£õ®ø©¯õPa öŒ#x PõmkÁv¾® vÓß £øhzx
ÂÍ[QÚõº.
Azxhß
ußÝøh¯
CøhÂhõu
•¯Ø]°ÚõÀ ]Ö]Ö C¯¢vµ[PøÍ ÁiÁø©zx® Á¢uõº.

©uS¸ÁõP Â¸¨£ªÀø»:
£ßÛµsk Á¯vÀ öuõhUPU PÀÂ •i¢uÄhß,
u®•øh¯ ©PøÚ ©uS¸ÁõUQ Âh@Ásk® GßÖ
Â¸®¤¯ ÂßöŒßê@¯õ, ÁÀ»®¨ @µõéõ GßÓ F›¼¸¢u
©hõ»¯¨ £ÒÎ JßÔÀ Œ©¯UPÀÂ £°» @ŒºzxÂmhõº.
P½¼@¯õÄU@Põ Œ©¯U PÀÂ°øÚU PØÖ ©uS¸ÁõP
@Ásk® GßÖ öPõgŒ•® Â¸¨£ªÀø». CuøÚz
öu›¢x öPõsh AÁµx u¢øu¯õº uß ©PøÚ ©hõ»¯¨
£ÒÎ°¼¸¢x AøÇzx Á¢uõº. Auß¤ÓS P½¼@¯õøÁ
AÁµx u¢øu¯õº áÄÎ Â¯õ£õµ® öŒ#¯a öŒõßÚõº.
Painting by Giuseppe Bertini (1858) of Galileo demonstrating
his telescope to the Doge of Venice

BÚõÀ, P½¼@¯õ uß u¢øu°h® Pou® £i¨£uõP
Â¸¨£® öu›Âzuõº. uß ©Pß öŒõßÚøuU @Pmh

uõ® @ŒºzxÒÍ ö£õ¸øÍ¨ ¤ÓºUSU öPõkUPõ©À øÁzv¸¢x ¤ß CÇ¢xÂk®
ÁßPsø© Eøh¯Áº, ¤ÓºUSU öPõkzx ©QÊ® ©QÌa]ø¯ AÔ¯õ@µõ?
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Galileo Demonstrating the New Astronomical Theories
at the University of Padua is a painting by Felix Parra

u¢øu¯õº ©¸zxÁzøu¯õÁx £i Ax EÚUS |ßÓõP
EuÄ® GßÓõº. u¢øu°ß Â¸¨£¨£i@¯ ø£Œõ |Pµ¨
£ÀPø»UPÇzv¾ÒÍ
©¸zxÁUPÀÂ°À
@Œº¢x
£iUP»õÚõº. C¸¨¤Ý® uÚx Â¸¨£¨£i µP]¯©õP
Pou® £izx Áµ»õÚõº. AuØPõP ¡»Pzv¼¸¢x
³U¼m, BºUQªiì @£õßÓ Pou @©øuPÒ GÊv¯
Pou ¡ÀPøÍ Gkzx Á¢x ¯õ¸US® öu›¯õ©À £izx
Á¢uõº. Azxhß uõ@© ÁiÁø©zu PouU P¸ÂPøÍU
öPõsk ÁiÂ¯À Pou® öuõhº£õÚ £›@ŒõuøÚPøÍ²®
µP]¯©õPa öŒ#x Á¢uõº.
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CzuøP¯ •øÓuøÚ P½¼@¯õ øP¯õshvß ÂøÍÁõP
|õi¯ÍUS® P¸Âø¯U Psk¤izuõº. Cx @|õ¯õÎPÎß
Cµzu Kmhzøuz xÀ¼¯©õPU PõmkÁuõP C¸¢ux.
@©¾® uõ® Psk¤izøu uzxÁzøua öŒ¯À•øÓ°À
£¯ß£kzu»õ® GßÖ {øÚzx FŒ¼ÚõÀ |õizxi¨¦
ÂQu® PshÔ¢uõº.

A›ìhõmiÀ:
A¢ua Œ©¯zvÀ uõß A›ìhõmiÀ GÊv¯ C¯Ø¤¯À
öuõhº£õÚ ¡ÀPøÍ¨ £iUS® Áõ#¨¦ P½¼@¯õÄUS
Qøhzux. C¯Ø¤¯¼À A›ìhõmiÀ £» uÁÓõÚ
•øÓPøÍU
øP¯õsi¸¨£x
öu›¯Á¢uøu
öÁÎ¨£kzvÚõº. A›ìhõmi¼ß «x £ØÖU öPõsi¸¢u
@£µõ]›¯ºPÐUS P½¼@¯õ «x Cuß Põµn©õP öÁÖ¨¦
HØ£mhx. GÚ@Á, CÛ@©À Pou®, C¯Ø¤¯À, ÁõÛ¯À
@£õßÓ ¡ÀPøÍ¨ £iUPUThõx GßÖ®, «Ô¨ £izuõÀ
Pkø©¯õÚ ÂøÍÄPÐUS BÍõP @|›k® GßÖ®
ªµmiÚº. CuØöPÀ»õ® AgŒõu P½¼@¯õ öuõhº¢x A¢u
¡ÀPøÍ¨ £izx®, ÁÇUP® @£õ» £›@ŒõuøÚPøÍa
öŒ#x® Á¢uõº.

©¸zxÁ¨ £mh® QøhUPÂÀø»:
Sk®£ ÁÖø© J¸£UP® C¸¢u@£õv¾® öuõhº¢x
©¸zxÁ¨ £i¨¤øÚ¨ £izx Á¢uõº. Ax @£µõ]›¯ºPÒ
£»¸US¨ ¤iUPõuvÚõÀ CÁµx £i¨¤ØS A[RPõµ®
QøhUPa öŒ#¯UThõx GßÖ P[Pn® Pmi Á¢uÚº.
C¢{ø»°À CÖv¯õskz @uºÂøÚ P½¼@¯õ |ßS
GÊu°¸¢x® @uºÂÀ öÁØÔ
ö£Ó •i¯õu AÍÂØSa Œv
öŒ#xÂmhÚº. AuÚõÀ AÁº
©¸zxÁ¨
£mh®
ö£Ó
•i¯ÂÀø». AÁ¸®, AÁµx
ö£Ø@Óõ¸®
ªPÄ®
©Ú®
Á¸¢vÚº. BÚõ¾® P¼¼@¯õ
©Ú® Eøh¢x @£õPÂÀø».
|h¨£öuÀ»õ®
|ßø©U@P
GßÓ |®¤UøP°À |h¢uøu
©Ó¢uõº. «sk® Pou®
C¯Ø¤¯À
Bµõ#a]PÎÀ
Dk£h»õÚõº.
Two of Galileo’s telescopes.

|õiz xi¨ø£ AÍUS® P¸Â:
QÔìmi¯ß øÓöáßì Gß£ÁµõÀ uÛ FŒÀ Âv°ß
‰»® "uÛ FŒÀ' PiPõµ® E¸ÁõUP¨£mhx. Cx Œ›¯õÚ
@|µzøuU Põmh¨ £¯ß£kQÓx. uÛ FŒ¼ß JÆöÁõ¸
AøŒÂØS® PiPõµzvÀ £ØP@Íõk Aø©¢u £À ŒUPµzvÀ
J¸ £À v¸®¦QÓx. PiPõµzvß ”¸Ò P®¤ J@µ AÍÁõÚ
KmhzvÀ Â›Áøh¯Ä®, Auß EuÂ¯õÀ ŒUPµ[PÒ
”Ç»Ä® uÛ FŒÀ CßÔ¯ø©¯õuuõP C¸UQÓx.

A›ìhõmiß uÁøÓ ”miU PõmiÚõº:
A¢uU
Põ»U
PmhzvÀ
P½¼@¯õ,
C¯Ø¤¯¼À
"C¯UPÂ¯¼À' A›ìhõmiÀ öŒ#v¸¢u ©õö£¸® uÁøÓa
”miU PõmiÚõº. A›ìhõmiÀ TÔ¯x GßÚöÁßÓõÀ,
@©¼¸¢x R@Ç ÂÊ® ö£õ¸ÒPÎÀ PÚ©õÚøÁ
@ÁP©õPÄ®, PÚªÀ»õu C@»ŒõÚ ö£õ¸ÒPöÍÀ»õ®
uõ©u©õP Á¢x @Œ¸® GßÖ A›ìhõmiÀ u©x SÔ¨¤À
GÊv øÁzv¸¢uõº.

Cµzu¼ß CßÚõx ©ßÓ {µ¨¤¯
uõ@© uª¯º EnÀ. SÓÒ : 229 AvPõµ® : DøP
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Illustration of Galileo looking through a telescope

A›ìhõmi¼ß @©À EÒÍ SØÓaŒõmøh AÁ¸øh¯
BuµÁõÍºPÒ JzxU öPõÒÍÂÀø»; ©ÖzuõºPÒ. CuØPõP
P½¼@¯õ PÁø»¨£h@Áõ, Á¸zu¨£h@Áõ CÀø».
AÁ¸øh¯ Bµõ#a]ø¯ öuõhº¢x öŒ#x öPõsi¸¢uõº.
Cuß ¤ÓS P½¼@¯õøÁ •ßø£Âh £øPÁºPÍõÚ
@£µõ]›¯ºPÒ AvP©õP öÁÖUPz öuõh[QÚº.

Page from Galileo’s notebook about his observations
of Jupiter’s satellites.

P½¼@¯õÂß P¸zx:
ö£õxÁõP @©¼¸¢x R@Ç ö£õ¸mPÒ ÂÊ®@£õx,
PõØÔÚõÀ HØ£k® uøhø¯¨ £ØÔ A›ìhõmiÀ ]¢vzx¨
£õºUP uÁÔÂmhõº. HöÚßÓõÀ Œ¸SPÒ, ]ÓSPÒ @£õßÓ
C@»ŒõÚ ö£õ¸ÒPÒ R@Ç ÂÊ®ö£õÊx PõØÔß ‰»®
uøh HØ£kQÓx. BøP¯õÀ PÚ©õÚ ö£õ¸ÒPøÍ Âhz
uõ©u©õP Á¢x ÂÊQßÓÚ. Cøu ]¢vzx¨ £õºUP
uÁÔÂmhõº. A›ìhõmi¼ß uÁøÓ P½¼@¯õ J¸
£›@ŒõuøÚ°ß ‰»® {¹¤zxU PõmiÚõº. Cµsk
C¸®¦U SskPøÍ¨ £›@ŒõøÚUS GkzxU öPõshõº.
J¸ Ssiß Gøh J¸ £Äsk, ©ØöÓõ¸ Ssiß Gøh
Aøµ £Äsk, A¢u Cµsk SskPøÍ²® J@µ
E¯µzv¼¸¢x J@µ @|µzvÀ GÀ@»õ¸US® •ß£õP R@Ç
@£õmhõº. Cµsk®, J@µ @|µzvÀ ö£õzöußÖ R@Ç
ÂÊ¢ux. C¢uU Põm]ø¯ GÀ@»õ¸® £õºzuÚº. C¸¢uõ¾®

A[QPÒ Ao¯ ©Özuõº:
CßøÓ¯ Põ»zvÀ ³Û£õº®PÒ GßÖ öŒõÀ»¨£kÁx
AUPõ»zvÀ uÛ¨£mh A[QPÒ GÚ¨ ö£¯º ö£ØÖ
Á¢ux. ø£Œõ |Pµ¨ £ÀPø»UPÇPzvÀ £o¦›¢x Á¢u
@£µõ]›¯ºPÒ uÛ¨£mh A[QPøÍ Ao¢x öPõÒÍ
@Ásk® GßÓ Âv C¸¢ux. P½¼@¯õÄ® AuøÚ AÔ¢x
£ÀPø»UPÇPzvØSÒ C¸US® Œ©¯® uÁÓõ©À A[Qø¯
Ao¢x Á¢uõº. ÃmiØSÒÎ¸US®@£õx ©mk® A[Qø¯
Ao¯ @Ási¯vÀø». BÚõÀ, öÁÎ°À G[PõÁx
öŒßÓõ¾® Psi¨£õP Ao¯ @Ásk® GßQÓ Œmh®
C¸¢ux.
P½¼@¯õøÁz uÂµ, ©ØÓ @£µõ]›¯º GÀ@»õ¸@© A¢u
Âv•øÓPøÍ ¤ß£ØÔ Á¢uÚº. A[QPøÍ Ao¢x
öŒÀÁx •mhõÒuÚ©õÚx GßÖ TÔ Á¢uõº P½¼@¯õ
AuÚõÀ G¨@£õx® A¢u BøhPøÍ Ao¯ ©õm@hß;
£ÀPø»UPÇPzvÀ ©mk® Ao@Áß GßÖ TÔÚõº.
AuÚõÀ A¨@£õx Âvzx Á¢u A£µõuz öuõøPø¯U
P½¼@¯õ PmiÚõº. Cuß Põµn©õP P½¼@¯õøÁ
@Áø»ø¯Âmk }UP •i¯ÂÀø», Põµn® P½¼@¯õøÁ
@Áø»US A©ºzv¯ A¢u öŒÀÁ¢u›ß öŒÀÁõU@P¯õS®.

@Áø»ø¯ CÇ¢uõº:
Czuõ¼¯ ©ßÚº •u»õ® Põê@©õÂß ©Pß hõßâ@¯õ
ÁßÛ Gß£Áß. ö»Põß xøÓ•Pzøuz y#ø©¨

ö£õ¸Îß SøÓ£õmøh {µ¨¦ÁuØPõP EÒÍøu¨ ¤ÓºUS D¯õ©À
uõ@© uª¯µõ# Es£x ÁÖø©¯õÀ Cµ¨£øuÂhz xß£©õÚx.

TCC DIGEST
£kzxÁØPõP möµmä GÚ¨£k® yºÁõ¸® C¯¢vµ®
JßÔß ©õhø» E¸ÁõUQÚõß. A¢u C¯¢vµzvß
©õhø» |ßS B#Ä öŒ#x ÂÍUP® AÎUS©õÖ
P½¼@¯õÂh® @PmkU öPõshõº. u®ªh® AÝ¨£¨£mh
A¢u ©õv› ÁiÁzøu P½¼@¯õ |ßS Bµõ#¢x £õºzuõº.
Aøu Bµõ#¢u P½¼@¯õ Ax @Áø» öŒ#¯õx Gß£øuU
Psk öPõshõº. A¢u Esø©ø¯ ©øÓUPõ©À EÒÍøu
EÒÍ£i@¯ CÍÁµŒß hõßâ@¯õ ÁßÛUS P¸zxz
öu›Âzx Piu® GÊv AÝ¨¤°¸¢uõº. CuÚõÀ P½¼@¯õ
Pou¨ @£µõ]›¯º £uÂ°¼¸¢x }UP¨£mhõº. P½¼@¯õ
öŒõßÚ£i@¯ A¢u yºÁõ¸® C¯¢vµ® @Áø»
öŒ#¯ÂÀø». @ÁÖ G¢u @Áø»²® £õºUPõu P½¼@¯õ
ÁÖø©°ß @Põµ¨¤i°À ]UQz uÂUP»õÚõº.

|s£ºPÒ EuÂÚº:
|s£ºPÎß ‰»® öÁÛì
Si¯µøŒa @Œº¢u "£õxÁõ'
£ÀPø»UPÇPzvÀ
P½¼@¯õÄUSU
Pou¨
@£µõ]›¯º
£uÂ°øÚ¨
ö£ØÖz u¢uÚº. 1592B®
Bsk iŒ®£º ©õu® 7B®
@uv •uÀ ©õnÁºPÐUS
Â›Äøµ |hzu Bµ®¤zuõº.
PouzvÀ ©mkªßÔ,
C¯Ø¤¯À, E°›¯À,
£°›¯À, ÁõÚÂ¯À,
C¯¢vµÂ¯À, C»UQ¯®
@£õßÓ AøÚzv¾®
Galileo's contribution
BÌ¢u ö£ØÖ ÂÍ[Q¯
to clock making
P½¼@¯õøÁ J¸ |h©õk®
£ÀPø»UPÇP® GßÖ ö£¯öµkzuõº. uõß ©mk® ¦PÌ
ö£Óõx £õxÁõ £ÀPø»UPÇPzvØS® ö£¸® ¦PøÇz
@uiz u¢uõº.
Ssk öŒÀ¾® £õøuø¯U PshÔ¢uõº:
P½¼@¯õÂh® A¢u |õmk CµõqÁzxøÓ Œ®£¢u©õÚ
¥µ[Q°¼¸¢x ”h¨£mk öÁÎ@¯Ö® Ssk GzuøP¯
£õøu°À öŒÀQÓx Gß£øuU TÔÚõº. @©¾® ŒUv
Áõ#¢uuõP Aøu BUQ AµŒõ[Pzvh® J¨£øhzuõº. uÚx
Bµõ#a]°ß ‰»® ¥µ[Q°¼¸¢x ”h¨£k® SskPÒ
ªPz xÀ¼¯©õP C»UøP Aizx ÃÌzxÁuØS ÁÈÁSzxU
öPõkzux. C¢uU Psk¤i¨¦ P½¼@¯õÄUS ö£¸®
¦PøÇ¨ ö£ØÖz u¢ux. öÁÛì Si¯µ]ß uø»|Pµ©õÚ
öÁÛì |PµzvÀ P½¼@¯õ u® AÔÁõØÓ»õÀ @£¸®,
¦PÊhß ÂÍ[Q Á¢uõº.
ÁõÌÂÀ ÁŒ¢u®:
P½¼@¯õ Psk¤izu ¤ÓS CµõqÁzxøÓ Œ®£¢u©õP
C¸¢u AÔøÁ AÔ¢v¸¢u £» |õmk CÍÁµŒºPÐ®,
Œõu¼ß CßÚõu vÀø» CÛuyE®
DuÀ Cø¯¯õU Pøh. SÓÒ : 230 AvPõµ® : DøP
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¤µ¦UPÐ®, CµõqÁ ÃµºPÐ® AÁøµz @ui Á¢uÚº.
AÁ¸hß u[Qz uÛ¯õP CµõqÁU Pø» SÔzx¨ £õh®
PØÖU öPõshÚº. Cuß ‰»® Á¸Áõ²®, ¦PÊ®
ö£¸QÓx. CuÚõÀ AÁ¸UöPßÖ AµŒ Sk®£zvÚº,
¤µ¦UPÒ, Aµ]¯À ÂzuPºPÒ, AÔbºPÒ, Pø»bºPÒ,
PÀÂ PØÓÁºPÒ Ah[Q¯ J¸ ö£›¯ |m¦Ámh®
E¸ÁõQ°¸¢ux. AuÚõÀ G¨@£õx® AÁøµa ”ØÔ J¸
ö£¸® Tmh® C¸¢x öPõs@h C¸¢ux.

PõuÀ v¸©n®:
öÁÛì |PµzvÀ ¦PÌö£ØÓ íõÚºk @»jì S¹¨ GßÓ
©›¯õøuUS›¯ ©PÎº ¤›Ä Aø©¨¦ C¸¢ux. Auß
uø»Â¯õP C¸¢u ö©ŸÚõ @P®£õ P½¼@¯õÄUS
AÔ•P©õÚõº. AÔ•P® |õÍøhÂÀ |m£õÚx; |m¦
Põu»õÚx; PõuÀ v¸©nzvÀ •i¢ux. P½¼@¯õÂß
CÀ»Ó ÁõÌÂß ‰»® ‰ßÖ SÇ¢øuPÒ ¤Ó¢uÚº.
Sk®£¨ ö£õÖ¨¤øÚ ö©ŸÚõ PÁÛzxU öPõshõº;
P½¼@¯õ Bµõ#a]ø¯z öuõhº¢uõº.
ÁmiUS¨ £n® Áõ[QÚõº:
CøŒU Pø»°À AvP BºÁ® öPõsi¸¢u P½¼@¯õ
AiUPi CøŒ {PÌa]PøÍ |hzvÚõº. Azxhß ©ØÓÁºPÒ
|hzv¯
Pø»
{PÌa]PÐUS¨
£n®
öPõkzx
£õºøÁ¯õÍµõPa öŒßÖ Á¢uõº. Ax ©mkªßÔ |øPa”øÁ
|õhP[PøÍ GÊv, |s£ºPøÍa @ŒºzxU öPõsk, uõÝ®
|izx Á¢uõº. @©¾® Â¸¢xPÒ, |õmi¯ {PÌa]PÒ
@£õßÓÁØÔØS® £n® öŒ»Ä öŒ#x Á¢uõº. £n®
øP°@» CÀø»ö¯ßÓõÀ ÁmiUSU Th Phß Áõ[Q
Fuõ›zuÚ©õPa öŒ»Ä öŒ#x Á¢uõº.
Ehß ¤Ó¢uÁºPÎh®, EÓÂÚºPÎh•® öPõsi¸¢u
Aß¤ß Põµn©õPÄ®, AÁºPÎh® Põmi¯ AÍÄUS
«Ô¯ CµUPzvß Põµn©õPÄ® {øÓ¯ Phß £mhõº.
Ehß¤Ó¢@uõøµz uÂµ EØÓõº, EÓÂÚºPÐ® u[PÍx
Pèh {ø»ø©PøÍa öŒõÀ¼ AiUPi £n EuÂ @Pmk
Á¢uÚº.
P½¼@¯õÄ®
©Ú®
ŒÎUPõx,
EØÓõº,
EÓÂÚºPÐUS¨ £n EuÂ AÎzx Á¢uõº. Auß ‰»®
«ÍõU PhÚõÎ¯õÚõº.
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öuõø»@|õUQ ‰»® PshøÁPöÍÀ»õ® öŒ¨¤k
Âzøu¯õÀ EshõUP¨£mh ©õ¯z@uõØÓ[P@Í GßÖ
TÔÁµ® öuõh[QÚº.

‰ßÖ ¡ÀPÒ GÊvÚõº:
öuõø»@|õUQ ‰»® ÂsoÀ uõ® Psh Â¢øuPøÍU
SÔzx ‰ßÖ ¡ÀPøÍ GÊvÚõº. AøÁPÒ
1) |mŒzvµ[PÎß uPÁ»õÍº, 2) ‹›¯ ©sh»zvß C¸Ò
¦ÒÎPÒ, 3) ÁõÀ«ßPÎß C¯À£õÚ ußø© GÚ¨£k®.
P½¼@¯õ E¸ÁõUQ¯ öuõø»@|õUQ P¸Âø¯ Âø»
öPõkzx Áõ[P £» öŒÀÁ¢uºPÒ öuõøPPøÍ E¯ºzvU
öPõsk @Pmk Á¢uÚº.
Galileo Galilei’s telescope with his handwritten note specifying
the magnifying power of the lens, at an exhibition
at The Franklin Institute in Philadelphia

AÔÂ¯À Psk¤i¨¦PÒ:
•uß•u¼À APvPÒ Pø»UPÇPzvß ‰»® P½¼@¯õ
Põ¢uzvß ©º©[PÒ ©ØÖ® §ª°ß Põ¢u ŒUvPÒ SÔzx®
Gkzx ÂÍUQÚõº. Põ®£ì GÚ¨£k® vøŒ¯ÔÂUS®
Põ¢uU P¸ÂPøÍ²®, "öh©õß ìm@µm' GßÓ }º CøÓUS®
P¸Â°øÚ²®, öuº©õ«mhº GßÓ öÁ¨£©õÛø¯²®
Psk¤izuõº.
öh»ì@Põ¨:
öÁÛì |Pµzvß ÃvöÚõßÔÀ íõß ì¼¨£º @í GßÓ
ha”UPõµº ‰USU Psnõi ÂÀø»PøÍa Œõøn¨
¤izxU öPõsi¸¢uõº. vjöµßÖ Põß@PÆ ö»ßì GßÓ
SÈ¯õiø¯²®, PõßöÁUì GßÓ SÂ¯õiø¯²® @Œºzx
øÁzx¨ £õºzu@£õx, öuõø»Â¼¸¢u ö£õ¸ÒPöÍÀ»õ®
ªP A¸QÀ C¸¨£x @£õßÖ öuÎÁõPz öu›¢ux. Cx
íõß ì¼¨£¸US Â¯¨ø£z u¢ux. A¢u Œ©¯zvÀ
P½¼@¯õ A[S Á¢uõº. P½¼@¯õÂh® AuøÚU PõmiÚõº.
Aøu¨ £õºzu AÁµx GsnzvÀ ¦v¯ Bµõ#a] JßÖ
@uõßÓ»õ°ØÖ.
Eh@Ú P½¼@¯õ "Pº@ÁaŒºì' Gß£x JÊ[PõÚ ÁøÍÄÒÍ
£À@ÁÖ ÁøP Psnõiz öuõSvP@Í GßÓ Â£µzvøÚ¨
£izuvß ÂøÍÁõP xÀ¼¯©õÚ Poua ‹zvµ[PÒ ‰»®
PnUQmhvß @£›À £» Âå¯[PøÍ AÔ¯»õÚõº. Auß
¤ß¦ ö£›¯ SÂ¯õi JßøÓ²®, SÈ¯õi JßøÓ²® uõ@©
AÍ@Áõk Œõøn ¤izx, "öh»ì@Põ¨' GßÝ®
@uõø»@|õUQ P¸Âø¯ ÁiÁø©zuõº. öuõø»@|õUQ
P¸Â ‰»® B°µUPnUPõÚ |mŒzvµ[PøÍU öPõsh
£õÀÃv ©sh»zøu²® PshÔ¢uõº.
AxÁøµ E»P® AÔ¯õv¸¢u Â¢øuPøÍU PshÔ¢uvß
‰»® P½¼@¯õÂß ¦PÌ @©¾® £µÂ¯x. BÚõÀ
öÁÛì |õmi¾ÒÍ ]» ö£õÓõø©UPõµºPÒ P½¼@¯õ

P½¼@¯õ@Áõ AUP¸Âø¯ ¯õ¸US® ÂØ£uØS •ß
ÁµÂÀø». A@u @|µzvÀ öÁÛì |Pµzøu Bsk Á¢u
¤µ¦ÄUS ©mk®, P½¼@¯õÂØS BuµÁõPÄ®, EuÂ¯õP
C¸¢uuØPõPÄ®,
Aß¤ß
Aøh¯õÍ©õPÄ®
J¸
öuõø»@|õUQU P¸Âø¯ |Pµ¨ ¤µ¦ÄUS Aß£Î¨£õP
ÁÇ[QÚõº. Aß£Î¨ø£ HØÖU öPõsh ¤µ¦ P½¼@¯õøÁ
"£õxÁõ' £ÀPø»UPÇPzvÀ B²mPõ» @£µõ]›¯µõP
{¯ªzuõº. Az@uõk, P½¼@¯õÂß Œ®£Ízøu •ß¦
C¸¢uøuÂh 25 ©h[S AvP©õP E¯ºzvÚõº.

uøhø¯ }UQÚõº:
1623B® BsiÀ @£õ¨ £õshÁº CÓ¢uõº. AuØS Akzx
¦vuõP Á¢u @£õ¨ £õshÁº CÁ¸US |ßS AÔ•P©õÚÁº.
CÁº P½¼@¯õ «x HØPÚ@Á @£õh¨£mi¸¢u uøhPøÍ
}UQÚõº. P½¼@¯õ@Áõ ÂgbõÚ Esø©PøÍ E»QØS
öÁÎ°mk, ö£¸® @ÁuøÚUSÒÍõÚõº.
ÂgbõÛPøÍ¨ ö£õÖzuÁøµ°À E°øµÂh Esø©ø¯
öÁÎ°kÁøu u[PÍx »m]¯® GßÖ P¸x£ÁºPÒ. ]»º
AÆÁõ@Ó u[PÍx P¸zxUPøÍ öÁÎ°mk u[PÍx
E°øµ²®
CÇ¢xÒÍÚº.
©uÁõvPÒ
öŒõßÚuØS
GvµõPÄ®,
ø£¤ÐUS
GvµõPÄ®
P½¼@¯õ
£»
P¸zxUPøÍ øÁzuõº. AuÚõÀ @µõª¾ÒÍ ªÚºÁõ
©hõ»¯zvÀ EÒÍ ©ßÓzvÀ ÁÇUSz öuõhµ¨£mhx.
P½¼@¯õøÁ
©ßÓzvØSU
öPõsk
Á¸©õÖ
Bøn°mhÚº. A¢u BønUS HØ£ GÊ£x Á¯vÀ EhÀ
ö©¼¢x, |hUP •i¯õu {ø»°À AÁøµ @uõÒ«x
yUQUöPõsk öŒßÖ ©ßÓzvß •ß¤¸¢u SØÓÁõÎU
TsiÀ HØÔÚº. SÖUS® ö|kUS©õP ÂŒõµønPÒ
|øhö£ØÓÚ. P½¼@¯õ uß öPõÒøPø¯ {¹¤UP¨ £»
ÁÈPÎÀ ÂÍUP[PÒ öPõkzuõº. G¢u ÂÍUPzøu²®
©uÁõvPÒ J¨¦U öPõÒÍÂÀø».
Eh»õ¾®, EÒÍzuõ¾® £õvUP¨£mi¸¢u P½¼@¯õ
ªPÄ® ö|õ¢x @£õ°¸¢uõº. u©UPõP Áõvk® {ø»°¾®
AÁº CÀø». A¢u {ø»°¾® ÂŒõµøn öuõhº¢x BÖ
©õu® |øhö£ØÓx. ÂŒõµøn GßÓ ö£¯›À AÁ›h®

ŒõÁøuÂhz xß£©õÚx @ÁöÓõßÖ® CÀø». BÚõÀ ÁÔ¯ÁºUS
J¸ ö£õ¸Ò öPõkUP •i¯õu {ø» Á¢u@£õx Aa Œõu¾® CÛ¯@u BS®.
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SÖUSU @PÒÂPÒ @Pmk®, SuºUP©õÚ @PÒÂPÒ
@Pmk® AÁøµa ]zvµÁøu öŒ#x Á¢uÚº. £»
Pz@uõ¼UP Œ©¯U PÀÂ¯õÍºPÐ®, Pz@uõ¼UP Œ©¯z
v¸aŒø£U S¸©õºPÐ® ÂŒõµønø¯ Âk©õÖ @PmkU
öPõshÚº.
BÖ ©õu[PÒ öuõhº¢x |h¢x Á¢u A¢u ÂŒõµøn
1633B® Bsk áúß ©õu® 22® |õÒ •iÄUS Á¢ux.
P½¼@¯õÄ® ¦Ûu ÂÂ¼¯ ¡ø»z öuõmk §ª ‹›¯øÚa
”ØÔ ÁµÂÀø» GßÖ ©ÚŒõm]US Â@µõu©õPU TÔÚõº.
BÚõ¾® §ª ‹›¯øÚzuõß ”ØÔ Á¸QÓx GßÖ
©ÚvØSÒ öŒõÀ¼U öPõshõº. AÁºPÒ öŒõßÚ£i
P½¼@¯õ JzxU öPõshõº Gß£vÚõ¾®, Á¯x •vºÂß
PõµnzvÚõ¾® AÁøµ ÃmiØSÒ@Í ]øÓ øÁUP
@Ásk® ©ØÖ® ö£õx AµŒõøn JßÔß ‰»®
P½¼@¯õÂß ¡ÀPÒ AøÚzx® uøh öŒ#¯¨£k®
GßÓõºPÒ. Azxhß P½¼@¯õøÁ C¢u ©õ©ßÓ®
Â¸®¦®Áøµ ]øÓ°À øÁUP@Áskö©ßÖ® wº¨¦
ÁÇ[QÚõºPÒ. A¢u A{¯õ¯©õÚ wº¨ø£ @Pmk |À»
EÒÍ® öPõshÁºPÒ ©Ú® Á¸¢vÚº.

]øÓUSÒ P½¼@¯õ:
]øÓUSÒÎ¸¢u£i@¯ P½¼@¯õ ]¢uøÚ¨
£›@ŒõuøÚPøÍa öŒ#x Á¢uõº. Ax C¯UPÂ¯À GßÓ
C¯Ø¤¯À ¤›Ä Œ®£¢u©õÚuõS®. A¢u¨ £›@ŒõuøÚ°À
uõ® PshÔ¢u öŒ#vPøÍ JÊ[S£kzv, µP]¯©õP¨
ö£›¯ ¡À JßÔøÚ GÊvÚõº. A¢¡¼øÚz u®ø©¨
£õº¨£uØPõP ]øÓUS Á¢u |s£ºPÒ ‰»® @£õ»¢x
|õmiØS AÝ¨¤ øÁzuõº. C¢¡¼À Œ©zxÁ Âvø¯U
TÔ°¸¢uõº. Œ©zxÁ Âvø¯ •uß•u¼À Psk¤izuÁº
CÁºuõß.

PsPÎß £õºøÁ SøÓ¢ux:
P½¼@¯õ GmhõskPÒ ]øÓ°¼¸¢uõº. CÁ¸øh¯
Pøh] ‰ßÖ BskPÎÀ Ps£õºøÁ SøÓ¢x öPõs@h
Á¢ux. •uß•u¼À Œ¢vµøÚ²®, ‹›¯øÚ²®, ÁõÚ
©sh»zøu²® öuõø»@|õUQÀ £õºzu PsPÒ Gß£xuõß
•µs”øÁ. AzuøP¯ Ps£õºøÁ CÇ¢u Œ©¯zvÀ Th

The Sector, a military/geometric compass designed by Galileo Galilei.

©¸zxÁøµ¨ £õºUP AÝ©v ©ÖUP¨£mhx. C¢u
{ø»°¾® Thz u®•øh¯ ©õnÁºPøÍU öPõsk
AÔÂ¯À B#ÄPÒ öŒ#x £» Esø©PøÍ Psk¤izuõº.
]øÓ°¼¸¢x P½¼@¯õ öÁÎÁ¢u ¤ÓS ""C¯UPÂ¯À''
¡¼øÚ Aa]mkU öPõsk Á¢x öPõkzuÚº. A¢u @|µ®
P½¼@¯õÂß Ps£õºøÁ •ØÔ¾® @£õ#Âmhx. AuÚõÀ
AÁµõÀ ¡¼øÚ¨ £izx ©QÇ •i¯ÂÀø». P½¼@¯õ
u®•øh¯ A¢u A›¯ ¡ø» AÔÂ¯À ö£õUQåzøuz u®
øPPÍõÀ öuõmkz uhÂ ©õº¤À Aønzx, ©QÌ¢u
|õÎ@» CÆÄ»Q¼¸¢x ©øÓ¢uõº. B® A¢u |õÒ
1642B® Bsk áÚÁ› 8B® |õÒ.

CÖv Â¸¨£•® {øÚÄa ]ßÚ•®:
uõ® CÓ¨£uØS •ß¦, u® •ß@ÚõºPÒ ¦øuUP¨£mh
Chzv@»@¯ u®ø©¨ ¦øuzxÂk©õÖ CÖv¯õPU
TÔ°¸¢uõº. AÁº Â¸¨£¨£i@¯ EhÀ ¦øuUP¨£mhx.
AÁøµ¨ ¦øuzu ChzvÀ J¸ ]ßÚ® GÊ¨£ AÁ¸øh¯
|s£ºPÒ, E›¯ÁºPÎh® Â¸¨£® öu›ÂzuÚº. AuØS
AßøÓ¯ Aµ” Bøn°mk ukzxÂmhx. C¸¨¤Ý®
J¸ ¡ØÓõskUS¨ ¤ßÚº Czuõ¼ AÔbºPÒ £»º JßÖ
@Œº¢x AÁµx PÀ»øÓ°ß «x ]ßÚ® JßøÓ GÊ¨¤Úº.
Esø©¯õÚ Esø© J¸ |õÒ öÁÎÁ¢u@u w¸®
Gß£øu P½¼@¯õÂß ÁõÌUøP Áµ»õØÔß ‰»® |õ®
AÔQ@Óõ®.

Feedback – 75th India’s Independence Special Edition Calendar 2022
Thank you very much for the beautiful and informative calendar for 2022 which you thoughtfully sent it
to me. I greatly appreciate it.
- Mrs Edwards, Former Asst.Secretary, Madras Chamber of Commerce

A#¯õ, u[PÐøh¯ ©õu |õmPõmi Qøhzux. ªP A¸ø©¯õP C¸UQÓx. ªPÄ® |ßÔ.
- & £õ. ö\¢vÀ |õuß, u£Á & 8.
DuÀ CøŒ£h ÁõÌuÀ AxÁÀ»x
Fv¯® CÀø» E°ºUS. SÓÒ : 231 AvPõµ® : ¦PÌ
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Tamil Maritime Business

From Poombuhar to Rome

uªÇºPÎß £søh¯ xøÓ•P[PÒ

The Maritime History

From

agriculture to urbanization to literacy to trade
Tamils have been always on the top spot. So were they
in Maritime trade also. The Maritime History of Tamils
dates back to Sangam Era as early as 3rd Century BC.
Post Sangam Literatures like Silapathigaram & Manikelai
have recorded extensively about the maritime trade with
other countries. Between today’s Chennai to Tirunelveli,
Tamils has 16 ports on the Coromandel Coast. Tamils
had direct Maritime contacts with China, Rome, Egypt,
Europe and Southeast Asia. Foreign Seafarers like Pliny
Periplus, Ptolemy have written about the Roman trade
links with Tamilakam.
The geographical excellence and wisdom of Tamils starts
from the categorization of lands. They had named the
Coastal areas as Neithal. The people of Neithal depended
on fishing, pearl diving, conch shells etc. Sea trade was
the major factor behind urbanization in Sangam era.

Karikala Chola conquered Sri Lanka with the big Naval
Fleet he built. The Pallavas developed Mamallapuram in
Chennai as a major Port. Silk was traded from China for
spices through Mamallapuram which made the nearby
Kanchipuram a town of silk. There are records of horses
from Arbas being imported at Kaveripoompattinam,
today’s Poompuhar in Nagapattinam. The Korkai Port
in Tuticorin was known for its pearl trade around the
world. Rice, spices, ginger, pearls were some of the
most exported things from Tamils. The Greek names of
Rice-Oryza is said to be from Tamil name Arisi. GingerZingiber is said to be Ingi, Cinnamon-Karpion is said to
be from Karuva. The port city of Kaveripoompattinam
was flourishing with trade as it had separate streets for
trades who came from China, Arabia, Rome and other
countries.
The large quantity of Roman coins found buried in
interior parts of Tamil Nadu make it evident how
maritime trade flourished throughout the Peninsula. The
huge harbor at Kaveripoompattinam largely imported

The coinage of local dynasties had the symbols of fish,
crab, ships etc. Sangam poems had mentioned about the
voyages of merchants to various seaports of Sri Lanka,
Burma, Java, Rome, Greek etc. All the three major
dynasties that ruled Tamilakam, The Chera, Chola and
Pandyas were keen on their maritime relationships..

ÁÔ¯ÁºUS DuÀ @Ásk®. AuÚõÀ ¦PÌ EshõP ÁõÇ@Ásk®.
A¨ ¦PÌ AÀ»õ©À E°ºUS Fv¯©õÚx @ÁöÓõßÖ® CÀø».
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luxury articles from gold, horse, wine, brass, glass coral
etc. Unlike today, all the ports of Tamilakam were
natural seaports that were accessible to ships which
were not as big they are today. The Tamil rulers were
well aware of the importance of maritime trade and were
keen in protecting them. There are numerous mentions
about the beauty of ships, the busy harbours lighting of
lighthouses and even about engaging elephants to load
the ships. Some of our food habits had the influence
of the flourishing trade. The chewing of betel is one
such betel was imported to India through the ports
of Nagapattinam. Still betel is a major crop of Delta
districts navigating through the high seas was mastered
by the Tamils which helped them conquer regions far
away Musuri Port in today’s Kerala was a major port
of Tamilakam.

Top Moves

The Roman ports that were used to import wine
were found in Keeladi indicating the reach of trade
Mylapore in Chennai, Sadhurangapattinam and
Kovalam in Kancheepuram, Kualasekarapattinam and
Veerapandianpattinam in Tuticorin were major ports
of Tamil Nadu. Aazhankulam in Ramanathapuram,
Irukanthurain in Tirunelveli and Arkamedu in
Puducherry are some of the active ports that disappeared.
The Maritme History of Tamil Nadu is vast and should
be studied in detail. The present government’s initiative
to excavate the ocean beds will reveal more surprises
about Tamils.
- Courtesy: Everything Works

Director, IIT Madras
The Tamil Chamber of Commerce whole-heartedly congratulates Prof.V.Kamakoti on his
appointment as the Director of the Indian Institute of Technology, Madras (IIT-M).
An Alumnus of IIT Madras, Prof. Kamakoti was the Associate Dean for Industrial Consultancy
and Sponsored Research (ICSR), IIT Madras. He is also a member of the National Security
Advisory Board, Government of India.

Prof.Kamakoti, who is a faculty in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering,
led the research team that designed and booted up 'SHAKTI' that can be used in mobile computing devices
and networking systems.
Prof.Kamakoti, appointed by the Union Commerce Ministry in 2017 as the Chairman of a Taskforce on
leveraging Artificial Intelligence for development across various fields has been presented with a number of
awards.

¯øµ¨£õº Eøµ¨£øÁ GÀ»õ® Cµ¨£õºUöPõßÖ
DÁõº@©À {ØS® ¦PÌ. SÓÒ : 232 AvPõµ® : ¦PÌ
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Nano Technology

Nanotechnology on the Crime Scene
The

Diamond Age, published in 1995, is a science
fiction novel by American writer Neal Stephenson; it
depicts a near-future world in which nanotechnology
affects all facets of existence. Nanotechnology is already
influencing many features of our life today, including
crime investigation and law enforcement.
Introduction of nanotechnologies in forensic science and
policing has substantially transformed the processes
of investigation, making it quicker, more scientific,
more efficient, more precise and simpler to implement,
which is why this technology has gained tremendous
significance. Our future has opportunities to promote
a more secure and crime-free environment through the
use of nanotechnology.
Nanotechnology is particularly proving precious in
fingerprint analysis. The sensitivity of the fingerprint
procedure has multiplied manifold because of the
substitution of the existing materials such as carbon
black. aluminium flake and gentian violet with much
smaller nanoparticles. Nanoparticles make it easier to
detect and lift fingerprints left even on complex surfaces
such as an adhesive or textured material. Hidden
fingerprints are likewise being revealed immediately
and accurately using nanotechnology. Nanoparticles
can make the fingerprints more prominent by binding
to the grooves and ridges even on a deteriorated and
faded print. Latest nanotechnology-based techniques are
helping police officers analyse evidence on the spot-bang
on the scene of crime. This is not only saving time spent
on analysis but also curtailing the chances of error.
Nowadays, in the forensic investigation process, different
nanopowders are being used to affirm latent fingerprints
on varied surfaces. Fluorescent nanoparticles are
upgrading the effect of the fingerprint by glowing in the
dark and telling patterns in a more obvious manner. To
accomplish this, photoluminescent CdS semiconductor
nanocrystals capped with dioctyl-succinate are being used
to enhance the detection of fingerprints. Nanoparticles in
fingerprint analysis don't only reveal the information in
the fingerprint. In addition, they also reveal the lifestyle
of the person who has left his fingerprint at the scene.
The fingerprint besides the patterns also contains sweat

and other metabolites of the
person. The nanoparticles,
by binding to such body
fluids
and
metabolites
infused in the print, can
disclose whether the owner
of the fingerprint is a cocaine
addict or an alcoholic; they
are also able to reveal his
age, sex and the diseases he
will doubtless suffer from.
Nanotechnology is proving
valuable to the police even
in the investigation of
questioned documents. Let's
say we find a person hanging in a room with a written
note in the body's vicinity. The note has overlapping
writings giving rise to the suspicion of it having the
handwritings of two or different individuals. Under such
circumstances, nanotechnology can step in and come to
the rescue of the investigating officer through a nanotool
called the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). This tool can
help forensic scientists study the surface of the paper
at the nanoscale. It can reveal details about the pen,
ink, pressure/intensity exerted while writing, ink
crossing, etc., helping the investigator determine
whether the document is a forgery or written by one or
more persons.
AFM can again aid the investigating officer by revealing
the age of the blood sample. Blood with time becomes
thicker and stiffer. AFM, by measuring the viscosity or
its dryness, can disclose the date of the sample. AFM can
also identify substances present in urine. When urine
is mixed with gold nanoparticles and illuminated by a
laser, a signal emitted announces chemicals or materials
such as drugs present in the urine. This, for instance,
can help the detective know if someone raped a person
after being administered a drink spiked with a rape
drug, even several days after the episode.
The most promising application of nanotechnology
appears to be in perfecting and enhancing DNA analysis.
Nano-techniques have made extracting, amplifying,

¦PÌ¢x öŒõÀQßÓÁº öŒõÀ£øÁ GÀ»õ® ÁÖø©¯õÀ Cµ¨£ÁºUS
J¸ ö£õ¸Ò öPõkzx EuÄQßÓÁ›ß @©À {ØQßÓ ¦P@Ç¯õS®.
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separating and sequencing DNA quicker and handier.
Next-generation sequencing using nanotechnology is
also helping the detective know the origin of DNA,
whether the DNA lifted from the crime scene came from
skin, blood, saliva, semen, etc., besides unravelling the
physical features of the owner of the DNA such as age,
sex and colour of hair, eye, skin and so on. Nowadays,
magnetic nanoparticles are being used to extract DNA
from different biological sources. It's also now possible
to analyse a DNA sequence using AFM by putting a
sample in carbon nanotubes.
Use of explosives and explosive-based weapons has
become rampant with terrorists and in terrorism
incidents. Detection of trace amounts of an explosive
is a difficult task because of many issues, such as low
quantity of unexploded munitions, contaminated samples
and different sample collection procedures. A bomb blast
can scatter fragmented residues of explosive from the
actual place of an explosion while unfragmented parts
of the explosive could remain at the scene of the crime.
During the crime scene investigation, investigators
can use nano-based technology to determine the
unfragmented/trace amount of fragmented explosives
from the crime scene. Nanotechnology is again proving
effective in gunshot residue detection and evaluation.
Use of bar codes and trackers has become common
these days. Trackers can help track down items that go
missing or are stolen. Nano trackers are also being used
to prevent prisoners from jailbreaking and to monitor
prisoners after their release. Prisoners injected with
nano trackers become easily trackable.
Nanotechnology also helps differentiate forged products
from originals. With the use of nanofibers and nanodots,
police can prevent and detect counterfeiting crimes.
Nanobiosensors are also finding application in the

JßÓõ E»Pzx E¯º¢u ¦PÇÀ»õÀ
ö£õßÓõx {Ø£öuõßÖ CÀ. SÓÒ : 233 AvPõµ® : ¦PÌ
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detection of bioterror agents, drugs, explosives and
identification of toxins.
Cranfield University developed a plastic to recognise
various narcotics at Silsoe in Britain, eliminating costly
and time-consuming drug testing labs. We can now dip
a gadget the size of a conventional pen in a simple
saliva sample at the crime scene to confirm the absence
or presence of drugs rapidly. This technology is also
deployable, like alcohol breathalysers, for drug testing.
In addition, a procedure perfected by Leicester University
can serve in solving gun crimes. When an individual
leaves a fingerprint on a bullet casing, the chemicals
in the print corrode the surface of the metal. It is
now workable to picture the etched fingerprints with
a nanoscale developer even if someone cleans the gun
casing or washes it. Such a thing would not have been
conceivable a few years ago.
We have been deliberating how invaluable nanotech is
for forensics, but lan MacDonald in his book Brasyl,
which is set in the São Paulo of 2032, presents a
illustration of nano anti-forensics. In the book, a man
uses a single-shot, disposable revolver to kill a woman.
The man pulls the gun out, peels the strip on it, takes
aim at the woman and fires the bullet at her. After
firing at her, he flings the gun into the nearby gutter
where the gun dissolves into a black liquid in no time
and disappears into the sewer. Nanotechnology is the
obvious technology that can construct such a weapon.
The point is, had the gun not dissolved, ballistics
experts would have established who the assassin was
by compiling evidence such s fingerprints, manufacture
details, markings available on the bullet, etc. But now,
since the gun has self-destructed, even if there were
witnesses to identify the man as the shooter, the police
would have no evidence to prove his guilt. Hence, there is
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Professor Katrina L. Sifferd, Assistant Professor of
Philosophy, Elmhurst College, expects the possibility
of nanotechnology being exploited to implant criminal
mental states.

a threat of nanotechnology becoming a criminal-friendly
anti-forensic technology. supplementary
It is thus imperative we analyse how criminal law should
respond to criminal exploitation of nanotechnology.
As an illustration, let's consider that a certain Dr
Prakash intends to kill his patient directly by injecting
nanoparticles that will release poisons instantly as it
enters the bloodstream or indirectly by rupturing one
or more arteries and causing internal bleeding that
leads to his patient's death. If the patient finally dies,
it should be possible to convict Dr Prakash of murder
in both the scenarios It would be simple to convict
him in the poisoning plot, but it would be difficult to
establish the murder in the ruptured artery scenario
as it wouldn't be possible to establish the causation. It
would be impossible for the prosecution to prove beyond
a reasonable doubt that nanoparticles had caused the
rupturing of the arteries in the second scenario.

For instance, let's say Ramesh is a regular straight
male in an affair with Sujata and he ditches her.
Sujata contemplates revenge on Ramesh, so she abducts
him and uses nanotechnology to hyper stimulate his
hypothalamus and turn him into a gay paedophile.
Ramesh now develops a yearning to have sex with young
male kids. As a result, it is plausible that Ramesh could
land up in prison and risk criminal prosecution under
the POCSO Act for paedophilic behaviour.
Last, the degree to which nano crime evolves will depend
on whether nanotechnology evolves from a lab technology
to a democratic technology. If nanotechnology stays a lab
technology, it will not have any potential for criminal
exploitation, but its power for criminal exploitation will
speed up once it mutates into a free technology like
computer technology.
Scientists agree with the ancient wisdom that the world,
in reality, is far different from what it appears to be. To
know the ultimate truth, we need to penetrate deeper
layers of our reality. Nanotechnology, just as in forensics
and crime investigation, may have the latent capacity
to help humankind investigate the nature of reality and
lead us closer to our spiritual nature.

£Çö©õÈ

- Courtesy: 42 Mondays Book by Dr.K.Jayanth Murali, IPS

ö©#¨ö£õ¸Ò

©õª¯õº EøhzuõÀ ©s Sh®; ©¸©PÒ EøhzuõÀ ö£õß Sh®
uÁÓõÚ Aºzu® : J÷µ uÁøÓ ©õª¯õº ö\#²® ÷£õx Ax
ö£›uõPU P¸u¨£kÁvÀø». BÚõÀ, ÃmkUS Á¢u
©¸©PÒ A÷u uÁøÓa ö\#xÂmhõÀ, Aøu ©õª¯õº
ö£›x£kzvÂkQÓõº GßÖ ö£õ¸Ò Á¸QÓx,
Esø©¯õÚ Aºzu® : ©õª¯õº EøÇzuõÀ ©sqUS
Eµ®&©¸©PÐ® EøÇzuõÀ ö£õßÝUS Eµ® Gß£x
uõß Esø©¯õÚ £Çö©õÈ. ÂÁ\õ° ÃmiÀ ©õª¯õ¸®
©¸©PÐ® ÷\º¢x {»zvÀ EøÇzuõÀ ö£õßÝ®,
ö£õ¸Ð® ÷\¸® Gß£x Aºzu®.
E¯º¢u ¦PÌ AÀ»õ©À E»PzvÀ J¨£ØÓ J¸ ö£õ¸ÍõP AÈ¯õ©À
{ø»{ØPÁÀ»x @ÁöÓõßÖ® CÀø».
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Constitution of India

Prem Bihari Narayan

The Constitution of India was written by hand
constitution I will write my name and on the last page
I will write my name along with my grandfather's name."
Nehruji accepted his request. He was given a house to
write this constitution. Sitting there, Premji wrote the
manuscript of the entire constitution.

Prem Bihari Narayan Rayzada, a resident of Delhi,
wrote this huge book, the entire constitution, in italic
style with his own hands.
Prem Bihari was a famous calligraphy writer of that
time. He was born on 16 December 1901 in the family
of a renowned handwriting researcher in Delhi. He
lost his parents at a young age. He became a man to
his grandfather Ram Prasad Saxena and uncle Chatur
Bihari Narayan Saxena. His grandfather Ram Prasad
was a calligrapher. He was a scholar of Persian and
English. He taught Persian to high-ranking officials of
the English government.
Dadu used to teach calligraphy art to Prem Bihari from
an early age for beautiful handwriting. After graduating
from St. Stephen's College, Delhi, Prem Bihari started
practicing calligraphy art learned from his grandfather.
Gradually his name began to spread side by side for the
beautiful handwriting.
When the constitution was ready for printing, the then
Prime Minister of India Jawaharlal Nehru summoned
Prem Bihari. Nehru wanted to write the constitution
in handwritten calligraphy in italic letters instead of in
print. Nehruji asked him to handwrite the constitution
in italic style and asked him what fee he would take.
Prem Bihari told Nehruji “Not a single penny. By the
grace of God I have all the things and I am quite happy
with my life.” After saying this, he made a request to
Nehruji "I have one reservation - that on every page of

{»Áøµ }Ò¦PÌ BØÔß ¦»Áøµ¨
@£õØÓõx ¦z@uÒ E»S. SÓÒ : 234 AvPõµ® : ¦PÌ

Before starting writing, Prem Bihari Narayan came
to Santiniketan on 29 November 1949 with the then
President of India, Shri Rajendra Prasad, at the behest
of Nehruji. They discussed with the famous painter
Nandalal Basu and decided how and what part of leaf,
Prem Bihari would write, Nandalal Basu would decorate
the rest of the blank part of the leaf.
Nandalal Bose and some of his students from Santiniketan
filled these gaps with impeccable imagery. Mohenjodaro seals, Ramayana, Mahabharata, Life of Gautam
Buddha, Promotion of Buddhism by Emperor Ashoka,
Meeting of Vikramaditya, Emperor Akbar and Mughal
Empire, Empress Lakshibai, Tipu Sultan, Gandhiji's
Movement, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose and Rupachitra
is all reflected in their drawing ornaments.
All in all, it is a pictorial representation of the history
and geography of India. They painted the pictures very
thoughtfully according to the content and paragraphs of
the constitution.
Prem Bihari needed 432 pen holders to write the Indian
constitution and he used nib number 303. The nibs were
brought from England and Czechoslovakia. He wrote
the manuscript of the entire constitution for six long
months in a room in the Constitution Hall of India. 251
pages of parchment paper had to be used to write the
constitution. The weight of the constitution 13 kg 650
grams. The constitution is 22 inches long and 16 inches
wide.
Prem Bihari died on February 17, 1986.
The original book of the Indian Constitution is now
preserved in the library of the Parliament House, Delhi.
Later, a few books were published in print under the
supervision of the Survey of India in Dehradun.
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World Tamils Economic Conference 2021

E»P uªÇº ö£õ¸Íõuõµ ©õ|õk 2021
& @ŒõÇ|õa]¯õº Cµõá@ŒPº Eøµ¯õhÀ

|õ® ”u¢vµ® Aøh¢x 75 BshõQ²® ÁÖø© JÈ¨@£õ®
GßÖ öŒõßÚõÀ |õ® |õmiß ö£õ¸Íõuõµ AqS•øÓø¯
©õØÓ @Ásk®. AµŒõ[P® ÁÖø© @PõmiØS RÌ C¸US®
©UPøÍzuõß FUSÂzx •ß@ÚØÓ @Ásk®. 50
ŒuÂQu®, 40 ŒuÂQu® ÁÖø© @PõmiØS RÌ ÁõÊ®
©UPøÍ CßÝ® •ß@ÚØÓÂÀø»ö¯ßÓõÀ |®ªh®
AuØPõÚ öŒ¯À•øÓ Œ›°Àø» Gß£xuõß Auß Aºzu®.
uªÌ|õk, C¢v¯õøÁ Âh J¸ |À» ChzvÀ EÒÍx.
EuõµnzvØS Ezuµ¤µ@uŒ®, ¥Põº @£õßÓ ©õ{»[PÒ
G¢u J¸ •ß@ÚØÓ•® CÀø» GßÖuõß öŒõÀ»
@Ásk®. |® |õmiÀ Cµsk ©õv›¯õÚ (Model)
•ß@ÚØÓ•ÒÍ ©õ{»[PøÍ öŒõÀÁõºPÒ. JßÖ Sáµõz
©õv›¯õÚ ©õ{»®, AÁºPÒ HØöPÚ@Á E»Pö©[S®
öuõÈ¼¾®, Â¯õ£õµzv¾® B[Q@»¯º Põ»zv@»@¯
A¯À|õkPÎÀ Œ®£õvzx AÁºPÒ u[PÐøh¯ ©õ{»zvÀ
•u½k öŒ#uø©¯õÀ A¢u ©õ{»® •ß@ÚÔ¯x.
Akzux, @PµÍõ ©õv›¯õÚ ©õ{»zøu öŒõÀÁõºPÒ.
@PµÍõøÁ GkzxU öPõshõÀ áÚ|õ¯P E›ø©PÒ,
GÊzx, @£a”›ø©, Œ‰P |» AUPøÓ vmh[PÒ |ßÓõP
C¸US®. BÚõÀ, C¢v¯õÂ@»@¯ uªÌ Œ‰Pzøu
@Œº¢u uªÌ|õk ©õ{»®uõß Cµsk Âå¯zv@»@¯²®,
ö£õ¸Íõuõµ ©ØÖ® öuõÈÀ •ß@ÚØÓzv¾®, Œ‰P
•ß@ÚØÓzv¾® ªP •ßÚo°À EÒÍx. E»PzvÀ
EÒÍÁºPÒ uªÌ Œ‰Pzøu £õµõmkQÓõºPÒ. BÚõÀ,
Cøu CßÝ® öŒ®ø©¯õP öŒ#x Â›Ä¨£kzu @Ásk®.
AuØS Cx@£õßÓ ©õ|õk xøn¦›¯ @Ásk®.
x£õ°À 10 Á¸h Põ»zvØS •ß¦ E»P ÁºzuP ø©¯zvÀ
v¸.Œ®£z AÁºPÒ C¢u ö£õ¸Íõuõµ ©õ|õk |hzvÚõºPÒ.
AvÀ @hõíõ Á[Q v¸. ^uõµõ©ß, v¸.hz@uõ
|zu®@£õÀ @Pk® EÍuõS® ŒõUPõk®
ÂzuPºU PÀ»õÀ A›x. SÓÒ : 235 AvPõµ® : ¦PÌ

Œõª@ÁÀ, v¸.H.Bº.»è©nß @£õßÓ AÔbºPÒ P»¢x
öPõshõºPÒ. A¨@£õx uªÌ @Œ®L£º Œõº£õP "uªÇº
Á[Q' JßÖ öuõh[P @Ásk® GßÓ @Põ›UøPø¯
•ßøÁz@uõ®. A¢u P¸zuµ[QÀ |õß @£]¯ C¢u
vmhzøu ö©õ›]¯ì v¸.£µ”µõ©ß BÖ•P® AÁºPÒ
(uø»Áº),
C¸¢uõº.
£õµõÐ©ßÓ
EÖ¨¤ÚºPÒ
AÁºPÒ
A¢u
©õ|õmiÀ
©ØÖ®
v¸.K.S.AÇQ›
C¸¢uõºPÒ. A¨@£õx ªP¨ö£›¯ÍÂÀ A¢u wº©õÚ®
{øÓ@ÁØÓ¨£mhx. BÚõÀ 10 Á¸h® BQÂmhx.
A¨ö£õÊx CöuÀ»õ® •i¯õu Põ›¯® GßÖ Â©ºŒÚ®
öŒ#uõºPÒ.
A¨ö£õÊx |õß öŒõßÚ Âå¯® GßÚöÁßÓõÀ,
uªÇºPÒ Á[Q @©»õsø©°À •ußø© ö£ØÓÁºPÒ.
C¢v¯ß Á[Q Bµ®¤zx øÁzux uªÇºuõß; C¢v¯ß
KÁº^ì Á[Q Bµ®¤zx øÁzux® uªÇºuõß. Ax¨@£õÀ
{v @©»õsø©°À ªPÄ® BØÓÀ ªUPÁºPÒ uªÇºPÒ.
C¢u "uªÇº Á[Q' Gß£x Œmh¨£i •u¼À 500 @Põi
•u½kuõß @uøÁ¨£k®. uªÌ öuõÈ»v£ºPÒ öá®
QµõøÚmì v¸.Ãµ©o, öPÂß@Pº v¸.µ[P|õuß
@£õßÓÁºPÒ ¹.50 @Põi •u½k öŒ#uõ@» ”»£©õP 500
@Põi @Œº¢xÂk®. IPO @£õßÓ •u½kPøÍ DºzuõÀ,
E»Pö©[S® EÒÍ uªÇºPøÍ •u½k öŒ#¯ øÁUP»õ®.
uõ©u® BÚõ¾® CuØPõÚ •¯Ø]ø¯ C¨@£õv¼¸¢@u
Cøu xÁUP»õ®. AuÝøh¯ Esø©¯õÚ Œõµ®
GßÚöÁßÓõÀ uªÇºPÒ ö£õ¸Ò ÁÍzv¾®, ö£õ¸Íõuõµ
ÁÍzv¾® •ß@ÚÖÁuØS Ax ªP¨ö£›¯ E¢x@Põ»õP
C¸US®.
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HØöPÚ@Á ¦PÌö£ØÓ v¸.µSµõ® µõáß @£õßÓ
{v B@»õŒPøµ, uªÇP AµŒõ[PzvØS B@»õŒµõP
{¯ªzxÒÍÚº. AÁºPøÍ @£õßÓ {v B@»õŒPøµ
"uªÇº Á[Q'ø¯ öuõh[SÁuØS B@»õŒPµõP HØ£kzv,
uªÇP öuõÈ»v£ºPÒ GÀ»õ® J¸[Qøn¢x Qmhzumh
|õ® 50&70 |õkPÎÀ uªÇºPÒ C¸UQÓõºPÒ. JÆöÁõ¸
|õmi¼¸US® uªÌ Œ•uõ¯[PÒ ‰»® 50 @Põi Ãu® {vø¯
vµmiÚõ@», A[S ªP¨ö£›¯ •u½k öŒ#£ÁºPøÍ
{v @©»õsø© ©ØÖ® "uªÇº Á[Q'°À C¯US|ºPÍõP
öŒ#xÂmhõÀ Cøu ¡Ö ŒuÂQu® öŒ¯À£kzu
•i²®. Cøu ©õ|õmkz uø»Áº v¸.Œ®£z AÁºPÒ
C¢u ©õ|õmiÀ J¸ wº©õÚ©õP HØÖ uªÇP Aµ”US®,
öuõÈÀ •øÚ@ÁõºUS®, ö£õ¸ÍõuõµzvÀ ÁÀ»ø©
ö£ØÓÁºPÐUS®, {v @©»õsø© EÒ@ÍõºUS®, J¸
SÊøÁ HØ£kzv C¢u ©õö£¸® vmhzøu öŒ¯À£kzu
@Ásk® Gß£øu GßÝøh¯ @Ásk@PõÍõPÄ®,
uªÌ @Œ®L£›ß @Ásk@PõÍõPÄ® HØÖ, CuØS •Ê
JzxøÇ¨¦® BuµÄ®, ö£õ¸Ò @Œº¨£uØPõÚ ÁÈPøÍ²®
TÖ® GßÖ TÔUöPõsk Cøu¨@£õßÓ ©õ|õmøh
v¸.Œ®£z AÁºPÒ öuõhº¢x |hzu @Ásk®, AuØS
BuµÄ ö£¸P @Ásk®. PÀ¿› •uÀÁºPÒ, •øÚÁºPÒ,
©õnÁºPøÍ²® C¢u ©õ|õmiØS AøÇzx Bß@ÓõºPÒ,
Œõß@ÓõºPÒ, GßÚ P¸zxUPÒ £›©õØÓ¨£kQÓx,
ö£õ¸Íõuõµ AÔÄªUPÁºPÒ, vmh[PøÍ²®,
P¸zxUPøÍ²®, CøÍ¯ uø»•øÓ°Ú¸US öPõsk
öŒßÖ uªÌ Œ‰Pzøu ö£õ¸Íõuõµ Ÿv°À Á¾¨£kzu
@Ásk®.
""A¸Î»õºUS AÆÄ»P® CÀø» ö£õ¸ÎÀ»õºUS
CÆÄ»P® CÀ»õQ ¯õ[S'' & SÓÒ.
A¢u SÓÐUS HØ£, ö£õ¸Ò CÀø»ö¯ßÓõÀ CÆÄ»P®
CÀø» Gß£uõÀ ö£õ¸Íõuõµ® Á¾¨ö£ØÓuõÀuõß
G¢u Œ‰P•® •ß@ÚÓ •i²®. ³uºPÒ Cµshõ®
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E»P¨@£õ›À
AÁºPÒ£mh
AÁ©õÚ[PÒ,
|õ@h
CÀ»õ©À
v›¢uõºPÒ,
Á¸zu[PÒ,
@ÁuøÚPÒ
GÀ»õ® CßÖ JßÖ® CÀ»õux@£õÀ GÀ»õÂuzv¾®
•ß@ÚÔÂmhõºPÒ. Aøu |õ® •ß©õv›¯õP GkzxU
öPõsk C¢u uªÌ Œ‰P® ö£õ¸Íõuõµ Á¼ø©
ö£ÖÁuØS® öuõÈ¼À •ß@ÚÖÁuØS® ªP¨ö£›¯
£[PÎ¨ø£ AÎzx CßÖ £õº‹ß (FORTUNE 500) 500
P®ö£ÛPÎÀ 75 P®ö£ÛPÒ uªÌ|õmiÀ •u½kPÒ
öŒ#xÒÍÚº. BÚõÀ CEO-ÁõP C¸US® C¢u FORTUNE
500 P®ö£ÛPÎÀ EÒÍ uªÇºPÒ J¸ P®ö£Û
uø»ÁµõPzuõß C¸UP •i²®. AÁºPÍõÀ P®ö£Û
@©»õsø©ø¯zuõß öŒ¯À£kzu •i²®. AuÚõÀ uªÌ
Œ‰PzvØS Gøu²® öŒ#¯ •i¯õx.
BÚõÀ, AÁºPÒ C¢u öuõÈø» öuõh[QÚõÀ C¢u
uªÌ Œ‰P® •ß@ÚØÓzvØS®, ÁÍzvØS®, ö£õ¸Íõuõµ
ÁÍºa]US®
Á¼ø©
@ŒºUP
•i²®.
BøP¯õÀ,
öÁÎ|õkPÎÀ EÒÍ CEO-UPÒ AÁºPÒ J¸ £zuõsk
AÝ£Ázøu ö£ØÖUöPõsk, «sk® uªÌ|õmiØS
Á¢x uªÌ Œ•uõ¯zøu ö£õ¸Íõuõµ Á¼ø©ªUPÁºPÍõP
BUP @Ásk®. CuØS (NRI) A¯ÀÁõÌ uªÇºPÒ
(C¢v¯ºPÒ) CuøÚ •ß@ÚÓ öŒÀÁuØS EÖxøn¯õP
C¸UP @Ásk®.

Feedback – 75th India’s Independence Special Edition Calendar 2022
I

am happy to know that Tamil Chamber of Commerce, Chennai proposes to publish a Special Edition
Calendar 2022 in connection with the Platinum Jubilee of India’s Independence.
I convey my hearty greetings to everyone behind this venture and wish the special edition calendar all success.
- Arif Mohammed Khan, Governor of Kerala

I convey my gratitude for sending the beautifully designed special edition new year calendar, conforming
with the celebration of 75th year of our Independence.
- Prof.Jagdish Mukhi, Governor of Assam

@uõßÔß ¦PöÇõk @uõßÖP ALv»õº
@uõßÓ¼ß @uõßÓõø© |ßÖ. SÓÒ : 236 AvPõµ® : ¦PÌ
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Earnings

Maersk

A.P. Moller - Maersk reports record earnings
for 2021 and guides for a strong 2022
came from cross selling to our Top 200 Ocean customers.
Furthermore, six businesses were acquired within air,
e-commerce, warehousing and fulfillment, and 85 new
warehouses opened, improving capabilities and footprint
across the product portfolio.

A.P. Moller - Maersk delivers record earnings for 2021,
which was an exceptional year with focus on mitigating
supply chain risks for customers while strengthening
the integrated logistics offering. In 2021, revenue was
up 55pct. to USD 61.8bn, EBITDA tripled to USD
24bn and free cash flow was USD 16.5bn, allowing the
company to make strategic long-term investments into
decarbonisation and logistics growth, combined with
strong cash distribution to shareholders.
“Exceptional market conditions led to record-high
growth and profitability in A.P. Moller - Maersk,
however it also led to supply chain disruptions
and severe challenges for our customers. We
spent tremendous efforts in mitigating bottlenecks
by expanding capacity across Ocean, improving
productivity in Terminals and growing our global
logistics footprint. We will continue these efforts
as we see the current market situation persist into
Q2. At the same time, we see conversations with
customers change from procurement-led freight rate
discussions to more holistic conversations on how
we truly partner to keep supply chains running endto-end. This clearly validates our strategy.”
- Søren Skou, CEO of A.P. Moller – Maersk

The company continued to strengthen its Logistics &
Services business throughout 2021, outperforming the
market growth with a revenue increase of 41pct. to
USD 9.8bn, whereof 62pct. of the 34pct. organic growth

Within Ocean, profitability increased substantially with
revenue of USD 48.2bn in 2021, compared to USD
29.2bn previous year, driven by high freight rates due to
the ongoing impact from the pandemic that has resulted
in disruptions of global supply chains. To increase
predictability and reliability, capacity was increased
both for equipment and vessels, and significant effort
was made to prioritise contracted volumes, with longterm contracts now representing 65pct., up from 50pct.
a year ago.
Also in Terminals, profitability continued to grow in
2021 driven by strong volumes performance and storage
income. With a focus on increased efficiency, utilisation
and improving quality through digitisation and
automation, return on invested capital (ROIC) increased
to 10.9pct. which is above the target of minimum 9pct.
During the year, the use of digital solutions and
services grew significantly, with turnover on Maersk.
com reaching USD 38bn. Traffic increased 15pct. as
customers continued to adopt digital solutions even
further. Also, bookings via mobile app increased more
than 15-fold.
Dividends
The Board of Directors proposes an ordinary dividend
to the shareholders of DKK 2,500 per share of DKK
1,000 (DKK 330 per share of DKK 1,000 previous year).
The proposed dividend payment represents an ordinary
dividend yield of 10.7pct. (2.4pct. previous year) and
40pct. of the net underlying profit, based on the Maersk
B share’s closing price of DKK 23,450 as of 30 December
2021. Payment is expected to take place on 18 March
2022 after the Annual General Meeting.
“As Maersk has significantly improved the financial
performance and progressed on the strategic journey

J¸ xøÓ°À •Ø£mkz @uõßÖÁuõÚõÀ ¦P@Çõk @uõßÓ @Ásk®;
AzuøP¯ ]Ó¨¦ CÀ»õuÁº A[Sz @uõßÖÁøuÂhz @uõßÓõ©¼¸¨£x |À»x.
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to become an end-to-end logistics company, we have
also been able to increase returns to our shareholders.
For 2021, the proposed dividend amounts to a truly
exceptional DKK 47bn.”
- Søren Skou, CEO of A.P. Moller – Maersk

Guidance 2022
A.P. Moller - Maersk expects the current market
situation to continue into Q2 2022 with a normalisation
to occur early in the second half of the year. Based on
these assumptions A.P. Moller - Maersk expects for full
year 2022:
o

Underlying EBITDA of around USD 24bn

o

Underlying EBIT of around USD 19bn

o

Free cash flow (FCF) of above USD 15bn

in Logistics & Services and ESG investments. The CAPEX
guidance for 2021-2022 of USD 7bn is maintained.
Financial highlights
Highlights for the year

Ocean is expected to grow in line with global container
demand, which is expected to grow 2-4 pct. in 2022,
subject to high uncertainties related to the current
congestion, network disruptions and demand patterns.
For 2022-2023, the expectation for the accumulated
CAPEX is USD 9.0-10.0bn, driven by intensified growth

Financial performance for A.P.Moller - Maersk for the
full year 2022 depends on several factors and is subject
to uncertainties related to COVID-19, bunker fuel prices
and freight rates given the uncertain macroeconomic
conditions. All else being equal, the senstivities for the
full year 2022 for four key assumptions are listed in
the table below:

Factors
Change
		

Effect on EBIT (midpoint of
guidance) (Full year 2022)

Container freight rate

+/- 100 USD/FFE

+/- USD 1.4bn

Container freight volume

+/- 100,000 FFE

+/- USD 0.1bn

Bunker price (net of expected BAF coverage)

+/- 100 USD/tonne

+/- USD 0.5bn

Foreign exchange rate (net of hedges)

+/- 10% change in USD

+/- USD 0.2bn

About A.P. Moller - Maersk
A.P. Moller - Maersk is an integrated container logistics
company working to connect and simplify its customers’
supply chains. As the global leader in shipping services,

the company operates in 130 countries and employs
approximately 95,000 people.
- Courtesy: www.maersk.com

Feedback – 75th India’s Independence Special Edition Calendar 2022
I am thrilled to see this.. Great and memorable. With our benign and most beloved President at present
leading us to a renewed business generation, I have little doubt TCC will celebrate many more historic
milestones n the days and years to come.. I am at present NOT since end December 2021) in India but
in California on a long tour.. Likely to return only by the first week of April 2022.. Till then my love, best
wishes to my beloved President Thiru. Chozha Nachiyaar, all office bearers and all of you as part of this
grand and glorious organisation.. TCC..
- Prof. S. Subramanian, (RBI)
¦PÌ£h ÁõÇõuõº u¢@|õÁõº u®ø©
CPÌÁõøµ @|õÁx GÁß. SÓÒ : 237 AvPõµ® : ¦PÌ
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Food Processing Industry

Opportunities for setting up of
Food Processing Industry in Tamil Nadu
Food

processing isthe transformation of any naturally
availableraw products out of agriculture, Animal
husbandry or pisciculture etc., into consumable and
edible food in one form or other.
Food processing envisagesmany forms of processing
techniques with standardised procedures from grinding
grain to make raw flour to be used in small level
domestic consumption to complex industrial methods
and even adding additives and preservatives to improve
the consumption value and long shelf life so as to make
even the consumption is an experience.
Such food processing techniques and adoption of such
activities play an important role even in reducing food
waste and thus resulting in guarding environmental
safety and security.
Introduction:
The agricultural sector of Tamil Nadu contributes 12%
to the economy and provides livelihoods to around
40% of its population. Tamil Nadu is India’s leading
producer of mangoes, bananas, turmeric, papayas, rice,
maize, sugarcane, coconuts, groundnuts, cashews, beans,
and grapes. It is the largest producer of tapioca and
tamarind, second largest producer of poultry and eggs,
third largest producer of tea and coffee, and fourth
largest in marine fish production.
The major cultivation of crops in Tamil Nadu is Food
Crops (Paddy, Maize, pearl millet, jowar, Tapioca, Bengal
gram, Horse gram, Red gram, Green gram, and Black
gram), Cash crops (Groundnut, Gingili and Sugarcane)
and Plantation Crops (Coconut).
The Horticulture crops grown in Tamil Nadu are
classified into six categories viz., fruits, vegetables,
spices and condiments, plantation crops, flowers and
medicinal and aromatic plants.
A. Agro products
1. Major fruit crops are Banana, Mango, Citrus,
Grapes, Guava, Sapota, Papaya, and Pineapple.
These are grown in 2,93,146 Ha mainly in districts

like Krishnagiri, Dindigul,
Thirunelveli, Vellore, Theni,
Erode, Trichy, Thiruvallur,
Dharmapuri and Madurai.
2. Major Vegetable crops grown
are Tapioca, Onion, Tomato,
Potato, Brinjal, Bhendi,
Drumstick, beans and Carrot in
Manimaran G V
Retd. Banker
an area of 2,26,502 Ha mainly
in districts like Namakkal,
Salem, Dharmapuri, Trichy, Thiruppur, Dindigul,
Erode,Villupuram, Krishnagiri, Perambalur, Nilgiris
and Theni Districts.
3. Important Spices and Condiments grown are Chillies,
Turmeric, Tamarind, Coriander, Pepper, Cardamom
and Cloves in an area of 1,45,559 Ha. in districts like
Ramnad, Thoothukudi, Erode, Salem, Virudhunagar,
Dindigul, Dharmapuri and Sivagangai Districts.
4. Tea, Coffee, Rubber and Cashew are the important
Plantation Crops grown in an area of 2,32,988
Ha in Districts like Nilgiris, Ariyalur, Cuddalore,
Kanyakumari, Dindigul, Coimbatore, Pudukottai
and Salem.
B. Livestock products
1. As per 20th Livestock census, 2019 India’s livestock
population consist of cattle 193.46 million, buffaloes
109.85 million, sheep 74.26 million, goats 148.88
million, pigs 9.06 million, camel 2.51 lakh, horses
3.42 lakh and total poultry 851.81 million.
2. Tamil Nadu, possessing 4.56% of India’s livestock
population, contributes 4.39% to country’s milk
production and 7.88% to meat production.
3. The State produces 18.29% of the total eggs produced
in India, next to Andhra Pradesh (18.67%). As a
result, the State contributes 5.29% to the total value
of output from livestock.
4. The contribution of livestock sector to the Gross
State Value Added (GSVA) is 5.47% and that to the

u©US¨ ¦PÌ EshõS©õÖ ÁõÇ•i¯õuÁº u®ø©z uõ®
ö|õ¢xöPõÒÍõ©À u®ø© CPÌQßÓÁøµ ö|õ¢xöPõÒÍU Põµn® GßÚ?
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Food Processing Sector
Food processing sector covers
a. fruit and vegetables
b. spices
c.

meat and poultry

d. milk and milk products
e.

alcoholic beverages

f.

fisheries

g. plantation

Mr.R.Sakkarapani,
Minister for Food, TN

h. grain processing and
i.

other consumer product groups like confectionery,
chocolates and cocoa products soya-based
products

j.

mineral water

k. high protein foods etc.
Food Processing and its Classifications:

Agriculture and allied activities is 45.62%. During
2011-12 the gross value-added estimate (at current
prices) of livestock which was Rs.26,179.44 crore
in the state increased to Rs.78,744.09 crore during
2018-19.
5. The estimated milk production, which was 54.74
Lakh Metric Tonnes (LMT) during 2005-06 in Tamil
Nadu, increased to 83.62 LMT during 2018-19
6. Likewise, the estimated egg production which was
62,225 lakh numbers during 2005-06 has increased
to 1,88,422 lakh numbers during 2018-19.
7. The estimated meat production (including poultry
meat) which was 1,18,616 MT during 2005-06
increased to 6,33,802 MT during 2018-19.
Presence of Food Processing Industries in Tamil Nadu
With total food grain production regularly exceeding
10mn MT, the state is home to over 24,000 food
processing firms classified as MSMEs as well as 1,100
medium and large units. It is ranked 2nd in terms of
food processing units & contributes around 8% to India’s
national food processing output.

ÁøŒö¯ß£ øÁ¯zuõºU öPÀ»õ® CøŒö¯ßÝ®
GaŒ® ö£ÓõA Âiß. SÓÒ : 238 AvPõµ® : ¦PÌ

Food processing encompasses all the steps that food goes
through from the time it is harvested to the time it
arrives on consumer’s plate. According to FAO (Food
and Agriculture Organization), processed foods can be
classified into three types viz. Primary, Secondary and
Tertiary.
1. The primary processing includes basic cleaning,
grading and packaging as in case of fruits and
vegetables.
2. Secondary processing includes alteration of
the basic product to a stage just before the final
preparation as in case of milling of paddy to rice.
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3. Tertiary processing leads to a high value-added
ready-to eat food like bakery products, instant foods,
health drinks, etc.
Why Food Processing?
1. Traditional food processing had two functions: to
make food more digestible and to preserve food
during times of scarcity as most crops are seasonal.
By processing food, it can be customized to suit
the nutritional requirements of groups such as the
elderly, pregnant women, infants, young children
and athletes.
2. Modern food processing has three major aims:
a. To make food safe (microbiologically, chemically).
b. To provide products of the highest quality (flavor,
color, texture)
c.

To make food into forms that are convenient
(ease of use)

Classification Under Food Processing Activities
Food processing is defined as transforming agricultural
products into food that are in consumable form or
transforming one food item into another by adding value
to it. Based on physical properties of the final product,
the Ministry of Food Processing Industries categorises
food processing under two sub-categories,
1. Manufactured processes, whereby the original
physical properties of the product undergo a change
through a process [involving employees, power,
machines or money] and the transformed product is
edible and has a commercial value.
2. Other value-added processes where the product
does not undergo any manufacturing process, but
gains significant value addition like increased
shelf life, shelled and ready for consumption, etc.
Depending on the type and extent of value addition,
it is categorised as primary and secondary processing.
Primary processing relates to conversion of raw
commodity to one that is fit for consumption. It
involves steps such as drying, threshing, cleaning,
grading, sorting, packing, etc.
Secondary processing involves creation of valueadded products like bread, wine, sausages, etc. The
large-scale commercial production of ready to eat
food items has brought in another category to food
processing, tertiary processing

Investible projects:
1. Fruits and vegetables: preserved, candied, glazed
and crystallized fruits and vegetables, juices,
jams, jellies, purees, soups, powders, dehydrated
vegetables, flakes, shreds and ready-to-eat curries.
2. Food preservation by fermentation: wine, beer,
vinegar, yeast preparation, alcoholic beverages.
Beverages: fruit-based, cereal-based.
3. Dairy: liquid milk, curd, flavored yogurt, processed
cheese, cottage cheese, Swiss cheese, blue cheese, ice
cream, milk-based sweets.
4. Food additives and nutraceuticals.
5. Confectionery and bakery: cookies and crackers,
biscuits, bread, cakes and frozen dough.
6. Meat and poultry: eggs, egg powder, cut meats,
sausages and other value-added products. Fish,
seafood and fish processing – processing and freezing
units.
7. Grain processing – oil milling sector, rice, pulse
milling and flour milling sectors.
8. Food preservation and packaging: metal cans, aseptic
packs.

u©US¨¤ß Gg] {Ø£uõQ¯ ¦PøÇ¨ ö£ÓõÂmhõÀ E»Pzuõº
GÀ»õºUS® AzuøP¯ ÁõÌUøP £È GßÖ öŒõÀ¾Áº.
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9. Food processing equipment: canning, dairy and food
processing, specialty processing, packaging, frozen
food/refrigeration and thermo-processing.
10. Consumer food: packaged food, aerated soft drinks
and packaged drinking water, Spice pastes.
11. Supply chain infrastructure – this niche has
investment potential in food processing infrastructure,
the government’s focus is on supply chain related
infrastructures like cold storage, abattoirs and food
parks.
12. The establishment of food parks – a unique
opportunity for entrepreneurs, including foreign
investors to enter in the Food Processing industry
in India.
13. One District One Focus Product (ODOFP) programme
cover products of agriculture and allied sectors for
728 districts of the country.
The Factors Responsible For Driving the Food
Processing Industry are:
1. India’s demographic profile with 65% of population
below 30 years of age
2. Fast changing consumption patterns
3. Increase in disposable incomes of the people
4. Fast increase in the number of working women, who
prefer the packaged food
5. Growth of organised food retail in India
6. Nearly 55% of the total expenditure on an average is
spent on food and grocery in rural areas and nearly
40% in urban areas and only 10% of what we grow
is processed in India.
General Policies on Food Processing Industries of
TamilNadu Government:
1. Promoting innovative measures for fostering group
Cooperation in adoption Pre and post harvested
Technologies.
2. Changing the cropping pattern and adoption of high
tech agriculture for quality produce to meet the
requirements of food processing units
3. Speedy development of infrastructure to promote
food processing industries.
4. Removing statutory legal hurdles affecting growth
of food processing industry and introducing new
provisions to facilitate food processing.

ÁøŒ°»õ Ás£¯ß SßÖ® CøŒ°»õ
¯õUøP ö£õÖzu {»®. SÓÒ : 239 AvPõµ® : ¦PÌ

5. Facilitating financial assistance two entrepreneurs
considering the high-risk factor and capital-intensive
nature of the industry
6. Creation of reliable Information Network, data Bank
etc., so as to provide the entrepreneurs suppliers and
buyers necessary information and service under one
roof.
7. Adopting an integrated and coordinated approach
in respect of allied sectors such as, agriculture,
horticulture, floriculture, aquaculture and animal
husbandry activities.
8. Upgrading processing standards by introduction of
mechanised cleaning, sorting, grading of agriculture
produce and providing facilities for establishing
integrated cold chain within the state for perishable
products like vegetable, fruits, poultry, meat, dairy
products, etc., Marine Products and processed foods.
Government
Industry:

Initiatives

for

Food

Processing

A. 100% Foreign Direct Investment in Processed Food
Businesses.
With a view to promoting strategic partnerships in
the Indian food processing sector, the government
has allowed 100% FDI in businesses dealing in
processed foods. Indian brands can benefit from a
foreign player’s technology in manufacturing and
processing.
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B. Food processing is also recognised as one of the
25 areas of focus under Make in India, hence the
automatic approval route is open to foreign partners
looking for investment in India’s food business.
Government of India’s Incentives and Initiatives

chambers for spices and agricultural produce,
cold storage, warehousing, packaging and
printing facilities.


1. PM Kisan Sampada Yojana


This scheme is aimed at promoting entrepreneurs
in setting up food processing units, closer to
agricultural areas.



Development of cold storage facilities, specialised
packaging units, warehousing facilities, etc and
other preservation facilities are eligible for
grants under the scheme.



The scheme provides a grant in aid of 35% of
the eligible project cost in most states and 50%
of the project cost in North-east and Himalayan
states.



The development of agricultural facilities under
the scheme intends the benefits investors,
entrepreneurs, farmers, farmer organisations,
and agriculture cooperatives.

2. Creation of Mega Food Parks




A mega food park is an integrated facility that
provides for storage, processing. Additionally,
value additions to a large number of players in
the food processing industry. Under the Mega
Food Park Scheme, the Government of India
provides financial assistance up to Rs. 50.00
Crore per Mega Food Park project.
Most food parks have the following services –
tetra-packaging, food testing laboratories, drying

Thus, the food park provides financial incentives
to investors. It also provides convenience to
processors and companies utilising its facilities,
in addition to generating employment and better
services.

3. Operation Greens


In the budget 2018-19, the government
announced the Operations Greens scheme to
promote integrated value chain development for
crops. They are tomato, potato, onion.



Post-harvest processing facilities will be eligible
for a grant in aid of up to 50% of the project
cost. It also subjects to the maximum limit of
50 crores

4. Prime Minister’s Formalization of Micro Food
processing Enterprises


This scheme aims at helping small micro-units
engaged in the food processing industry.



Many businesses at the grass-root level such as
chilli drying, spice packaging, pickle, and papad
making engage directly with farmers.



Recognising the role of such micro-units, a 35%
subsidy can be availed. It is by such units on
their project cost, up to a maximum of �10 lacs.

5. Production-Linked Incentive (PLI) Scheme


¦PÌ ö£Óõ©À ÁõÌøÁU PÈzuÁ¸øh¯ Eh®ø£a ”©¢u {»®,
ÁøŒ¯ØÓ ÁÍ©õÚ £¯ÚõQ¯ ÂøÍÄ CÀ»õ©À SßÔÂk®.

PLI Scheme for Food Processing Industry
was approved by the Cabinet on 31.3.2021 for
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implementation during 2021-22 to 2026-27 with
an outlay of INR 10,900 cr.






Products - Ready to Eat / Ready to Cook (RTE/
RTC) Marine Products Fruits & Vegetables
Mozzarella Cheese Innovative & Organic Food
Products including free-range poultry egg &
meat
The scheme is meant for Indian companies and
subsidiaries of MNCs operating in India with
minimum sales of food products manufactured
in India.
The objective of the scheme is to support the
creation of global food manufacturing
champions; support Indian brands of valueadded food products in the international markets;
increase employment opportunities for off-farm
jobs and ensuring remunerative prices of farm
produce and higher income to farmers.



Under PLI Scheme for Food Processing Industries
issued an EOI from prospective beneficiaries and
total of 165 applicants registered and activated
for submission of application.



No company will get more than 25% of the total
budget for the segment and no company will get
less than 5% of the segment outlay.

Conclusion
Thus to conclude that huge scope is available in
Tamilnadu in setting up of a food processing industries
in view of the huge infrastructural and raw material
resources. With abundant skill available with the youth

Cartoon

ÁøŒJÈ¯ ÁõÌÁõ@µ ÁõÌÁõº CøŒö¯õÈ¯
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of Tamilnadu, the interested and qualified individuals are
requested to examine the potential further to establish
the food processing industries in Tamilnadu as it has
got the following comforts too to make the food
processing industries as technically feasible and
financially viable.
1. The Government has allowed 100% FDI in the food
processing industry and has also sanctioned cold
chains to help farmers harvest from being wasted.
2. By allowing 100% FDI, the government aims to
attract foreign players and allow them to sell only
those products that are ‘Made in India’.
3. This will not only help consumers get fresh produce
but also help boost the nation’s economy.
4. Food processing is a sector that is growing by leaps
and bounds year on year. It is estimated that in
India, the food products export business has the
potential to grow by over 50 to 60%
5. Government of India has various schemes under
different bodies (NABARD, MOFPI etc) to provide
financial assistance to set up food processing
facilities.
6. There is a possibility to avail upto 45% subsidy on
the project from these agencies depending on the
location of the project.
7. More over one can also import the best of machinery
and equipment at Zero% import duty if you are
exporting your produce.
8. Besides, the institutional finance is available treating
the industry as priority sector.

Poster	Green Environment
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Museum

Dubai

Most Beautiful Museum in the World
Museum of the Future, Dubai, The Emirates

It

took six years to build spending millions of dollars
and no one knows what is hiding until today. So what is
this? What is written all over it? Why is there a space
station and a rainforest inside?
This building is unique because it looks like a human
eye. An eye looking at the future and because it is
round, there is not a single corner in this building and
no columns with seven floors, zero corners, zero columns.
This is engineering – marvel. The outside is made of 1024
panels exactly representing the 1024 bytes in kilobyte
and each panel is covered with Arabic quotes. It is the
only building in the world covered with a language.
But what is hiding inside of it? Living Museum –which
means everything inside of it is from the present and
the future not the past.
Even the elevator is designed like a space ship. It goes
all the way and you feel like you are in space about
to connect to the International space station. On the
fifth floor, there is an actual NASA approved design of
a space station. It is an interactive walk through space
that shows you our solar system, our international space
station what it means to become a multi planetary
species. I don’t think I’ll ever make it to space but this
is as close as it gets to feeling like you are actually in
space.
On the fourth floor, there is an actual build up of a
rainforest with over 2400 species to remind us that in

Tamil Nadu CM Mr.M.K.Stalin, Mrs.Durga Stalin and Minister
Mr.Thangam Thennarasu at Dubai Museum

the future we have to take care of nature and live with
it. There are like 2400 species. Some of them survived
and some of them did not survive. But, just walking
through this is like a surreal experience.
On the second floor, there is a space dedicated to the
craziest ideas from flying drones to self driving cars
and robotic dogs. They are all hiding here. Everybody
like dogs but out this dog. It is a cyberdog. This is
completely mechanical. It can talk to you. It can do
complicated stuff and it is probably just as loyal as your
real dog.

uõ® ÁõÊ® ÁõÌUøP°À £È EshõPõ©À ÁõÌQßÓÁ@µ E°º ÁõÌQßÓÁº;
¦PÌ EshõPõ©À ÁõÌQßÓÁ@µ E°º ÁõÇõuÁº.
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And on the bottom floor, there is a full science park
for future generations to help them appreciate physics,
science and math. This museum is not just a building. It
is actually an investment fund, a University, and a lab
at the same time, it is where young people like you can
finally get support. Talented people will get funding here
to pursue their craziest ideas in math, science, physics
and tech. This museum will find and fund them millions
of dollars.

A¸möŒÀÁ® öŒÀÁzxÒ öŒÀÁ® ö£õ¸möŒÀÁ®
§›¯õº Psq® EÍ. SÓÒ : 241 AvPõµ® : A¸Ðøhø©
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“We are just bring back the glory of the past and making
this a center of that ideation to bring up new professors,
new scholars, new ideas and bright future. The future
is not about buildings, the future is about science,
technology, climate, nature. It is about supporting
humans with great ideas. It is about taking care of your
planet and most importantly it is about leaving a better
world for our kids.
- Courtesy: NASDAILY
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Breakfast Meeting
Breakfast Meeting with Mr. P. Vasu, Indian Film Director

"CINEMA AS AN INDUSTRY"

""]Û©õ J¸ öuõÈÀ''

v¸.

@ŒõÇ |õa]¯õº Cµõá@ŒPº, uø»Áº, uªÌ ÁºzuP
Œ[P® AÁºPÒ Áµ@ÁØ¦øµ¯õØÔÚõº. AÁº v¸.¤.Áõ”,
C¢v¯ vøµ¨£h C¯USÚøµ Áµ@ÁØÖ Eøµ¯õk®@£õx
]Û©õ J¸ ö£›¯ öuõÈ»õP ©õÔ²ÒÍx. •ßö£À»õ®
]Û©õ Gß£x u¯õ›¨£õÍº, Â{@¯õQìuº, vøµ¯µ[S
•u»õÎPÒ Áøµuõß C¢u ]Û©õ Â¯õ£õµ® C¸¢ux.
BÚõÀ, uØPõ»zvÀ Cuß öŒ¯À£õkPÒ, ©õØÓ®
O.T.T. GßÝ®
¦v¯
£›©õnzvÀ
PshxÁøµ
vøµ¨£h® öÁÎ¯õQ Á¸QÓx. @©¾® SøÓ¢u
öŒ»ÂÀ £h[PÒ, |À» ¦v¯ vÓø©¯õÚ C¯USÚºPÒ
O.T.T.
öuõÈÀ~m£zvÀ
GkUS®
£h[PöÍÀ»õ®
öÁØÔPµ©õP öÁÎ¯õQ Á¸QÓx. uØ@£õx ]Û©õ Psh
ÁÍºa]ø¯²®, Â¯õ£õµ EzvPøÍ²®, SøÓ¢u öŒ»Â¾®,
ö£›¯ £möám £h® Gk¨£v¾® EÒÍ Â¯õ£õµzøu
Â›ÁõP |® EÖ¨¤Ú›h® £Qº¢x öPõÒÍzuõß C¯USÚº
v¸.¤.Áõ” AÁºPÒ Á¢xÒÍõº GßÖ öu›Âzuõº. @©¾®
AÁº SÔ¨¤køP°À, 'FICCI' ¦xöhÀ¼°¾ÒÍ ÁºzuP

Œ[P©õÚx, ]Û©õ öuõÈø» 'FICCI FRAMES' GßÓ J¸
uÛ EÒÍø©¨£õP JÆöÁõ¸ Bsk® ªP Â©›øŒ¯õPÄ®,
íõ¼Äm, £õ¼Äm öuõÈØ Pø»bºPøÍ²® AøÇzx
]Û©õ öuõÈø» J¸ {PÌa]¯õP |hzv Á¸QÓõºPÒ
GßÖ SÔ¨¤mhõº. A@u¨@£õÀ C¢u Tmh® HØ£õk
öŒ#u@u v¸.¤.Áõ” AÁºPÒ "]Û©õ J¸ öuõÈÀ' GßÓ
uø»¨¤À @£”ÁuØPõPÄ®, ]Û©õ öuõÈ¼À EÒÍ »õ£®,
|èh[PøÍ²®, Ax G¢u AÍÂØS Â›Áøh¢x C¸UQÓx
Gß£øu²® Â›ÁõP EÖ¨¤ÚºPÎh® £Qµ Á¢v¸UQÓõº
GßÖ öu›Âzuõº.
v¸.¤.Áõ”øÁ AÁºPøÍ¨ £ØÔ SÔ¨¤k®@£õx,
C¯USÚº ªP GÎø©¯õÚÁº GßÖ®, £» öÁØÔ¨
£h[PøÍ uªÌ vøµ²»QØS®, ‹¨£º ìhõº µâÛPõ¢z
AÁºPøÍ øÁzx £» öÁØÔ £h[PøÍ Gkzx®
C¸UQÓõº. A¢u öÁØÔø¯ AÁº J¸ @£õx® G[S®
öPõshõkÁ@uõ, ö£¸ø© @£]U öPõÒÍõu C¯USÚº.
AÁ¸øh¯ u¢øu v¸.¥uõ®£µ® AÁºPÒ ¦µm]z uø»Áº

ö£õ¸ÒPÍõQ¯ öŒÀÁ[PÒ CÈ¢uÁ›hzv¾® EÒÍÚ; (E¯º¢uÁ›hzvÀ ©mk®
EÒÍ) A¸ÍõQ¯ öŒÀÁ@© öŒÀÁ[PÎÀ ]Ó¢u öŒÀÁ©õS®.
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G®.â.Bº, v¸.Gß.i.Bº @£õßÓ ö£›¯ |iPºPÐUS
J¨£øÚ Pø»bµõP C¸¢uÁº. AÁ¸øh¯ u¢øu 25
£h[PÐUS@©À u¯õ›zx EÒÍuõPÄ® öu›Âzuõº. AÁº
©õö£¸® uªÌ C¯USÚº v¸.ÿuº AÁºPÎh® EuÂ
C¯USÚµõP £o¦›¢x®, ußÝøh¯ S¸ C¯USÚº
Œõ¯@» öu›¯õu ÁøP°Àuõß v¸.¤.Áõ” £h® C¸US®
GßÖ® AÁ¸øh¯ uÛ£õo°À £h® Gk¨£õº. AÁº
uªÌ £hzøu uÂµ î¢v, öu¾[S, PßÚh®, ©ø»¯õÍ®
£hzøu²® C¯UQ C¸UQÓõº GßÖ SÔ¨¤mhõº.
]Ó¨¦ Â¸¢vÚº v¸.¤.Áõ” AÁºPÒ Eøµ¯õØÖ®@£õx
ußÝøh¯ £h[PÎÀ |øPa”øÁ •UQ¯©õÚuõPÄ®, uõß
|øPa”øÁ EnºÄÒÍ ©Ûuß Gß£øu öu›Âzuõº. AÁº
Gß.i.Bº, G®.â.Bº AÁºPÐ® u[PÐøh¯ AøÚzx
Sk®£ {PÌa]°¾® P»¢x öPõskÒÍõºPÒ Gß£øu
TÔÚõº. uªÌ|õmi¾ÒÍ ]Û©õ öuõÈÀ öŒ#£ÁºPÒ
uªÌ ö©õÈ ©mk® öu›¢v¸¢uõÀ, öu¾[S, ©ø»¯õÍ®,
PßÚh® @£õßÓ vøµ¨£h |iPºPÐhß ”»£©õP
uªÈ@»@¯ @£]
AÁºPÎh® ]Û©õ Œ®£¢u¨£mh
Âå¯[PøÍ¨ £Qµ»õ®. öußÛ¢v¯ ]Û©õÂÀ C¸US®
uªÌ öuõÈÀ Pø»bºPÒ öuõÈÀ~m£[PøÍ |ßÓõP@Á
öu›¢v¸UQÓõºPÒ GßÖ® AuÚõÀ ußÝøh¯ ]Û©õ
öuõÈÀ ªPÄ® GÎuõP C¸¢ux GßÖ® öu›Âzuõº. GÀ»õ
©ØÓ ö©õÈU Pø»bºPÐ® uªøÇ öu›¢v¸UQÓõºPÒ
GuÚõÀ GßÓõÀ, ]Û©õ ¤Ó¢ux uªÌ|õmiÀ uõß. uªÌ
]Û©õÂÀ J¸ Pø»bøµ AøÇzxÁµ AÁºPÒ ÃmiØS
ÁõPÚ® AÝ¨¤, ¤ßÚº AÁºPÐUS £hu»zvÀ Põø»
]ØÖsi öPõkzxÂmkz uõß £hzøu öuõh[SÁõºPÒ.
Aøuzuõß uªÌ @Œ®£º BL¨ Põö©ºê¾® £õºUQ@Óß.
•u¼À Põø»°À A¸ø©¯õÚ ]ØÖsi öPõkzxÂmk
C¢u Tmhzøu Bµ®¤¨£x uÚUS ªPÄ® ©QÌa]¯õP
EÒÍx GßÖ ö£¸ªu® öPõshõº. uõß ö£¸®£õ¾®
G¢u Tmhzv¾® P»¢x öPõÒÁvÀø» GßÖ®, uªÌ
@Œ®£º uø»Áº v¸.@ŒõÇ |õa]¯õº AøÇzuÄhß
H@uõ
Põ¢u
ŒUv
CÊ¨£x@£õÀ
uõß
C¢u
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TmhzvØS Eh@Ú Œ®©vzxÂmhuõP TÔÚõº.
]Û©õ
öuõÈø»¨£ØÔ
öŒõÀ¾®@£õx,
CßøÓ¯
@uv°À J¸ ]Û©õ öuõÈ¼À AÁ@µ u¯õ›¨£õÍµõPÄ®,
Â{@¯õQìuµõPÄ®, Aøu |øh•øÓ¨£kzx£ÁµõPÄ®
C¸UP@Ásk®. G¨£i J¸ ÂÁŒõ°, uß {»zvÀ
£°›kÁøu Pøh]°À ÂØS® Áøµ AÁºuõß £õºUP
@Ásk®. Ax¨@£õ»zuõß ]Û©õ öuõÈ¾®. Bµ®£zvÀ
]Û©õ öuõÈ¼À |õßS @£º C¸¢uõºPÒ. ÁõQß, öáªÛ,
¤µŒõz ©ØÖ® H.Â.G®. CÁºPÒ |õßS @£¸US® ìli@¯õ
C¸¢ux. CÁºPÒ £h® GkzuõÀ GÀ»õ ö©õÈPÎ¾® Á¸®.
AÁºPÐøh¯ £hzøu AÁºP@Í u¯õ›zx, Â{@¯õP•®
öŒ#ÁõºPÒ. AÁºPÒ ]» v@¯mhº E›ø©¯õºPøÍ
J¨£¢u® öŒ#x öPõÒÁõºPÒ. A¢u ]Û©õ Aµ[QÀuõß
A¢u¨ £h® öÁÎ¯õS®. AuÚõÀ GÆÁÍÄ öŒ»ÁõS®
Gß£øu öu›¢x öPõsk Â¯õ£õµ® öŒ#uõºPÒ. G¢u
ChzvÀ ]Û©õ Pö»Uåß SøÓÁõP EÒÍ@uõ A[@P
ÂÍ®£µ @£Úº øÁ¨£õºPÒ.
uØ@£õx
]Û©õ
Â¯õ£õµ®
u¯õ›¨£õÍ¸US®,
Â{@¯õQìuºPÐUS® Cøh@¯ |hUQÓx. C¨ö£õÊx
]Û©õÂß
Âø»
{ºn°¨£x
AvÀ
|iUS®
Pø»bºPøÍ¨ ö£õ¸zux. ©ØÓ Âå¯[PöÍÀ»õ®
ŒµõŒ›¯õP J@µ ©õv›¯õÚ öŒ»ÁõPz uõß C¸US®. C¢u
]Û©õ öuõÈ»õÚx ªPÄ® PiÚ©õÚx ©ØÖ® B£zx
{øÓ¢uuõPÄ® P¸u¨£kQÓx. G¢u J¸ £h® Gkzuõ¾®
SøÓ¢u£mŒ EzuµÁõu® (Minimum Guarantee) C¸US®
ÁøP°À uõß GkzuuõP TÔÚõº. J¸ £hzøu GkUP
vøµUPøu Œ›¯õP CÀ»õ©À, Pø»bº (Star) @uvUPõP
£h® GkzuõÀ A¢u¨£h® Œ›¯õP @£õPõx. AuÚõÀ
•UQ¯©õÚx Pøuuõß. ]» @|µzvÀ ö£›¯ ìhõ›ß
@uvPÐ® •UQ¯©õÚx Gß£uõÀ |À» Pøu²hß
AÁºPÐUS Põzv¸¨£x® Esk. G¢u öuõÈ¼¾® @|µ®
•UQ¯©õÚx GßÖ®, @|µzøu Œ›Áµ £õºzxU öPõshõÀ
{aŒ¯©õP ußÝøh¯ £õo°À öÁØÔ ö£Ó»õ® GßÓõº.
J¸ ö£›¯ £h® GkUP SøÓ¢u£mŒ® ¹.150&170

|À»õØÓõÀ |õi A¸ÍõÒP £À»õØÓõÀ
@u›Ý® AL@u xøn. SÓÒ : 242 AvPõµ® : A¸Ðøhø©
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@Põi Áøµ öŒ»ÁõS® GßÓõº. u¯õ›¨¦ öŒ»ÂÀ C¸¢x,
Pø»bºPÎß Œ®£Í®, Â{@¯õQìuº, h¨¤[ Bºiìm,
@P©µõ@©ß, CøŒ Aø©¨£õÍº, iâmhÀ, ÂÍ®£µ®
@£õßÓ öŒ»ÄPøÍ EÒÍhUQ¯x GßÓõº.

¤ßÚº v¸.¤.Áõ” AÁºPÒ @PÒÂ & £vÀ @|µzvÀ
EÖ¨¤ÚºPÒ @Pmh @PÒÂPÐUS £vÀ TÔ ]Ó¨£õP
ußÝøh¯ Eøµø¯ •izxU öPõshõº. v¸. µÂUS©õº
@hÂm, öPÍµÁa öŒ¯»º |ßÔ²øµ¯õØÔÚõº.

Feedback – 75th India’s Independence Special Edition Calendar 2022
Thank you for the beautiful 2022 calendar on the Platinum Jubilee of India Series. Very well made and
indeed a very fitting tribute to our country’s Platinum Jubilee.
- Gaurav Swarup, President, International Chamber of Commerce India

and Managing Director Paharpur Cooling Towers Limited

It's

a wonderful creation. You have selected the pictures after great efforts. It's evident from collection of
photos. Efforts never fail.
- Kannan, Fr Secretary HCC

Thank you very much for the Tamil Chamber of Commerce Calendar for 2022. It is as usual a very thoughtfully
designed calendar.
- Navy Amar Magadevan
|ßÔ. v¸ ÷\õÇ |õa]¯õº, |õmPõmi QøhUP¨ ö£Ø÷Óß. ]Ó¨£õP C¸¢ux. Aß£õÚ ÁõÌzxUPÒ u[PÐUS®
u[PÍx ÷\®£¸US®.
- Velumani, Fr. CMD Ennore Kamarajar Port

I¯õ }[PÒ AÝ¨¤¯ Põ»shº Qøhzux. A¢u Põ»sh›ß u¯õ›¨¦US ¤ß÷Ú E[PÍx ]¢uøÚ EøÇ¨¦
C¸¨£x öu›QÓx. |ßÔ.
- Swami Vimruthananda, Ramakrish Madam

I acknowledge receipt of your greetings & the exquisite compliments of the season, depicting the significant
monuments in the path to Independence, admirably packed, at the time of our Nation's platinum jublilee.
It is an indication of your persistent penchant for culture and perfection. Grateful to you. I heartily reciprocate
the new year greetings & the sentiments & wish you many more healthy and properous years of yeomen
service to Society in general, and to the Tamil chamber of commerce in particular.
- B.Raghavan

Former President, Hindustan Chamber of Commerce

|À» ÁÈ¯õÀ Bµõ#¢x A¸Ðøh¯ÁºPÍõP ÂÍ[P @Ásk®.
£»ÁÈPÍõÀ Bµõ#¢x Pshõ¾® A¸@Í ÁõÌUøPUSz xøn¯õP EÒÍx.
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Pareto Principle

Rule 4:- Pareto Principle - 80/20 Rule
Sustainability and
scalability are the mantras
for longevity of your
business. Sustenance and
scalability is the foundation
and your existing clients
and consumers are the
ones who really take you
beyond your imagination,
either way.
Customers drive our
business and profits. But not all customers add value
to the business from a profit point of view.
Many businesses need decisions to be made and decisions
need reports and reports need data. Organizations would
be having complex issues and issues would always exist.
So, the focus should be on analysis of all parameters, and
action should be taken on them by incurring minimum
time and expenditure, at the same time ensuring the
best attention is paid. Let us see, the one proven success
key - 80/20.
The main tenets of 80/20 principle are important for
consideration:
- Few actions contribute to major impact in business
- Small portions of efforts create most of the results
For example m

80% of sales come from 20% of customers/segments

m

80% of profits come from 20% products or services

m

80% of sales come from 20% products

m

80% of waste come from 20% of products

m

80% of efforts are made by 20% of staff

The examples above enlighten us of the need to apply
the principle in business and analyze data, to grow by
geometric progression in terms of profits. This would be
seen as top-down approach as far as the areas concerned
for concentrated focus.
The top 20% or 80% as the case may be, will reveal
the strengths and weaknesses for further analysis to

A¸Ò@Œº¢u ö|g]ÚõºU QÀø» C¸Ò@Œº¢u
CßÚõ E»P® ¦PÀ. SÓÒ : 243 AvPõµ® : A¸Ðøhø©

make it clear to us on the tasks to be accomplished, and
to proceed further in a direction to either increase or
decrease production, expand or shrink market, reduce or
increase manpower, etc. Essentially, the efforts should
result in performance and return proportionally. But in
reality, the results fall in two categories as performer
and non-performer from an economic point of view. This
80/20 approach facilitates process of identification of
both categories and necessitates further action to ensure
resources are channelized properly, ultimately with a
view to ensure business objective.
The inventory is a classic example to demonstrate the
80/20 action. Most of the industries have in common,
high value and low value items. Normally the procedures
for controlling are the same for all categories of items.
But, the cost to control high value items may be more
compared to the value for low category items.
Likewise, production control process, can apply the
principle to identify the critical processes that contribute
to the success of a product or service.
The bottom line of the above is to increase volume.
It means increase your business and increase of flow
in funnel every day. Do not be complacent with your
existing 20% customers who give 80% business. Increase
the 20% customer funnel steadily and progressively.
Interpret Pareto's Principle in such a way as to produce
what is called Superstar Management. Since 20 percent
of your Clients produce 80 percent of your income, you
should focus your limited time on managing only that
20 percent, the Superstars.
Pareto's Principle, the 80/20 Rule, should serve as a daily
reminder to focus 80 percent of your time and energy
on the 20 percent of your work that is really important.
Don't just "work smart", work smart on the right things.
- Courtesy: 36 Golden Rules book by K.V.Murali and M.K.Anand
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Human Resources

©ÛuÁÍ•®, Pa]u©õÚ vÓø©²®

(Human Resources and Talent Optimization)
öu›Ä ö\#uuß ‰»®, AÁº {ÖÁÚzvØS ©v¨¦ªUP
J¸ £[PÎ¨ø£ ö\¾zv C¸UQÓõº GÚ»õ®.

""GÀ÷»õøµ²® ÷£õ»÷Á GßÛh® ]» iµUSPÒ C¸¢uÚ.
GÀ÷»õøµ²® ÷£õ»÷Á GßÛh® ]» E¸øÍUQÇ[SPÐ®
C¸¢uÚ. GÀ÷»õøµ²® ÷£õ»÷Á GßÛh® ]» G¢vµ[PÐ®
C¸¢uÚ. J÷µ J¸ Âzv¯õ\®, GßÛh® Âzv¯õ\©õÚ ©ÛuºPÒ
C¸UP •i²®.''
&öíº©ß ÷», Ga.h¨Î³.÷», P®ö£Û {ÖÁÚº

E[PÒ

P®ö£Û°À 10,50,500,1000 AÀ»x 20,000
÷£ºPÒ Th C¸UP»õ®. BÚõÀ \›¯õÚ Ch[PÎÀ \›¯õÚ
|£ºPøÍ, E[PÒ P®ö£Û°ß JÆöÁõ¸ Chzv¾®
Cmk øÁzxÒÏºPÍõ? E[PÎh® C¸US® FÈ¯ºPÒ
AøÚÁøµ²® JßÖ ÷\ºUP¨£mkÒÍ EhÀPÍõP ©mk®
P¸xQÕºPÍõ AÀ»x E[PÒ ÁoPzvØöPÚ ÷\º¢xÒÍ
ªPÄ® ]Ó¢u vÓø©PÒ GßÖ P¸xQÕºPÍõ? E[PÎh®
C¸¨£x £o¯õmPÎß £øh¯õ AÀ»x vÓø©¯õÍºPÎß
£øh¯õ, Gß£xuõß _¸[Pa ö\õÀ»¨£kÁx. uSvÁõ#¢u
vÓø© Gß£xuõß Psk¤iUP÷Á Pèh©õÚ JßÖ.
JÆöÁõ¸ ©mhzv¾®, uSv¯õÚ vÓø© Gß£xuõß
¤µa\øÚ¯õS®.
•uß ö\¯À uø»Áº öuõh[Q, £õxPõÁ»º ÁøµUS®,
E[PÐUSz ÷uøÁ uSv²® vÓø©²® £øhzuÁºPÒ.
E[PÒ {ÖÁÚ® ÁÍº¢vh Ax÷Á EÖxøn¯õS®.
GzuøÚ÷¯õ PøuPÒ ÷PmkÒ÷Íõ®. J¸ QÍõºU, J¸
P®ö£Û°ß uø»ø©¨ ö£õÖ¨¦ HØÖ ö\¯À£kQÓõº
AÀ»x J¸ xøÓ°ß uø»ÁõµõP ö\¯À£kQÓõº. CvÀ
QÍõºU AÀ»x GÊzuº ©mk©õ vÓø© £øhzuÁº; CÀø»,
AÁøµ @uºÄ ö\#uÁ¸® vÓø© £øhzuÁºuõß. CÁøµ

uSv²ÒÍ vÓø©¯õÍº GßÓõÀ GßÚ ö£õ¸Ò? uSv²ÒÍ
vÓø©, B[Q»zvÀ Q³&vÓø© (uµ©õÚ vÓø©), GßÓõÀ,
©v¨¦ ªUP AÔÄ®, vÓø©²® öPõsk {ÖÁÚzvØS
÷uøÁUS £o¦›uÀ GßÖ ö£õ¸Ò. uSv²ÒÍ vÓø©
GßÓõÀ, AÁº J¸ AÝ£Á•ÒÍÁº; Azxhß GÆÁõÖ
Âå¯[PøÍ öÁØÔ ö£Óa ö\#Áx Gß£øu |ßS AÔÁõº
AÁº. J¸ vÓø© \õ¼ ÷©»õÍõº, EØ\õP® öPõkzx, J¸
ö£õxÁõÚ P¸zøu E¸ÁõUQh ÁÀ»ÁµõÁõº. |øPa_øÁ
P»¢x £o¦›²® \P£o¯õÍº, Ai¨£øh¯õP C¸¢x,
£oø¯z vÓ®£h {øÓ÷ÁØÖÁõº. A¨£i¨£mh {ø»°À
C¸US® Áµ÷ÁØ£õÍº, JÆöÁõ¸Áøµ²® ©QÌa]÷¯õk
C¸UPa ö\#Áx G¨£i GßÖ AÔ¢uÁº BÁõº.

vÓø©²ÒÍ A¾Á»›ß ÷uøÁ:
•UQ¯©õÚ ÁoP ö\¯À£õk GxöÁßÓõ¾®, AuõÁx
{v, ©õºUöPmi[, öPõÒ•uÀ, C¯UP® ÷£õßÓ
GxÁõÚõ¾® Auß ö£õÖ¨£õÍº uSv²ÒÍÁµõP
C¸¢uõÀuõß, öÁØÔUS ÁÈ ÁSUS®. ©õºUöPmi[øP
GkzxU öPõshõÀ, AuøÚ vÚ\› |õ® ÷©ØöPõÒÐ®
£o÷£õ» ö\#Áx \õzv¯® CÀø». AvÀ J¸ BUP®
Á¸QÓx; Auß ÁÈ÷¯ J¸ ²Uv E¸ÁõP ÷Ásk®; Ax
{ÖÁÚzvß ö£õ¸mPÒ AÀ»x
÷\øÁPÒ ÂØ£øÚUS EÖxøn
÷Ásk®. C¢u ©Ûu›ß öÁØÔ
Gß£x, AÁµx ©õºUöPmi[
vÓø© ‰»® Á¸Áõ# GÆÁÍÄ
Qøhzv¸UQÓx ©ØÖ®
ÁõiUøP¯õÍº uUP øÁzuÀ,
ÁõiUøP¯õÍº v¸¨v BQ¯øÁ
‰»® £õºUP¨£kQÓx.
£À÷ÁÖ {ÖÁÚ[PÎÀ, ©ÛuÁÍ Aø©¨¦UPÒ,
ÁoPzvØS •UQ¯©õÚ £[PÎ¨¦ öPõk¨£uõP
Gsn¨£kÁvÀø». ÂøÍÁõP ¤Ó £SvPÎß
AÁØÔß |®¤UøP, ö\ÀÁõUS CÀ»õ©À ÷£õ#ÂkQÓx.
C¢u ö\¯À£õk P®ö£Û •ÊÁx® £õºUP¨£mk®,
÷PmP¨£mk® Á¸QÓx Gß£÷uõk, ©ÛuÁÍ¨ £õøu°À
ö£¸® uõUPzøu²® HØ£kzxQÓx GÚ»õ®.

©ßÝ°º K®¤ A¸ÍõÒÁõØS CÀö»ß£
ußÝ°º Ag”® ÂøÚ. SÓÒ : 244 AvPõµ® : A¸Ðøhø©
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C¢u {ø»°À E[PÒ P®ö£ÛUSz ÷uøÁ, •UQ¯©õP
J¸[Qønzxa ö\À»U Ti¯, P®ö£Û°ß SÔU÷PõÐUS
HØÓÁõÖ £o¦›¢x ö\¯À£hUTi¯, J¸ uSv²ÒÍ |£º
•ußø© vÓß AvPõ›&÷Ásk®. AÁ¸US ö£õÖ¨¦,
AÔÄ, P¸ÂPÒ {øÓ¢v¸UP ÷Ásk®. Auß ‰»©õP
ÁoPzvß Ai¨£øh £»ßPøÍ \õvzx, ÁoPzxUS
©v¨¦ ÷\¸ÁuõP Aø©²®.
C¢u ©Ûuº uSv²ÒÍÁµõP CÀø» GßÓõÀ, E[PÒ
P®ö£Û ªPÄ® Pkø©¯õÚ Cøh³ØøÓ \¢vUP ÷|›k®.
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1. P®ö£Û°ß SÔU÷PõÒ ©ØÖ® C»m]¯®.
2. C¢u SÔU÷PõÒ ©ØÖ® C»m]¯® D÷hÓ ÷Ásk®
GßÓõÀ, uõsia ö\À» ÷Ási¯ ø©ÀPÀPÒ.
3. \¢øu°À \¢vUP C¸US® ¤µa\øÚPÒ AÀ»x
÷©ØöPõÒÍ ÷Ási¯ ö£õ¸mPÒ ©ØÖ® ÷\øÁPÎß
¤µa\øÚPÒ.
4. ¤µa\øÚPÎß ußø© AÀ»x ÷uøÁ ©ØÖ® wºÄ
Põn¨£mhõÀ Auß ©v¨¦.
5. ]Ó¨¦ ªUP AÀ»x uÛzxÁ® ªUP P®ö£Û°ß
ö£õ¸mPÒ, wºÄPÒ (A) AqS•øÓ°ß A®\[PÒ.
6. £¯ß£kzx® ÁõiUøP¯õÍº ¯õÁº? AÁºPÒ GÆÁõÖ
£¯ß£kzxQÓõºPÒ?
7. Pmhø©zx, ÂØ£øÚ ö\#x, £µÁaö\#x, P®ö£Û°ß
ö£õ¸mPøÍ²®, ÷\øÁPøÍ²® £µõ©›zvh GßÚ
ö\»ÁõS®?

vÓø©ªS AvPõ›°ß £oPÒ:
A) P®ö£Û°ß ÁoPzøu Ea] •uÀ £õu® Áøµ
¦›¢x, P®ö£Û°ß •UQ¯ •iÄPøÍ, E¯º©mh
{ø»°À AÔ¢x öPõsk, P®ö£Û G[÷P ö\ßÖ
öPõsi¸UQÓx Gß£øu²® AÔ¢uõP ÷Ásk®.

8. P®ö£Û°ß Â{÷¯õP®, ÁÇ[SuÀ BQ¯ÁØÔß
©õv›PÒ, •UQ¯ öuõÈÀ £[SuõµºPÒ AÁºu® •UQ¯
vÓø©PÒ GßÚ?
9. ÷£õmi¯õÍºPÒ ¯õº, AÁº GßöÚßÚ ÁÇ[SQÓõºPÒ
©ØÖ® P®ö£Û ÷£õmi¯õÍºPøÍ \©õÎzx, •ßÛø»
ÁQzvh ÷©ØöPõÒÍ¨£k® •øÓ.

B) vmhzøu GÆÁõÖ ÷©ØöPõskÒÍx; Auß Á¼ø©
©ØÖ® £»ÃÚ® GßÚ?
C) ÁoPzvß ÁÍºa]US HØ£ JÆöÁõ¸ £uÂUS®
CßÛßÚ AÝ£Á®, vÓø© ÷Ásk® Gß£øu
AÔ¢x AuØPõÚ AÔøÁ J¸[QønUP ÷Ásk®.
vÓø©ªS AvPõ› Gß£Áº ""P®ö£Û°ß Pøuø¯''
£ØÔ BÇ©õP ÂÍUS£ÁµõP C¸UP ÷Ásk®.
u[Suøh CÀ»õ©À ö\õÀ£ÁµõP C¸UP ÷Ásk®.
•ußø© ©õºUöPmi[U AvPõ› AÀ»x •u½mhõÍº
EÓÄ ÷©®£õk uø»Áº AÀ»x ©UPÒ öuõhº¦
AvPõ› AÀ»x •ußø© {v AvPõ› AÀ»x
•ußø© ö\¯À uø»Áº ÷£õß÷Óõ, {øÓ¢÷uõ C¸UP
÷Ásk®. Esø©°À, AÁº G¢u J¸Áøµ ÂhÄ®,
Áµ»õØøÓ Âsk Eøµ¨£ÁµõP C¸UP ÷Ásk®;
Q³&vÓø©¯õÍøµ (uµz vÓø©¯õÍº) P®ö£ÛUSU
öPõsk Á¢x ÷\ºUP ÷Ásk®.

ö\¯¿UP® u¸® vÓßªS vmh©õUPÀ:
ö\¯¿UP® u¸® vÓßªS vmh® BUP¨£h ÷Ásk®
GßÓõÀ, RÌUPsh £µÁ»õÚ vmh[PøÍ¨ ¦›¢x
öPõÒÐuÀ AÁ]¯©õS®. AøÁ÷¯ P®ö£Û°ß öÁØÔUS
Ai÷Põ¾®.
AÀ»À A¸ÍõÒÁõºUS CÀø» ÁÎÁÇ[S®
©À»À©õ bõ»® P›. SÓÒ : 245 AvPõµ® : A¸Ðøhø©

vÓø© J¸[S ö\#uÀ (Talent Optimization)
vÓø©ªS AvPõ› {ÖÁÚzvß AøÚzxz xøÓPÎÀ
C¸¢x® ÷\P›zx BP ÷Ásk®.
1. JÆöÁõ¸ £uÂ²® u[PÒ xøÓUS GÆÂu® EuÂ
ö\#QßÓx. Â›ÁõUP® ö\#x P®ö£Û uÚx
•UQ¯©õÚ SÔU÷PõÒPøÍ \õvUPz xøn ¦›QÓx.
2. Psi¨£õP ÷uøÁ¯õÚ vÓø©PÒ GøÁ? A¢u
vÓø©PÒ P®ö£Û°ß ©v¨£õP ©õÖÁx GÆÁõÖ?
3. Áõ#¨¦ÒÍ vÓø©¯õÍ¸US Â¸¨£® EÒÍ, Â¸¨£®
AØÓ £uÂPÒ GøÁ?
4. EÒÍõ#Ä ÷uøÁ. FÈ¯ºPÒ P®ö£Û, xøÓ AÀ»x
SÊÂÀ Hß öuõh¸QÓõºPÒ AÀ»x Hß }[SQÓõºPÒ?
5. ÷©»õÍºPÎß ÷|º©øÓ ©ØÖ®
AÀ»x Gvº©øÓ Snõ®\[PÒ

£õoPÒ

GßÚ?
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vÓø© ö©m›U AÍÃkPÒ
1. ¦v¯ vÓø©¯õÍøµ PshõP ÷Ásk® (10% ÁøµUS® E[PÒ öuõhº¤À C¸UQÓõºPÒ)
ÂÚõUPÒ

ö©m›U AÍÃk

GzuøÚ |£ºPÒ
E[PÐUSz
÷uøÁ¨£kQÓõºPÒ?

¦vuõP |£ºPÒ GzuøÚ ÷£º ÷Ásk®. Ax JÆöÁõ¸ ©mhzxUS®
Psk ¤iUP¨£h ÷Ásk®. GkzxUPõmhõP Bµ®£ Pmh®, ©zv¯
{ø», {ºÁõQ GßÖ £õºUP»õ®. AÁºPÍx £o GÆÁõÓõÚx.
AuõÁx AÁºPÒ ©õºUöPmi[U ÷©»õÍµõ, ö£õÔ¯õÍµõ,
uµUPmk£õk ö\#£Áµõ, {v¯õ GßÖ £õºUP ÷Ási°¸US®.
vÓß ÁøP°À, ö©ßö£õ¸Ò ö©õÈ¯õÍµõ, GzuøÚ Á¸h[PÒ
AÝ£Á® ö£ØÓÁº GßÖ Põn ÷Ási¯x® AÁ]¯®.

¦v¯ Q³&vÓß Psk¤i¨£vÀ G¢u
ÁÈ•øÓ ]Ó¢ux?

vÓß ªU÷Põøµ @uºÄ ö\#¯ GßÚ ö\»ÁõS®? ©mh®, £o,
vÓß ÷\º¢u ÁøP°À

}[PÒ Â¸®¦QßÓ ÁøP°À, vÓÚõÍøµ
DºUPa ö\#²® J¸ Põ¢u©õP
}[PÒ ö\¯À£kÁx GÆÁõÖ?

¦vuõP BöÍkUS® ÷£õx, AuØS EP¢u ö©m›U AÍÃmøh
÷\ºzvh ÷Ásk®. }sh Põ» •ß•¯Ø] GkUP¨£mk,
vÓÚõÍºPøÍ ÁÍºzvh ÷Ásk®. A¢u EÓÄ •øÓ°À Bµ®£
Pmhzv÷»÷¯ Aøh¯õÍ® Psk öPõÒÍ ÷Ásk®. GkzxU
PõmhõP PÀ¿›PÎÀ, E¯º{ø»¨ £ÒÎPÎÀ vÓø©¯õÍºPøÍ
÷uº¢öukUS® £[S AÁ]¯®.

2. }[PÒ Psk¤izu vÓÚõÍº ©ØÖ® AÁºPÎÀ EhÚi¯õP }[PÒ ÷Áø»UPõÚ EzuµøÁ ÁÇ[Qk® {ø»°À
(60% E[PÒ öu›ÂÀ HØPÚ÷Á C¸¢x Á¸QÓõºPÒ)
GÆÁõÖ C¢u vÓÚõÍøµ
Psk¤izwºPÒ?

GÀ»õÂu©õÚ BöÍk¨¤ß ÷£õx® AuØPõÚ ÂøhPÒ G¢u
ÂQuzvÀ C¸¢uÚ. Cøn¯uÍ®, GÀ»õ «i¯õUPÎ¾®
ÂÍ®£µ[PÒ, ÷|µi¯õP ªßÚg\À ÁøPPÒ, BöÍk¨¦ {PÌÄPÒ,
|®ªh® Ai¨£øh, vÓÚõÍº \•uõ¯® uPÁÀ AÝ¨¤¯ÁºPÒ
GßQÓ £vÄ. Cx ÷£õßÖ £»¨£».

uSv²ÒÍ vÓø©¯õÍº E[PÎh®
Á¸®÷£õx }[PÒ AÁ¸US £vÀ GÆÁÍÄ
ÂøµÁõP C¸UQÓx?

£À÷ÁÖ |£ºPÒ E[PÎh® Â\õµøn {ªzu® AqSQÓõºPÒ.
Cøn¯ uÍ®, ÂÍ®£µ «i¯õUPÒ, ÷|µi Ag\À, BöÍk¨¦
ÁÍõP[PÒ, ¤Óµx uPÁÀPÒ, {PÌÄPÒ ÷£õßÓ £».

•uÀuhøÁ £õºzuÄh÷Ú CÁº uSv
£øhzu |£º GßÖ E[PÍõÀ •iÄ ö\#¯
C¯¾QÓuõ?

vÓø©\õ¼PÎß v¸¨v GßÓ ÁøP°À, }[PÒ AÁøµ £o
A©ºzvh GkzxU öPõÒÐ® Põ» AÍÄ.

_¯ B#Ä ÂÚõUPÒ: ©ÛuÁÍ•®, Pa]u©õÚ vÓø©²®
J¸ BskUPõÚ Fv¯ E¯ºÄ Gß£x, E[PÒ {Pµ
»õ£zvÀ AuõÁx PAT-CÀ GÆÁÍÄ % BP C¸UQÓx?

©ÛuÁÍzøuU Pa]u©õÚ •øÓ°À £¯ß£kzvk®
ÁøP°À, A©À£kzu÷Áõ AÀ»x PsPõoUP÷Áõ
{ÖÁÚzvÀ H÷uÝ® vmh® C¸UQÓuõ?

¦vuõP Á¢xÒ÷Íõ¸US H÷uÝ® £°Ø] •øÓ C¸UQÓuõ?

B®...

B®...

]Ó¨£õP¨ £o¦›²® |£ºPøÍ öPÍµÁ¨£kzvhÀ/
A[RP›zuÀ ÷£õßÓøÁ C¸UQßÓuõ?

CÀø»...

C¨÷£õx C¸UQßÓ uSv²ÒÍ SÊÂÚøµz uUP øÁzvh
vmh® Hx® øÁzv¸UQßÕºPÍõ?
B®...

CÀø»...

B®...

CÀø»...

CÀø»...

öuõÈ»õÍº ¤ßÞmh® •øÓ H÷uÝ® ÁÇUPzvÀ
C¸UQÓuõ? 180 iQ›/ 360 iQ› GßÓ {ø».

A¸Ðøh¯ÁµõP ÁõÌQßÓÁºUSz xß£® CÀø»; PõØÖ C¯[SQßÓ
ÁÍ® ö£õ¸¢v¯ ö£›¯ E»PzvÀ ÁõÌ@Áõ@µ CuØSa ŒõßÖ BÁº.
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Ph¢u Bsk
GÆÁÍÄ?

BöÍk¨¦z

vmhzvØPõÚ

ö\»Ä

E[PÍx {PÌÂÀ C¸US® ''©ÛuÁÍz vmh®'' GßÚ?
u¯Ä ö\#x ÂÁ›UPÄ®. BöÍk¨¦ ÁøP°À E[PÒ
©ÛuÁÍ ÂvPÒ/öPõÒøPPÒ/ö\¯À•øÓPÒ GßÚ?
""öuõhº¢u vÓß ÁÍºa]'' GßÝ® ö\¯À vmh® E[PÒ
{ÖÁÚ FÈ¯ºPÐUS C¸UQÓuõ? (öuõÈÀ ~m£® ©Ûu
vÓß)
E¯ºÄ vÓß EÒ÷Íõº uUP øÁUP¨£k®, vÓß CÀ»õ
|£ºPøÍ öÁÎ÷¯ØÓÄ®, uØ÷£õxÒÍ ö\¯À•øÓ GßÚ?
EØ£zv vÓ÷Úõk Ti¯ ÷£õÚì/ FÈ¯ºPÐUPõÚ £[S
ÁÇ[PÀ H÷uÝ® C¸UQÓuõ? u¯Ä ö\#x ÂÁ›UPÄ®.
B®...

CÀø»...

Ph¢u 3 ©õu[PÎÀ µõâÚõ©õ ö\#u/öÁÎ÷¯ ö\ßÓ
FÈ¯ºPÎß \uÃu® GßÚ?
5%......................10%.......................20%............................
E[PÒ ©ÛuÁÍ® ©ØÖ® Pa]u©õÚ ö\¯À£õk
BQ¯ÁØøÓ CßÝ® |À» •øÓ°À öPõsk ö\À»,
}[PÒ ÷ÁÖ H÷uÝ® P¸zx øÁzxÒÏºPÍõ? AÁØøÓ
u¯Ä ö\#x ÂÁ›UPÄ®.

vÓÚõÍº SÊ E¸ÁõUPÀ/Pa]u¨£kzuÀ BQ¯ÁØøÓ¨
ö£õÖzu ©miÀ, uõ[PÒ öPõskÒÍ ²UvPÒ GßÚ?
E[PÒ BöÍk¨¦ •øÓ¨ £ØÔ ]» ÁõºzøuPÒ TÖP.
E[PÒ FÈ¯›ß ö\¯À£õk £ØÔ, GÆÁõÖ £›^»øÚ
ö\#QÕºPÒ?
- Courtesy:

öuõhº Â¯õ£õµ öÁØÔ

£øh¨¦: Gì ¤µPõè, uø»ø© AvPõ›, ë ÷\ßä Pß\Ài[

Feedback – 75th India’s Independence Special Edition Calendar 2022
Our thanks and New Year wishes to the Chair Person and all coordinators, Editor who had put forth their
special effort to bring out this beautiful scenario of the Year 2022 calendar.
The compliments posted by your office, containing the photographs of Memorials with location details in
memory of Platinum Jubilee of Independence India Series 2022 is quite awesome.
It brings back the memories of our Freedom fighter's patriotism, attitude and dedication. It's real tribute to
all who had shed their blood, for our country's freedom and relief from bondage. With prayers wishing for
your excellence and great year.
- Somassegarane.S, Puducherry

We received 2022 Platinum Jubilee calendar, Great work done by President, Secretary and Staff members
also done good job. It is innovative calendar.
- Gulab Punwani, Royal Impex – Member

We have received TCC PLATINUM JUBILLEE OF INDEPENDENCE SERIES Special Edition calendar 2022

and thanks for the same. We are proud to say member of TCC. Congratulations TCC whole team

- E.D. Munuswaamy, Devahi Tools, Chennai

Dear

Chola Nachiar, I received your wonderful calenders. Many Thanks.
- Kavingnar Ravi Bharathi

ö£õ¸Ò }[Q¨ ö£õaŒõ¢uõº Gß£º A¸Ò}[Q
AÀ»øÁ öŒ#öuõÊS Áõº. SÓÒ : 246 AvPõµ® : A¸Ðøhø©
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UK Farmer

From UK to Auroville:

Meet Musician & Organic Farmer Krishna McKenzie
Writer: Sromona Bhattacharyya

which are natural to Tamil Nadu’s ecosystem.” With the
aim of honouring the gifts of mother nature, Mckenzie
started the Solitude Farm Cafe which serves food and
local cuisine made from farm fresh products. What
makes Solitude Farm unique is the fact that besides
it being organic every bit of produce is chemical and
pesticide free.

It

was 1993 when Krishna Mckenzie travelled all the
way from the UK to Puducherry in India. Little did
Mckenzie know then that years later, he would go on to
become a champion of organic farming and an advocate
of eco-friendliness in the quaint township of Auroville.
Inspired by the Indian culture from his alma mater,
J Krishnamurti School in the UK, Mckenzie made his
life-changing decision of stepping into India. Today, he
finds happiness in farming with special emphasis on the
Tamil cuisine and culture.
Krishna Mckenzie leads the way forward. The 45-yearold is nothing short of a local celebrity. The Logical
Indian spoke to Krishna Mckenzie about his love for
natural farming which has been inspiring people to
take the greener route. He said, “Man has lost their
relationship with mother nature and hence, we have lost
sight from where our food comes from.” Solitude farm
grows a number of local produce Inspired by Masanobu
Fukuoka, a farmer who is known for being a champion
of natural farming, Krishna Mckenzie along with a few
others started the Solitude Farm in 1996. Solitude farm
was developed with the ideas of natural farming and
permaculture.

While riding on the tide of industrialisation, we have
forgotten the importance of traditional food. Many of
the products grown on the Solitude Farm are not even
parts of our industrialized agricultural society, and
hence, have been long forgotten from our food habits,
said Mckenzie. His aim is to reintroduce these forgotten
plants and vegetables while helping people to realise
the immense nutritional, medicinal, cultural and socioeconomic values they hold in our lives, amalgamating
music with food. Apart from spending time at the farm,
Mckenzie is also a musician, educator and an actor.
He is not only helps people to realise the importance
and benefits of natural farming, Mckenzie also holds a
number of seminars and workshops. “I teach people to
recognise and understand the abundance and value of
locally grown food around them and how to use, prepare
and eat it,” his website reads.
As a front-man of the band emergence, Mckenzie has
always played with the idea of amalgamating music with
his love for mother nature. He said, “Music is what binds
people and cultures together. It’s an adhesive that binds

Today, Mckenzie’s farm is spread over six acres and
grows over 140 varieties of local plantations. He said,
“Over the years, our food habits have changed a lot and
to cater to those habits we have forgotten the cultivation
of naturally-occurring plants like yams, brinjals, flowers

A¸Ò CÀ»õuÁµõ# AÓ©À»õuøÁPøÍa öŒ#x |h¨£ÁºPøÍ, EÖv¨ö£õ¸ÍõQ¯
AÓzv¼¸¢x }[Qz u® ÁõÌUøP°ß SÔU@PõøÍ ©Ó¢uÁº Gß£º.
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all of us.” The Lively Up Your Earth (LUYE) eco-music
festival was a direct result of Mckenzie’s vision.
An English by birth, Mckenzie’s heart and soul lies in India
and is completely immersed in our age-old culture. He said,
“I wear a turban and I farm and I speak Tamil. While
it might be unusual to people, the charm will soon fade
away, however, people will remember the ideals that
I am reintroducing.” Talking about a sudden growth in
organic farming in India, he said that people have now
just started to realise the importance of returning to
traditional agriculture and the benefits that it holds.
The Logical Indian appreciates Krishna Mckenzie for
his tireless efforts and the initiatives that he has taken
to reintroduce natural farming in India.
- Courtesy: https://thelogicalindian.com

SBI Heritage

Centenary Year

State Bank of India Iconic White House turns 100
The State Bank of India’s iconic white building on Anna
Salai recently turned 100.
Motorists cannot miss the building that has become one
of the landmarks on the arterial road.
Built in the Palladian style of architecture associated
with Europe, the heritage structure was opened on
January 8, 1920.
It was then known as Mount Road branch of Bank of
Madras. After 1921, the three presidency banks were
merged and called the Imperial Bank of India, said
sources in SBI.
Recent makeover
Spread over 22,000 sq.ft., the single-storeyed building
continued to serve customers after the formation of
SBI on July 1, 1955. It now has a customer base of
nearly 20,000 and has passed the `1,000-crore mark in
business as on December 2019.

it also has a dedicated e-corner with an electronic cheque
deposit machine and a recycler.

The building was recently renovated to add modern
facilities and better interiors. However, no structural
changes were made, sources said. Besides 1,231 lockers,

The branch’s long standing customer, Prince of Arcot
Nawab Mohammed Abdul Ali, was felicitated at the
centenary celebrations held recently.

A¸Î»õºUS AÆÄ»P® CÀø» ö£õ¸ÎÀ»õºUS
CÆÄ»P® CÀ»õQ ¯õ[S. SÓÒ : 247 AvPõµ® : A¸Ðøhø©
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Textile

Weaving

Weaving Heritage
Third-generation entrepreneurs behind textile platform Tilfi say they want to take
artisans along on their growth journey, and sell Banarasi weaves to the world
- By SAMIDHA JAIN

Tilfi, a textile brand based in Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh,
takes its name after a traditional weaving technique
Established in 2016, it takes forward the legacy of a
five-decade-old handloom business started by the family
of Aditi Chand, Udit Khanna and his brother Ujjwal.
"My family has been in the textile trade for as far
back as our records date," says Khanna, chiefbrand
officer, Tilfi. In pre Independence India his family had
a flourishing business in Amritsar of supplying textiles
to North India and Pakistan. They last their business,
money and assets in the Partition of 1947, following
which the family moved to Srinagar and set up a retail
clothing business. In the 1960s, the family relocated
to Varanasi in order to leave behind the volatility of
Jammu & Kashmir.

Tilfi Co-Founders : Aditi Chand(seated), Ujjwal (Left)
and Udit Khanna

"Starting from scratch in Varanasi, this time in handloom
textiles, my grandfather built his reputation in the
trade, says Khanna, whose father subsequently took
over the business. In the late 1990s and early 2000s,
things changed drastically for the successful business.
Customer preferences shifted as power looms took over
hand-woven clothing.

unwillingness of his sons to follow in his footsteps and
we responded with ideas on how he could motivate them
to pursue their hunar (talent]," she recollects. "The
old man simply queried why we chose to not join our
father and grandfather's trade.After that conversation,
there was no looking back. The duo shifted to Varanasi
permanently in 2016.

The gradual decline in patronage to weavers and
artisans meant a steady contraction of the business.
The third generation of the family, husband wife duo
Chand and Khanna, and Khanna's brother Ujjwal (chief
product officer. Tilfi), did not plan on continuing the
family business. Living abroad, while Chand worked in
investment banking, Khanna started his career with a
British multinational consumer goods.company. What
made them return to their roots to launch Tilfi is an
interesting story.

Tilfi began with the conviction that Varanasi's weavers
made some of the finest textiles in the world. Through
innovation, investments in operational efficiency, quality
standards, and a business model built to take artisans
along, the founders want to build a brand that could
firmly establish itself on the world's luxury map.

Tilfi was born out of a realisation, says Chand, chief
executive officer Tilfi Visiting Varanasi on a holiday in
the winter of 2013, Chand and Khanna had a casual
conversation with a weaver. "He lamented over the

According to the Fourth All India Handloom Census (2019
20), there are 31.45 lakh handloom wenver households
in the country. While there are several public welfare
schemes available to provide a social safety net to help
with training. upskilling health, getting a market for
their products, health insurance, and more, awareness
about these schemes is low. As per the Census, about
68 percent of weavers earn less than Rs.5,000 a month.

ö£õ¸Ò C»õuÁºUS CÆÄ»Pzx ÁõÌUøP CÀ»õuÁõÖ@£õ»,
E°ºPÎhzvÀ A¸Ò CÀ»õuÁºUS AÆÄ»Pzx ÁõÌUøP CÀø»¯õ®.
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Tilf started with a pool of 300 artisans in 2016. Today,
over 2,000 artisans work with Tilfi, and have continued
working since their first association with the brand. On
an average, about 60 percent proceeds from each product
goes toward compensating the weavers and artisans
involved in the making.
Mohammed
Sajid,
38, is one of Tilfi's
artisans since 2016.
Sajid comes from a
family of weavers,
"Since childhood,
I have observed and
learned this craft
from my father and
grandfather," he
says. Sajid spent
16 years as an
artisan in Varanasi
but believes that
it is only now that
he is doing real
work and learning
on the job. "What
I did for 16 years
seems nothing in
front of the amount of knowledge I have received here."
"Through efficiency in inventory and working capital
management, we ensure prompt payment schedules
for all our weavers," says Chand. In the local industry,
weavers often wait for months before being compensated,
or their products are returned if the retailer is unable to
sell. At present, Tilfi gets close to 1,000 products woven
on a monthly basis. This number has been growing
steadily. "We do not return products that are woven
for Tilfi [if they are not sold]. The risk of production is
borne by us," says Chand.
Tilfi's expertise covers design, production, luxury
branding, digital commerce and social impact. It runs as
a direct-to-consumer luxury brand. The design of all their
collections is carried out in-house and the manufacturing
takes place solely in Varanasi. Tilfi sells its products
exclusively through its website and their flagship retail
store in Varanasi. "Selling exclusively through our own
channels does restrict our rate of growth. We lose out

Tilfi began with the conviction that Varanasi’s weaves
made some of the finest textiles in the world

on the visibility and the reach that retailing through
established marketplaces and multi-brand retailers
offers. However, we believe that direct contact with our
patrons allows us to prioritise customer experience and
satisfaction," says Khanna.
Although the founders did not disclosing revenue figures,
Chand says that Tilfi is profitable and has a positive
cash flow.
The brand has been bootstrapped since launch. "We
started Tilfi by introducing capital that we had built
over the course of our international careers. The majority
of our initial investment went towards production and
inventory prior to the website's launch," she adds.
Since then, the founders have been reinvesting profits
back into the business and are able to fuel growth
at present. “We are not looking at raising funds at
the moment, but would be open to consider strategic
partners with an aligned and long-term vision for the
brand's growth".
Since 2016, Tilfi has served around 10,000 customers in
over 30 countries, The brand has seen a repeat customer
rate of more than 35 percent and an average order value
in excess of 230,000. Almost 99 percent of Tilfi's revenue
comes from the website. “We have achieved this without
ever having run sales, discounts or offers, and with a
return rate of less than 0.5 percent”, says Khanna. Over
the last four years, the brand has had a Compound
Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of close to 55 percent.
Tilfi's customers, claim the founders, include some of
the world's leading leaders in business and government,

ö£õ¸ÍØÓõº §¨£º J¸PõÀ A¸ÍØÓõº
AØÓõº©Ø ÓõuÀ A›x. SÓÒ : 248 AvPõµ® : A¸Ðøhø©
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(Clockwise from top) Weavers Mushtaq Ali and Madina Bibl. both in their late teens, are a couple and work from the loom pits in their cluster of
homes. They live in a joint family in Cholapur, on the outskirts of Varanasi. and come from a family of generations of weavers: Tilfi's exclusive
store in Varanasi: craftsmen for certain rare weaving techniques are extremely hard to find and their numbers are declining every day

royal families, senior dignitaries, as well as arts and
textile connoisseurs.
The founders of Tilfi believe that their constant challenge
is to innovate and create something new while doing
justice to a design language that has been perfected
over centuries. "Our ambition is to keep pushing the
boundaries of our craft and the skills of our artisans,
while staying true to the quintessence of Banarasi
craftsmanship," adds Chand.
The Banarasi handloom textile industry has gone
through many ups and downs over the years. It cannot
be overlooked that there has been a steep reduction in
the number of artisans in the craft of hand-weaving.

Today, craftsmen for certain rare weaving techniques
are extremely hard to find and are reducing every day.
Khanna agrees: "The proliferation of power-loom and
misuse of the term "Banarasi' poses challenges to those
in the industry who do not adapt to new realities,"
The founders want to reinvent their heritage and take it
to the world. "In keeping with our efforts to reimagine
the heritage crafts of Banaras, we are also exploring the
art of metal repoussé, another GI craft with roots in our
city," says Chand. In the future, Tilfi plans to push this
traditional craft in new directions by expanding beyond
clothing to even artisan-crafted items and objects.
- Courtesy: Forbes India

Constitution of India

Part V - The Union Chapter
59. (1) The President
shall not be
a member of
either House
of Parliament
o r
o f
a
House of the
Legislature of
any State, and
if a member of
either House of Parliament or of a House of the
Legislature of any State be elected President, he
shall be deemed to have vacated his seat in that
House on the date on which he enters upon his
office as President.

(2) The President shall not hold any other office of
profit.
(3) The President shall be entitled without payment
of rent to the use of his official residences and
shall be also entitled to such emoluments,
allowances and privileges as may be determined
by Parliament by law and, until provision in that
behalf is so made, such emoluments, allowances
and privileges as are specified in the Second
Schedule.
(4) The emoluments and allowances of the President
shall not be diminished during his term of
office.

ö£õ¸Ò CÀ»õuÁº J¸ Põ»zvÀ ÁÍ® ö£ØÖ ÂÍ[SÁº; A¸Ò CÀ»õuÁº
ÁõÌUøP°ß £¯ß AØÓÁ@µ; AÁº J¸ Põ»zv¾® ]Ó¢x ÂÍ[SuÀ CÀø».
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Short Story

Work Management
ÁoPU Pøu: ¦¼ öuõh[Q¯ öuõÈØ\õø»!
¦¼°¼¸¢x..........................GÖ®¦Áøµ

J¸ PõmiÀ ÁõÌ|õÒ •ÊUP ÷Ámøh¯õi A¾zx¨÷£õÚ
"¦¼' JßÝ J¸ öuõÈØ\õø» Bµ®¤a_x A[÷P J¸
"GÖ®¦' ÷Áø» ö\g_x. Ax£õmkUS Á¸® _Ö_Ö¨£õ
GÀ»õ ÷Áø»PøÍ²® ö\g_ •ia]mk \õ¯¢vµ® BÚõ
ÃmkUS ÷£õ°k® ¦¼¯õ¸US HP \¢÷uõ\® Po\©õÚ
»õ£•® Qøha_x. |À»õzuõß ÷£õ#Qmk C¸¢ux |k
µõzv›°À vjºßÝ ¦¼¯õ¸US J¸ Ii¯õ ÷uõÝa_.
GÖ®¦ uÛ¯õ÷Á ÷Áø» ö\#²÷u Aøu PsPõoUQÓ
AÍÄUS |©US® ÷£õx©õÚ AÔÄ CÀø», |õ© GÖ®ø£
PsPõoUPÄ® B÷»õ\øÚ ö\õÀ»Ä® J¸ EØ£zv
÷©»õÍøµ {¯ªzuõÀ EØ£zv AvP©õS®Ý J¸
"÷uÜø¯' öPõsk Á¢ux. A¢u ÷uÜ²® ÷Áø»°À J¸
¦¼uõß ÷£õ» £» P®ö£ÛPÎÀ ÷Áø» ö\#u £Êzu
AÝ£Á\õ¼ (C¨÷£õ A¢u P®ö£Ûö¯À»õ® C¸USuõßÝ
÷PUPõv[P). A¢u ÷uÜ ö\õÀ¾a_, ""£õì GÖ®ø£ Auß
÷£õUS» Âh •i¯õx, AxUS •øÓ¯õÚ JºU öåm³À
÷£õmkU öPõkzuõÀ CßÝ® Tku»õ ÷Áø» Áõ[P»õ®.
AxUS {øÓ¯ ÷Áø» C¸US GÚUS J¸ ö\Uµm›
÷Áq•Ý ÷Pmka_.
¦¼US HP\¢÷uõå® C¢u ÷uÜ GßÚ©õ ÷¯õ]USx
|©US CÆÁÍÄ|õÍõ Cx ÷uõÚø»÷¯ßÝ J¸ "•¯ø»'
ö\Uµmh›¯õUSa_. Az÷uõh ¦¼¯õº |©US® öPõg\®
öu›²®Ý PõmiUP, ""BÒ ÷£õmhõa_ CÛ÷© GÚUS
vÚ•® ÷Áø» •ß÷ÚØÓ® SÔzx ›¨÷£õºm Áøµ£h©õÄ®
AmhÁøn¯õÄ® öPõkUPÝ®'' GßÖ ö\õÀ¾a_.

''K÷P £õì AxUöPßÚ, ¤µ©õu©õ ö\g]h»õ® AxUS J¸
P®¨³mhº, ¤›ßhº, ¦µõáUhº GÀ»õ® ÷Áq÷©''ßÚx,
A¨£i÷¯ Áõ[QQa_ J¸ P®¨³mhº i£õºmö©sk®
"§øÚ' JßÔß uø»ø©°À Aø©a\õa_. C¨÷£õ HP¨£mh
öPk¤i ö|¸UPiPÍõÀ ÂµUv¯øh¢u A¢u GÖ®÷£õh
÷Áø»°À J¸ öuõ#Ä Á¢xa_ EØ£zv SøÓ¢ux. ¦¼
{øÚa_x GÀ»õ® \›¯õ C¸¢x® Hß C¨£i?
÷uÛ÷¯õh Ii¯õUPøÍ GÖ®¦US ÂÍUP©õ Gkzxa
ö\õÀ» J¸ öuõÈÀ~m£ B÷»õ\Pøµ ÷£õk÷Áõ®Ý J¸
"Sµ[SUS' A¢u ÷Áø»ø¯ öPõkzux. HØPÚ÷Á hÀ»õÚ
GÖ®ø£ C¨÷£õx Sµ[S® Auß £[SUS SÇ¨£ AßøÓ¯
vÚzxUPõP vmhªh¨£mh ÷Áø»PøÍ AßøÓU÷P
•iUPõ©À ÷£õÚx GÖ®¦. ÷©¾® EØ£zv SøÓÄ
|èhzvÀ C¯[Q¯x.
"Gøuzuõß vßÚõ ¤zu® öuÎ²®' GßÓ ©Ú{ø»US
BÍõÚ ¦¼¯õº |èhzøu \› ö\#¯ GßÚ ö\#¯»õ®Ý
Bµõ¯ "B¢øuø¯' {¯ªa\x. B¢øu ‰ßÖ ©õu
Bµõ#a]US ¤ß Pøh]¯õ C¨£i ö\õßÚx. ""öuõÈØ
\õø»°À ÷uøÁUS AvP©õ BÒ C¸¨£÷u Põµn®
¯õøµ¯õÁx ÷Áø»ø¯ Âmk Gkzxmhõ {ø»ø© KµÍÄ
^µõS®''
""¯õøµ GkUP»õ® Aøu²® }÷¯ ö\õÀ¼k'' GßÓx
¦¼. ""Avö»ßÚ \¢÷uP® \›¯õP ÷Áø» ö\#¯õu A¢u
GÖ®ø£uõ÷Ú'' Avµi¯õP ö\õßÚx B¢øu.

Feedback – 75th India’s Independence Special Edition Calendar 2022
Received with thanks the calendar which was very special with interesting photographs. Thanks to the
President and the whole team who brought it out.
- V.L. Jayakumar, VP, TCC
öu¸Íõuõß ö©#¨ö£õ¸Ò PshØÓõÀ @u›ß
A¸Íõuõß öŒ#²® AÓ®. SÓÒ : 249 AvPõµ® : A¸Ðøhø©
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Health

EhÀ |»®

PAY ATTENTION - PÛÁõÚ PÁÚzvØS!
1. The STOMACH is injured when you do not have
breakfast in the morning.
Põø»a ]ØÖsi EsnõÂmhõÀ |©x Cøµ¨ø£ £õv¨¦Ö®.
2. The KIDNEYS are injured when you do not even drink
10 glasses of water in 24hours.
vÚ\› 2 ¼mhº uspº £¸PõÂmhõÀ |©x ]Ö}µP[PÒ
£õvUP¨£k®.
3. GALLBLADDR is injured when you do not evensleep
until 11o'clock and do notwake up to the sunrise.
CµÄ 11 ©oUS÷©À ÂÈzv¸¢uõ¾® Põø» `›¯
Eu¯zvØSÒ ÂÈUPõÂmhõ¾® |©x ¤zu¨ø£ £õv¨¦Ö®.
4. The SMALL INTESTINE is injured when you eat cold
and stale food.
ªPÄ® SÎº¢u ©ØÖ® £øÇ¯ öPmk¨÷£õS® u¸Áõ°À
C¸US® EnøÁ Es£x |©x ]ÖSh¾USz w[S.
5. The LARGE INTESTINES areinjured when you eat
more fried and spicy food.
AvP AÍÂÀ ö£õ›zu EnÄ ©ØÖ® AvP Põµ® |©x
ö£¸[Sh¾USU ÷Pk.
6. The LUNGS are injured when you breathe in smoke
and stay in polluted environment of cigarettes.
¦øP ©ØÖ® ]Pöµm ¦øP `Ì¢xÒÍ ChzvÀ _Áõ]¨£x |©x
~øµ±µÀPøÍU öPkUS®.
7. The LIVER is injured when you eat heavy friedfood,
junk, and fast food.
x›u EnÄ, AvP÷|µ® Gsön°À ÁÖUP¨£mh EnÄ
•u¼¯Ú |©x PÀ½µ¾USU ÷Pk.
8. The HEART is injured when you eat your meal with
more salt and cholesterol.
AvP E¨¦® AvP öPõÊ¨¦® Cu¯zøu öÁSÁõP¨ £õvUS®.
9. The PANCREAS is injured when you eat sweet things
because they are tasty and freely available.
AvP CÛ¨¦ |©x Pøn¯zøua ÷\u¨£kzx®.
10. The Eyes are injured when you work in the light of
mobile phone and computer screen in the dark.
C¸ÎÀ ö\À÷£õß ©ØÖ® Poo°À ÷Áø» ö\#Áx
PsPÐUSU öPkuÀ ÂøÍÂUS®.

11. The Brain is injured when you start thinking negative
thoughts.
Gvº©øÓ Gsn[PÒ |©x ‰øÍø¯¨ £õvUS®.
12. The SOUL gets injured when you don't have family
and friends to care and share with you in life their love,
affection, happiness, sorrow and joy.
|©x Sk®£®, |m¦, EØÓõº, EÓÂÚºPÎß Aß¦®
AÝ\µøn²®, £µõ©›¨¦® CÀø»ö¯ÛÀ |©x E°¸US
|ßÓßÖ.
All these body parts are NOT available in the market.

|©x G¢u EÒÐÖ¨¦® \¢øu°À QøhUPõx.
So take good care and keep your body parts healthy.
GÚ÷Á |À» PÁÚzxhß |©x EÒÐÖ¨¦PøÍ¨ £õxPõ¨÷£õ®.
EFFECTS OF WATER - usp›ß AÁ]¯®
We Know Water is important but never knew about the
Special Times one has to drink it.. !!

usp›ß •UQ¯zxÁ® |©USz öu›¢v¸¨¤Ý®
G¨÷£õx GÆÁÍÄ uspº A¸¢u ÷Ásk® GßÓ
Â£µ[PÒ öu›¯õ©Àuõß C¸UQß÷Óõ®.

A¸Ò @©ØöPõÒÍõuÁß öŒ#QßÓ AÓaöŒ¯ø» Bµõ#¢uõÀ, ALx AÔÄ
öuÎ¯õuÁß J¸ ¡¼ß Esø©¨ ö£õ¸øÍU PshõØ @£õßÓx.
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Did you? E[PÐUSz öu›²©õ?
Drinking Water at the Right Time Maximizes its
effectiveness on the Human Body;

\›¯õÚ ÷|µzvÀ uspº A¸¢xÁx |©x Eh¼ß
£» £õP[PøÍ²® ö\ÆÁ÷Ú ö\¯À£h øÁUQÓx.
1 Glass of Water after waking up & helps to activate internal organs.

Põø» GÊ¢uÄhß 350 ª¼ uspº A¸¢xÁx |©x EÒÐÖ¨¦PÒ
AøÚzøu²® FUSÂUS®.
1 Glass of Water & 30 Minutes before a Meal & helps digestion.

EnÄUS 30 {ªh® •ß¦ 300 ª¼ uspº £¸SÁx ö\›©õÚzxUS |À»x.
1 Glass of Water & before taking a bath & helps lower your blood Pressure.

SÎ¨£uØS •ßÚº J¸ h®Íº uspº Si¨£x Cµzu AÊzuzøuU SøÓUS®.
1 Glass of Water & before going to Bed & avoids Stroke or Heart Attack.

CµÄ £kUS® •ßÚº J¸ h®Íº uspº £¸SÁx ©õµøh¨¦, £UPÁõu® CÁØÔ¼¸¢x £õxPõUS®.

Feedback – 75th India’s Independence Special Edition Calendar 2022
First

of all, thanks for a nice patriotic calendar of the New Year 2022. The nationalistic theme is well
presented and worth preserving. The 75 years of Independence is celebrated aptly.
I wish for the pertual growth of the Tamil Chamber of Commerce under your able leadership and the blessings
of Almighty.
- Prof.J.S.Bhat, Director, IIT Surat

Thank you very much for sending a copy of the Platinum Jubilee Series – Special Edition Calendar 2022 of
the Tamil Chamber of Commerce. The Calendar is very nicely organized and appreciable indeed.
- Prof.T.G.Sitharam, Director IIT Guwahati

I

thankfully acknowledge your greetings, wishing you a happy and healthy 2022.

Congrats and best wishes on releasing a Platinum Jubilee Special Edition Calendar for 2022.
- Regards
Dr. Yashwanth Kumar Venkataraman
Honorary Consul, Consulate of El Salvador, Chennai, India.

Many

Thanks for the beautiful Tamil Chamber Calendar.
- R.Muthu, Honorary Consul, Consulate of Switzerland, Chennai

I have received your calendar for the year 2022. It is very beautiful and very impressive to me. Myself and
as a President of Tamil Nadu Oil and Seeds Association, thank you very much for your valuable gift.
- K.Paramasivam, President, Tamilnadu Oil and Seeds Association

Á¼¯õº•ß ußøÚ {øÚUPuõß ußÛß
ö©¼¯õº@©À öŒÀ¾® Chzx. SÓÒ : 250 AvPõµ® : A¸Ðøhø©
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Sangam Literature	Business Management

\[P C»UQ¯[PÎÀ ÁoP ÷©»õsø©
& ‰. Cµõ\õµõ®
ÂÍ[Q²ÒÍx. ¤Ó|õmi¼¸¢x
Á¢x uªÇPzvÀ ÁõÌ¢uÁºPøÍa
\[P C»UQ ¯® ¯ÁÚºPÒ GßÖ®
ª÷»a\º GßÖ® SÔ¨¤kQßÓx CuøÚ
•Àø»¨£õmk G ß Q Ó C » U Q ¯ ®
GkzxUPõmkQßÓx.

"vøµPhÀ

Ki²® vµÂ¯® ÷uk' Gß£x uªÈÀ ÁÇ[S®
J¸ £Çö©õÈ.

'ÁõÌÁuØS¨ ö£õ¸Ò ÷Ásk®, |õ® ÁõÌÁv¾® ö£õ¸Ò
÷Ásk®.' B®, ÁõÌUøP ö£õ¸ÍõÀ BÚx. ©Ûuß
ußÛh•ÒÍ ö£õ¸øÍU öPõkzxÂmkz uÚUSz
÷uøÁ¯õÚ ö£õ¸mPøÍ¨ ö£ØÖUöPõshõß. CÁØÔß
ÁÍºa] £sh©õØÖ ÁoP©õP¨ £›nªzux. Ax÷Á
¤ßÚº |õn¯•øÓ ÁoP©õP ÁÍºa]¯øh¢ux. A¢u
ÁoPzøua ö\#ÁuØS ""|õn¯®'' ÷uøÁ¨£mhx.
J¸ |õmiß ]Ó¢u öuõÈÀPÍõP EÇÄz öuõÈø»²®
ÁoPz öuõÈø»²® TÓ»õ®; CÆÂµsk öuõÈÀPÐ®
ö\È¨¦ØÔ¸¢u PõµnzuõÀ uõß \[PPõ»® ö£õØPõ»®
GÚ ÷£õØÓ¨£kQÓx.

£sh©õØÖ ÁoP •øÓ
\[P Põ»zvÀ EÒÑº AÍÂÀ |øhö£ØÓ ÁoP[PÎÀ
£sh©õØÖ•øÓ ÁoP÷© ö£¸®£õßø©¯õP |øhö£ØÖ
Á¢xÒÍx. CuøÚ, ¦Ó|õÞÖ GkzxU PõmkQÓx.
A¯À|õmiÚ¸hß ÁoPzöuõhº¦
\[P Põ»zvÀ ÁõÌ¢u uªÇºPÒ A¯À|õmiÚ÷µõk
öPõsi¸¢u öuõhºø£ £miÚ¨£õø» GßÝ® £zx¨£õmk
C»UQ¯®
ªPz
öuÎÁõP
GkzxUPõmkQßÓx.
A›], Cg] •u¼¯ uªÌaö\õØPÒ D¨¸ •u¼¯
ö©õÈPÎÀ Ch® ö£ØÖÒÍÚ. uªÇP ÁoPºPÒ ªÍS
Â¯õ£õµzvÀ Dmi¯ ö£¸gö\ÀÁzøu¨ £ØÔ²®,
÷µõ©õ¦›US®
uªÇPzvØS®
EÒÍ
öuõhºø£
¤ÎÛ ÷£õß÷Óõº B#ÂÀ SÔ¨¤mkÒÍÚº. ¤Ó
|õmi¼¸¢x
£»ö©õÈPÒ
÷£\U
Ti¯ÁºPÐ®
uªÇPzvØS
Á¢x
C[SÒÍÁºPÎh®
JßÓõPU
P»¢x CÛuõP ÁõÊ® |Pµ©õPU PõÂ›¨§®£miÚ®

£miÚ¨£õø»°À ÁoP ÷©»õsø©
Ph¾US® \[P Põ»z uªÇ¸US©õÚ EÓÄ ö|¸UP©õÚx.
|õmiß Pøµ÷¯õµ[PÐUSa ö\ÀÁuØS Kh[PøÍ²®
A¯À |õmiß ÁoPzvØS |õÁõ#PøÍ²® £¯ß£kzv
EÒÍÚº. öÁÎ°¼¸¢x |P¸USÒ Á¸® ö£õ¸Ò
PÐUS Á› Áõ[S® ÁÇUP® C¸¢xÒÍx. AuøÚ÷¯
¤ßÚõÎÀ "_[P®' GÚ ÁÇ[QÚº. Aµ\Ýøh¯ BmP÷Í
|k{ø»°¼¸¢x _[P® Áõ[SÁõºPÒ. ¯õ¸® AÁºPøÍ
H©õØÔÂh •i¯õx. C¢ua ö\¯ø» £miÚ¨£õø» £õhÀ
Á›PÒ SÔ¨¤kQßÓÚ. A¢{¯ |õkPÎ¼¸¢x £»
£sh[PÒ P¨£À ÁÈ¯õP Á¢x PõÂ›¨§®£miÚzv÷»
CÓUS©v ö\#¯¨£mhÚ. £» £sh[PÒ HØÖ©v ö\#¯¨
£mhÚ. öÁÎ÷¯ AÝ¨¦ÁuØPõPU SÂ¢x QhUS® £sh
‰møhPÎß ÷©À ÷\õÇÝøh¯ ¦¼ •zvøµ°h¨£mhx.
¦¼ •zvøµ°h¨£mh £sh[PÒ uõß öÁÎ÷¯
÷£õP •i²®. Cx AÁºPÎß ÁoP ÷©»õsø©ø¯U
PõmkQßÓx.
ÁoP® ö\#²® Pøhzöu¸ÄUS "BÁn®' Gß£x
J¸ ö£¯º, "A[Põi' Gß£x ©ØöÓõ¸ ö£¯º.
"£sh\õø»' Gß£x £sh[PøÍ¨ £zvµ©õPa ÷\ªzx
øÁzv¸US® Ch®. C¨ö£õÊx "Qh[S' GßQ÷Óõ®.
PõÂ›¨§®£miÚzx Pøhzöu¸ÂÀ ö£›¯ ö£›¯
ÁoPºPÒ C¸¢uÚº. AÁºPÒ ©õi°÷»÷¯ Si°¸¢uÚº
RÌuÍzvÀ ÁoP® |øhö£ØÓx. Cx AÁºPÒ ÁoPzvÀ
öPõsi¸¢u Põ» ÷©»õsø©ø¯²®, Dk£õmøh²®
PõmkQßÓx.

ÁoP |Pµ®
PõÂ›¨§®£miÚzxz öu¸UPÎ÷» £» ö\ÀÁ[PÒ
SÂ¢x C¸¢uÚ. `›¯Ûß `hõÚ PvºPÒ ~øÇ¯
•i¯õu£i {ÇÀu¢x öPõsi¸US® ÁÍ•® ö\Êø©²®
{øÓ¢u §®¦Põº |Pµ® GßÖ® ¦PÌ ©n® ©õÓõux. PhÀ
ÁÈ¯õPU öPõskÁµ¨£mh SvøµPÐ®, £UPzx FºPÎÀ
C¸¢x Á¢u P¸ ªÍS ‰møhPÐ®, \¢uÚ•®, AQ¾®,
•zx®, £ÁÍ•®, ^Ú®, ¯ÁÚ® •u¼¯ £» |õkPÎÀ
C¸¢x Á¢u £» ÁøP Ásn[PÐ®, C»[øPzwÂ÷»

(A¸Ò CÀ»õuÁß) ußøÚÂh ö©¼¢uÁº@©À xß¦Özua öŒÀ¾®@£õx,
ußøÚÂh Á¼¯Á›ß •ß uõß Ag] {ØS® {ø»ø©ø¯ {øÚUP@Ásk®.
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EshõÚ EnÄ¨ö£õ¸ÒPÐ® HµõÍ©õP SÂ¢x C¸¢uÚ.

ÁoPºPÎß ]Ó¨¦
ÁoP® ]Ó¢u ¦Põº |Pµzv÷» ]Ó¢u ÁoPºPÒ £»º
ÁõÌ¢uÚº. AÁºPÎß ]Ó¨¤øÚ P¸zuõÇªUP Á›PÎÀ
£õi°¸UQÓõº Pi¯¿º E¸zvµ[PsnÚõº. ÁoPºPÒ
¤Óº ö£õ¸øÍ²® u® ö£õ¸ÍõPU P¸vÚº. ö£õ¸øÍ
Áõ[S÷Áõ›h® AÍÄUS ÷©À AvP©õP Áõ[P©õmhõºPÒ.
uõ[PÒ öPõkUS® £shzøu²® SøÓzxU öPõkUPõ©À
ÁoP® ö\#£ÁºPÒ GÚ £miÚ¨£õø» TÖÁv¼¸¢x
AUPõ» ÁoPºPÎß ÁoP ÷©»õsø©ø¯ AÔ¯
•iQßÓx.
|õÍ[Põi, AÀ»[Põi
\[P Põ»zvÀ EÒ|õmk ÁoP•®, A¯À|õmk ÁoP•®
]Ó¨¦ØÖ ÂÍ[QÚ. |õÍ[Põi, AÀ»[Põi GÚ A[PõiPÒ
ö£¯›mk AøÇUP¨ £mhÚ. "|õÍ[Põi' Gß£x £P¼À
ÁoP® ö\#u PøhPÐUS®, "AÀ»[Põi' CµÂÀ ÁoP®
ö\#u PøhPÐUS® ÁÇ[Q¯ ö£¯ºPÍõS®.
\[PzuªÇ›ß ÁoP ÁÍ®
H»®, C»Á[P®, ªÍS ÷£õßÓ uªÇPzx¨ ö£õ¸mPÒ ¤Ó
|õkPÎÀ ö£¸® Âø»US Áõ[P¨£mhÚ. Q.•.1490CÀ
³uºPÎß uø»ÁµõQ¯ ÷©õD\ß u©x ÁÈ£õmiß÷£õx
|® |õmk H»UPõø¯¨ £¯ß£kzv°¸UQßÓõº. uªÇº
GQ¨v¯÷µõk öPõsi¸¢u ÁoP® ªPÄ® öuõßø©¯õÚx.
Q.¤ 15® ¡ØÓõskUS •ß GÊu¨£mhuõPU P¸u¨£k®
GQ¨v¯ PÀöÁmiÀ C»Á[P¨£møh £ØÔU SÔUP¨
£mkÒÍx. uªÇP® Á¢u GQ¨v¯º, P›Põ»ß Pmi¯
PÀ»ønø¯U
Psk
Â¯¢uuõPÄ®,
P›Põ»Ûß
ö£õÔ°¯»õÍ÷µ ø|À|vUSU SÖU÷P Aøn Pmh
EuÂ¯uõPÄ®, ]UPõU÷Põ £ÀPø»UPÇPU SÔ¨¦PøÍ
Buõµ® Põmi IUQ¯ |õkPÒ ©ßÓ® öÁÎ°mk Á¢u T›¯º
CuÈÀ öu›ÂUP¨£mkÒÍx.
Q.•. 8 B® ¡ØÓõskUS •ß¤¸¢÷u uªÇº ÷©ø»
|õkP÷Íõk ÁoPz öuõhº¦PøÍU öPõsi¸¢uÚº.
GÛÝ® Q.•. 500 US¨ ¤ßÚ÷µ I÷µõ¨¤¯ |õkPÐhß
ÁoP EÓÄPÒ HØ£mhÚ. uªÇP ÁoPº ö£õ¸mPøÍ
Q÷µUPºPÒ I÷µõ¨£õÄUS Gkzxa ö\ßÓÚº. Q÷µUP
EØÓ@|õ# @|õßÓÀ E°ºUSÖPs öŒ#¯õø©
AØ@Ó uÁzvØ S¸. SÓÒ : 261 AvPõµ® : uÁ®
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©ßÚß JPìhì Q.¤. 30CÀ GQ¨øu öÁØÔöPõshõß.
Auß ¤ßÚ÷µ uªÇPzxhß ÁoPz öuõhºø£ ÷µõ©ºPÒ
HØ£kzvÚº.
A›UP÷©k GßÝªhzvÀ Ch®ö£ØÓ APÌÁõµõ#a]°ß
÷£õx Qøhzu £» ö£õ¸mP÷Íõk, PsöhkUP¨£mh ÷µõ©
|õn¯[PÐ® CÆÁoPz öuõhº¦PøÍ EÖvö\#QßÓÚ.
A÷µ¤¯, Q÷µUPU P¨£ÀPÒ •]Ô GßÝ® xøÓ•PzvÀ
{øÓ¢x {ßÓuõP¨ |õ® AÔQ÷Óõ®. ÷µõ©U Si°¸¨¦PÒ
©xøµ°À Aø©¢v¸¢uuõP Áµ»õÖ TÖQÓx. ÷µõ©
ÁoPzvß ÂøÍÁõP öÁÎ|õmhõº ö£õß÷Úõk Á¢x
ªÍ÷Põk ö\ßÓ ö\#vø¯, AP|õÞÖ öu›ÂUQßÓx.
÷©ø» |õkPøÍ¨ ÷£õß÷Ó RøÇ|õkPÐhÝ® uªÇº
ö£¸ÁoP® |hzvÚº. ^ÚõÄhÚõÚ ÁoP® SÔzx¨
£» \õßÖPÒ EÒÍÚ. Q.•. 1000 BskPÐUS •ß÷£
^Ú ÁoP® ÁÍºa] ö£ØÔ¸¢uuõPU P¸xQßÓÚº.
Q.•.7® ¡ØÓõsiÀ uªÇPzx¨ ö£õ¸mPÒ ^ÚõÂÀ
ÂØP¨£mi¸¨£uõPÄ®, ^Ú¨ ö£õ¸mPÍõÚ ^Ú¨£mk®,
^Û²® uªÇPzvØS Á¢uÚ GßÖ® P¸u¨£kQÓx.
^ÚõÂÀ C¸¢x Á¢uø©°Úõ÷»÷¯ \UPøµUSa ^Û GßÓ
ö£¯º ÁÇ[P¨£mhuõPU TÖÁº. Q.•.2® ¡ØÓõskUS›¯
^Ú |õn¯[PÒ uõ¼U÷Põmøh GßÝ® Qµõ©zv¾®, "J»¯U
SßÚ®' GßÝ® F›¾® AvPÍÂÀ QøhzxÒÍÚ.

xøÓ•P[PÒ
uªÇPzvß £søh¯ xøÓ•P[PÒ £ØÔ¯ ö\#vPÒ
£»ÁõÓõU QøhUQßÓÚ. ÷\µ|õmkz xøÓ•P[PÍõP
|¯Ä, •]Ô, öuõsi, ö£õØPõk Gß£øÁ vPÌ¢xÒÍÚ.
öuØ÷P S©›²®, QÇU÷P öPõØøP, PõÂ›¨§®£miÚ®,
G°Ø£miÚ®, AÇPßSÍ®, A›UP÷©k, ©¸[Tº£mhn®,
©_¼¨ £miÚ®, ©µUPõn® ÷£õßÓøÁ vPÌ¢xÒÍÚ.
ÁoPºÐUS ©v¨£ÎUS® {PÌÄ 2500 BskPÐUS
•ßÚ÷µ öuõh[Q Âmhx. ]Ó¢u ÁoPºPÒ Aµ\ºPÍõÀ
"Gmi' GÚ £mh©Îzx ©v¨£ÎUP¨£mhÚº. E»PÍÂ»õÚ
£søh¯ ÁoP Áµ»õØÔÀ uªÇP® •UQ¯ Ch®
ö£ØÔ¸¢ux. QÇUS |õkPÐUS® ÷©ØS |õkPÐUS®
Cøh÷¯ ]Ó¨£õÚ PhÀ ÁÈ¨£õøuPøÍU öPõsh
uªÇP® E»P® uÊÂ¯ ÁoPzvÀ Ea\® öuõmi¸¢ux
Gß£x ªøP¯õPõx.
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Police Commissionerate - Avadi and Tambaram

Cµsk ¦v¯ PõÁÀ Bøn¯µP® (BÁi ©ØÖ® uõ®£µ®)

v¸.\¢wÆµõ# µz÷uõm

•u»ø©aŒº

•øÚÁº v¸.•.µÂ, I.¤.Gì.

v¸.•.P.ìhõ¼ß AÁºPÒ 13.09.2021
AßÖ ŒmhŒø£°À EÒ, ©xÂ»US ©ØÖ® B¯zwºøÁ
xøÓ ©õÛ¯ @Põ›UøP°ß@£õx "©õÔÁ¸® SØÓ[PÒ,
©UPÎß £õxPõ¨¦a ‹ÇÀPÒ BQ¯ÁØøÓ ©ÚvÀ
öPõsk öŒßøÚ ö£¸|PµU PõÁÀ xøÓø¯ ©ØÓ
ö£¸|Pµ[PÎÀ EÒÍx @£õÀ ^µø©zvh C¢u Aµ”
Gso²ÒÍx. Auß Ai¨£øh°À BÁi, uõ®£µ® BQ¯
Ch[PøÍ uø»ø©°h©õPU öPõsk uÛzuÛ ¦v¯
PõÁÀ Bøn¯µP[PÒ Aø©UP¨£k®'' GßÖ AÔÂzuõº.
Auß£i 01.10.2021 AßÖ TkuÀ PõÁÀxøÓ
C¯USÚºPÒ •øÚÁº •.µÂ, I.¤.Gì., uõ®£µ® PõÁÀ
Bøn¯µPzvØS®, v¸. Œ¢wÆµõ# µz@uõm, BÁi
PõÁÀ Bøn¯µPzvØS® ]Ó¨¦ AvPõ›PÍõP {¯©Ú®
öŒ#¯¨£mhõºPÒ. C¢u Bøn¯µP[PÒ GÀø»PÒ ©mk®,
PõÁÀ {ø»¯[PÒ Áøµ¯øµUSm£mk 01.01.2022
uõ®£µ® ©ØÖ® BÁi PõÁÀ Bøn¯µP[PÒ ©õs¦ªS
v¸.•.P.ìhõ¼ß AÁºPÍõÀ öuõh[Q øÁUP¨£mhx.

©øÓ©ø»|Pº, @PÍ®£õUP® ©ØÖ® uõÍ®§º BQ¯
5 PõÁÀ {ø»¯[PÐ®, Põg]¦µ® ©õÁmhzv¼¸¢x
©o©[PÍ®, @Põ©[PÍ® BQ¯ 2 PõÁÀ{ø»¯[PÐ®
CønUP¨£mk ö©õzu® 20 PõÁÀ {ø»¯[PøÍU
öPõsk uõ®£µ® |Pµ Bøn¯µP® öuõh[P¨£mkÒÍx.

uõ®£µ® PõÁÀ Bøn¯µP[PÒ öŒßøÚ ö£¸|Pµ
Bøn¯µPzv¼¸¢x PsnQ |Pº, öŒ®©g@Œ›, PõÚzyº,
£ÒÎUPµøn, ö£¸®£õUP®, SßÓzyº, Œ[Pµß|Pº,
£À»õÁµ®, @Œø»³º, ]m»£õUP®, S@µõ®@£møh,
uõ®£µ® ©ØÖ® ¥ºUP[PøÓ BQ¯ 13 PõÁÀ {ø»¯[PÐ®,
öŒ[PÀ£mk ©õÁmhzv¼¸¢x TkÁõg@Œ›, Km@h›,

CuÚõÀ öŒßøÚ ¦Ó|Pµ £SvPÎÀ PõÁÀ {ø»¯[PøÍ
@©®£kzuÄ®, A¨£Sv°À Á]US® ö£õx©UPÐUS
PõÁÀxøÓ ]Ó¨£õP öŒßÓøh¯Ä® EuÄ®. @©¾®
SØÓ[PøÍ uk¨£uØS®, @£õUSÁµzøu @©®£kzuÄ®
©ØÖ® ö£õx©UPÎß SøÓPøÍ ÂøµÁõP PøÍ¯Ä® C¢u
Cµsk PõÁÀ Bøn¯µP® EuÂ¯õP C¸US®.

A@u¨@£õÀ BÁi PõÁÀ Bøn¯µP®, öŒßøÚ ö£¸|Pµ
PõÁÀ Bøn¯µPzv¼¸¢x BÁi, @h[U @£Uh›,
v¸•Àø»Áõ°À, £mhõ¤µõ®, •zuõ ¦x¨@£møh,
v¸{ßÓÅº, §Â¸¢uÁÀ¼, |Œµz@£møh, Gì.Bº.
G®.], ©õ[Põk, v¸@ÁØPõk, öŒ[SßÓ®, A®£zyº
Gì@hm, öPõµmlº, Gsrº, Œõzuõ[Põk, ©n¼,
©õuÁµ® £õÀ£søn, ©n¼ ¦x|Pº EÒÍhUQ¯
20 PõÁÀ {ø»¯[PÐ®, v¸ÁÒÑº ©õÁmhzv¼¸¢x
öŒÆÁõ¨@£møh, öÁÒÍ@Ák, @ŒõÇÁµ®, «g‹º, Põmlº
BQ¯ 5 PõÁÀ{ø»¯[PøÍ²® @Œºzx ö©õzu® 25
PõÁÀ {ø»¯[PøÍU öPõsk ¦v¯ BÁi PõÁÀ |Pµ
Bøn¯µP® öŒ¯À£k®.

Feedback – 75th India’s Independence Special Edition Calendar 2022
Received 2022 Platinum Jubilee Calendar. Great work done by the President, Secretary and staff members
also done good job. It is an innovative calendar.
- S. Mohan Prasad, EC Member
uÚUS EØÓ xß£zøu¨ ö£õÖzu¾®, ©ØÓ E°ºUSz xß£®
öŒ#¯õ v¸zu¾® BQ¯ AÆÁÍ@Á uÁzvØS ÁiÁ©õS®.
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Book Review
A Little Book of India: Celebrating 75 Years of
Independence
As India completes 75 years of independence, it brings
to you a slice of our beloved country in the words of
our favourite author, Ruskin Bond. Drawing on his
own memories and impressions of this unique land, he
pays homage to the
country that has been
his home for 84 years.
Bond talks fondly
about the diverse
elements that make
up
this
beautiful
land-its rivers and
forests,
literature
and culture, sights,
sounds and colours.
A Little Book of India
is an amalgamation
of the physical and
spiritual
attributes
of our homeland, and
takes you on a journey
filled with nostalgia
and devotion.
Indian Innings: The Journey of Indian Cricket
from 1947
The story of Indian cricket is, in so many ways, the story
of the nation itself. It is also a game that has inspired
some of the most insightful writing across all genres.
Indian Innings collects some of the finest samples of
this writing, thoughtfully curated by Ayaz Memon, one
of India’s foremost sports journalists.
In his own magisterial introduction, Memon traces the
development of the sport in a newly independent country,
and right up to 1971. The ’70s was a decade of inflection
points that dramatically altered Indian cricket. From
K.N. Prabhu to P.N. Sundaresan and Dicky Rutnagar to

Ramachandra Guha
and Suresh Menon,
those years of famous
victories and of the
Spin Quartet come
alive. The Prudential
Cup
victory,
the
legends that were
Gavaskar and Kapil
Dev, the Tied Test of
1986, the influence of
television—voices as
diverse as Rajdeep
Sardesai, Raj Singh
Dungarpur,
Shashi
Tharoor and Anil
Dharker capture the
historic 1980s.
The post-1990s years
have seen a profusion
of cricketing riches for India. The Tendulkar Era, the
epic Eden Gardens win in 2001, the 2007 T20 World
Cup win, the emergence of the IPL, the 2011 World Cup
win, the Dhoni captaincy era, the victory in Australia in
2021 and much more—all feature here, in the essays of
some of India’s finest sports writers, like Rohit Brijnath,
Sambit Bal and Sharda Ugra.
Equally, the book wrestles with the game’s difficult
history. The ‘Summer of 42’, the match-fixing issue, the
Greg Chappell saga, the Lalit Modi affair and more, are
addressed in pieces by Bishan Singh Bedi, Aniruddha
Bahal, Pradeep Magazine, Sriram Veera, among others.
To round off these fine offerings is Clayton Murzello’s
carefully prepared ‘Milestones’ section—a superb
snapshot view of the last 75 years.
As complete a picture of post-independence cricketing
history as one could hope for, this riveting volume
promises hours of reading pleasure for every cricket fan.
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